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DETAILED ACTION

Notice of Pre-AIA or AIA Status

1. The present application is being examined under the pre—AIA first to invent provisions.

Double Patenting

2. The nonstatutory double patenting rejection is based on a judicially created doctrine

grounded in public policy (a policy reflected in the statute) so as to prevent the unjustified or

improper timewise extension of the "right to exclude” granted by a patent and to prevent

possible harassment by multiple assignees. A nonstatutory double patenting rejection is

appropriate where the conflicting claims are not identical, but at least one examined

application claim is not patentably distinct from the reference claim(s) because the examined

application claim is either anticipated by, or would have been obvious over, the reference

claim(s). See, e.g., In re Berg, 140 F.3d 1428, 46 USPQ2d 1226 (Fed. Cir. 1998); In re Goodman,

11 F.3d 1046, 29 USPQ2d 2010 (Fed. Cir. 1993); In re Longi, 759 F.2d 887, 225 USPQ 645 (Fed.

Cir. 1985); In re Van Ornum, 686 F.2d 937, 214 USPQ 761 (CCPA 1982); In re Vogel, 422 F.2d

438, 164 USPQ 619 (CCPA 1970); In re Thorington, 418 F.2d 528, 163 USPQ 644 (CCPA 1969).

A timely filed terminal disclaimer in compliance with 37 CFR 1.321(c) or 1.321(d) may be

used to overcome an actual or provisional rejection based on nonstatutory double patenting
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provided the reference application or patent either is shown to be commonly owned with the

examined application, or claims an invention made as a result of activities undertaken within

the scope of a joint research agreement. See MPEP § 717.02 for applications subject to

examination under the first inventor to file provisions ofthe AIA as explained in MPEP § 2159.

See MPEP §§ 706.02(I)(1) — 706.02(I)(3) for applications not subject to examination under the

first inventor to file provisions of the AIA. A terminal disclaimer must be signed in compliance

with 37 CFR 1.321(b).

The USPTO Internet website contains terminal disclaimer forms which may be used.

Please visit www.uspto.gov/patent/patents—forms. The filing date ofthe application in which

the form is filed determines what form (e.g., PTO/SB/25, PTO/SB/26, PTO/AIA/25, or

PTO/AIA/26) should be used. A web—based eTerminaI Disclaimer may be filled out completely

online using web—screens. An eTerminaI Disclaimer that meets all requirements is auto—

processed and approved immediately upon submission. For more information about eTerminaI

 Disclaimers, refer to BK '

3. Claims 1—20 are rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double patenting as being

unpatentable over claims 1—28 of U.S. Patent No. 10,096,320. Although the claims at issue are

not identical, they are not patentably distinct from each other because, the claims of the

instant application are similar in scope and content ofthe patented claims issued to the same

applicant.
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Application No: 16/155,523

1. A system comprising: (a) at least one data

processor, the at least one data processor

operatively coupled to a plurality of

communication data networks; (b) at least

one speaker—independent speech-recognition

engine operatively coupled to the data

processor; (c) memory accessible to the at

least one data processor and storing at least:

(i) an instruction set for querying of

information to be retrieved from a plurality

of sources coupled to the plurality of

communication data networks, the

instruction set comprising: an indication of

the plurality of sources, each identified by a

source identifier, and each identifying certain
information to be retrieved from the source

identifier, and (ii) at least one recognition

grammar executable code corresponding to

each instruction set and corresponding to

data characterizing audio containing a

naturally—spoken—speech command including

an information request, (d) wherein the at

least one speaker—independent—speech—

recognition engine is adapted to: (1) receive

the data characterizing audio containing the

naturally—spoken—speech command from a
voice—enabled device via a first of the

plurality of communication data networks;

(2) to recognize phenomes in the data

characterizing audio containing naturally—

spoken—speech commands to understand

spoken words; and (3) to generate

recognition results data, (e) wherein the at

least one data processor is adapted to: (1)

select the corresponding at least one

recognition grammar executable code upon

receiving the data characterizing the audio

containing the naturally—spoken-speech
command and to convert the data

characterizing the audio containing the

naturally—spoken—speech command into a

data message for transmission to a network

  
Patent No: 10,096,320

1. A system comprising: (a) at least one data

processor, the at least one data processor

operatively coupled to a plurality of

communication data networks; (b) at least

one speaker—independent speech—recognition

engine operatively coupled to the data

processor; (c) memory accessible to the at

least one data processor and storing at least:

(i) an instruction set querying of information

to be retrieved from a plurality of sources,

the instruction set comprising: an indication

of the plurality of sources, each identified by

a source identifier, and each identifying
certain information to be retrieved from the

source identifier, and (ii) at least one

recognition grammar executable code

corresponding to each instruction set and

corresponding to data characterizing audio

containing a naturally—spoken—speech

command including an information request,

(d) wherein the at least one speaker—

independent—speech—recognition engine is

adapted (i) to receive the data characterizing

audio containing the naturally—spoken—

speech command from a voice—enabled

device via a first of the plurality of

communication data networks, (ii) to

recognize phenomes in the data

characterizing audio containing naturally-

spoken—speech commands to understand

spoken words, and (iii) to generate

recognition results data, (e) wherein the at

least one data processor is adapted to (i)

select the corresponding at least one

recognition grammar executable code upon

receiving the data characterizing the audio

containing the naturally—spoken—speech
command and to convert the data

characterizing the audio containing the

naturally—spoken—speech command into a

data message for transmission to a network

interface adapted to access a second of the
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interface adapted to access a second of the

plurality of communication data networks;

and (2) retrieve the instruction set

corresponding to the recognition grammar

executable codes provided by the at least

one speaker—independent—speech—

recognition engine and to access the

information source queried by the instruction

set to obtain at least a part ofthe

information to be retrieved, and (f) at least

one speech—synthesis device operatively

coupled to the at least one data processor,

the at least one speech—synthesis device

configured to produce an audio message

relating to any resulting information

retrieved from the plurality of information

sources including a text—to—speech conversion

of at least certain data in said any resulting

information retrieved from the plurality of

information sources, and to convey the audio

message via the voice—ena bled device.

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the

plurality of communication data networks
includes the Internet.

3. The system of claim 1, wherein the

plurality of communication data networks
include a local—area network.

4. The system of claim 1, wherein the voice—
enabled device is a home device.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the voice—

enabled device is at least one of a group of

an IP telephone, a cellular phone, a personal

computer, a media player appliance, and a

television or other video display device. 
plurality of communication data networks;

and (ii) to retrieve the instruction set

corresponding to the recognition grammar

executable codes provided by the at least

one speaker—independent—speech—

recognition engine and to access the

information source queried by the instruction

set to obtain at least a part of the

information to be retrieved, and (f) at least

one speech—synthesis device operatively

coupled to the at least one data processor,

the at least one speech—synthesis device

configured to produce an audio message

relating to any resulting information

retrieved from the plurality of information

sources, and to transmit the audio message
to the voice—enabled device.

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the

plurality of communication data networks
includes the Internet.

3. The system of claim 1, wherein the

plurality of communication data networks
include a local—area network.

4. The system of claim 1, wherein the voice—

enabled device is a telephone.

4. The system of claim 1, wherein the voice—

enabled device is a telephone.

10. The system of claim 1, wherein the voice—

enabled device is an IP telephone.

11. The system of claim 1, wherein the voice—

enabled device is a cellular phone.

12. The system of claim 1, wherein the voice—

enabled device is a personal computer.

13. The system of claim 1, wherein the voice—

enabled device is a media player appliance.
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6. The system of claim 1, wherein the

speaker—independent—speech—recognition

engine is adapted to analyze the phonemes

to recognize conversational naturally—spoken—

speech commands.

7. The system of claim 1, wherein the

speaker—independent—speech—recognition

engine is adapted to recognize the naturally—

spoken—speech commands.

14. The system of claim 1, wherein the voice—
enabled device is a television or other video

display device.

5. The system of claim 1, wherein the

speaker—independent—speech—recognition

engine is adapted to analyze the phonemes

to recognize conversational naturally—spoken—

speech commands.

6. The system of claim 1, wherein the

speaker—independent—speech—recognition

engine is adapted to recognize the naturally—

spoken—speech commands.
 

8. The system of claim 1, wherein the
instruction set executable code further

comprises: a content descriptor associated

with each information—source identifier, the

content descriptor pre—defining a portion of

the information source containing the
information to be retrieved.

7. The system of claim 1, wherein the
instruction set executable code further

comprises: a content descriptor associated

with each information—source identifier, the

content descriptor pre—defining a portion of

the information source containing the
information to be retrieved. 

9. The system of claim 1, further comprising:

a database operatively connected to the data

processor, the database adapted to store the

information gathered from the information

sources in response to the information

requests.

10. The system of claim 8, wherein each

recognition grammar executable code and

each instruction set for querying of
information to be retrieved are stored in the

database.

11. A method comprising: (a) providing at

least one data processor, the data processor

operatively coupled to a plurality of

communication data networks; (b) providing

at least one speaker—independent—speech—

recognition engine operatively coupled to the

at least one data processor (c) providing

memory accessible to the data processor

storing at least: (i) an instruction set for

querying of the information to be retrieved

from a plurality of sources coupled to the

plurality of communication data networks,

the instruction set comprising: an indication

 8. The system of claim 1, further comprising:

a database operatively connected to the data

processor, the database adapted to store the

information gathered from the information

sources in response to the information

requests.

9. The system of claim 8, wherein each

recognition grammar executable code and

each instruction set for querying of
information to be retrieved are stored in the

database.

15. A method comprising: (a) providing at

least one data processor, the data processor

operatively coupled to a plurality of

communication data networks; (b) providing

at least one speaker—independent—speech—

recognition engine operatively coupled to the

at least one data processor (c) providing

memory accessible to the data processor

storing at least: (i) an instruction set for

querying of the information to be retrieved

from a plurality of sources, the instruction set

comprising: an indication of the plurality of

sources, each identified by a information—
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of the plurality of sources, each identified by

an information—source identifier, and each

identifying certain information to be
retrieved from the information—source

identifier, and (ii) at least one recognition

grammar executable code corresponding to

each instruction set and corresponding to

data characterizing audio containing a

naturally—spoken—speech command including

an information request, (d) the at least one

speaker—independent—speech—recognition

engine: (i) receiving the data characterizing

audio containing the naturally—spoken—

speech command from the voice—enabled
device via a first of the communication data

networks, (ii) recognizing phenomes in the

data characterizing audio containing the

naturally—spoken—speech commands to

understand spoken words, and (iii)

generating recognition—results data, (e) the

least one data processor programmed to: (i)

select the corresponding at least one

recognition grammar executable code upon

receiving the data characterizing audio

containing the naturally—spoken-speech
command and convert the data

characterizing audio containing naturally—

spoken—speech command into a data

message for transmission to a network

interface adapted to access a second of the

one communication networks; and (ii)

retrieve the instruction set corresponding to

the recognition grammar executable

provided by the at least one spea ker—

independent-speech—recognition device and

access the information source identified by

the instruction set to obtain at least a part of

the information to be retrieved; and (f)

providing at least one speech—synthesis

device operatively connected to the at least

one data processor, and by the at least one

speech—synthesis device adapted to: (i)

produce an audio message relating to any

resulting information retrieved from the

 
source identifier, and each identifying certain
information to be retrieved from the

information—source identifier, and (ii) at least

one recognition grammar executable code

corresponding to each instruction set and

corresponding to data characterizing audio

containing a naturally—spoken—speech

command including an information request,

(d) the at least one speaker—independent—

speech—recognition engine: (i) receiving the

data characterizing audio containing the

naturally—spoken—speech command from the
voice—enabled device via a first of the

communication data networks, (ii)

recognizing phenomes in the data

characterizing audio containing the naturally—

spoken—speech commands to understand

spoken words, and (iii) generating

recognition—results data, (e) the least one

data processor programmed to: (i) select the

corresponding at least one recognition

grammar executable code upon receiving the

data characterizing audio containing the

naturally—spoken—speech command and

convert the data characterizing audio

containing natu rally—spoken—speech

command into a data message for

transmission to a network interface adapted
to access a second of the one communication

networks; and (iii) retrieve the instruction set

corresponding to the recognition grammar

executable provided by the at least one

speaker—independent—speech—recognition
device and access the information source

identified by the instruction set to obtain at

least a part ofthe information to be retrieve;

and (f) providing at least one speech—

synthesis device operatively connected to the

at least one data processor, and by the at

least one speech—synthesis device: (i)

produce an audio message relating to any

resulting information retrieved from the

plurality of information sources, and (ii)
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plurality of information sources including

text—to—speech conversion of said any

resulting information retrieved from the

plurality of information sources, and (ii)

transmit the audio message via the voice—
enabled device.

12. The method of claim 11, wherein the

plurality of communication data networks
includes the Internet.

13. The method of claim 11, wherein the

plurality of communication data networks
include a local—area network.

transmit the audio message to the voice-
enabled device.

16. The method of claim 15, wherein the

plurality of communication data networks
includes the Internet.

17. The method of claim 15, wherein the

plurality of communication data networks
include a local—area network. 

14. The method of claim 11, wherein the

voice—enabled device is a telephone.

15. The method of claim 11, wherein the

speaker—independent—speech—recognition

engine is adapted to analyze the phonemes

to recognize conversational naturally—spoken—

speech commands.

16. The method of claim 11, wherein the

speaker—independent—speech—recognition

engine is adapted to recognize the naturally—

spoken—speech commands.

17. The method of claim 11, wherein the
instruction set executable code further

comprises: a content descriptor associated

with each information—source identifier, the

content descriptor pre—defining a portion of

the information source containing the
information to be retrieved.

18. The method of claim 11, further

comprising: providing a database and

operatively connecting the database to the

data processor and storing the information

gathered from the information sources in

response to the information requests in the
database.

19. The method of claim 18, wherein each

recognition grammar executable code and
each instruction set are stored in the

database.

 
18. The method of claim 15, wherein the

voice—enabled device is a telephone.

19. The method of claim 15, wherein the

speaker—independent—speech—recognition

engine is adapted to analyze the phonemes

to recognize conversational naturally—spoken—

speech commands.

20. The method of claim 15, wherein the

speaker—independent—speech—recognition

engine is adapted to recognize the naturally—

spoken—speech commands.

21. The method of claim 15, wherein the
instruction set executable code further

comprises: a content descriptor associated

with each information—source identifier, the

content descriptor pre—defining a portion of

the information source containing the
information to be retrieved.

22. The method of claim 15, further

comprising: providing a database and

operatively connecting the database to the

data processor and storing the information

gathered from the information sources in

response to the information requests in the
database.

23. The method of claim 22, wherein each

recognition grammar executable code and
each instruction set are stored in the

database.
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20. The method of claim 18, wherein the
voice—enabled device is at least one of a

group of an IP telephone, a cellular phone, a

personal computer, a media player

appliance, and a television or other video

display device. 
24. The method of claim 15, wherein the

voice—enabled device is an IP telephone.

25. The method of claim 15, wherein the

voice—enabled device is a cellular phone.

26. The method of claim 15, wherein the

voice—enabled device is a personal computer.

27. The method of claim 15, wherein the

voice—enabled device is a media player

appliance.

28. The method of claim 15, wherein the
voice—enabled device is a television or other

video display device.

 
 

4. Claims 1—8 and 11—20 are rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double patenting as

being unpatentable over claimsl—4, 11-18 of U.S. Patent No. 10,380,981. Although the claims at

issue are not identical, they are not patentably distinct from each other because, the claims of

the instant application are similar in scope and content of the patented claims issued to the

same applicant.

Application No: 16/155,523 Patent No: 10,320,981
 

1. A system comprising: (a) at least one data

processor, the at least one data processor

operatively coupled to a plurality of

communication data networks; (b) at least

one speaker—independent speech-recognition

engine operatively coupled to the data

processor; (c) memory accessible to the at

least one data processor and storing at least:

(i) an instruction set for querying of

information to be retrieved from a plurality

  
5. A voice—browsing system for retrieving
information from an information source that

is periodically updated with current

information, by speech commands received

from a particular user provided via a voice—

enabled device after establishing a
connection between the voice—enabled

device and a media server of the voice—

browsing system, said voice—browsing system

comprising: (a) a speech—recognition engine

Google Ex 1031 - Page 10
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of sources coupled to the plurality of

communication data networks, the

instruction set comprising: an indication of

the plurality of sources, each identified by a

source identifier, and each identifying certain
information to be retrieved from the source

identifier, and (ii) at least one recognition

grammar executable code corresponding to

each instruction set and corresponding to

data characterizing audio containing a

naturally—spoken—speech command including

an information request, (d) wherein the at

least one speaker—independent—speech—

recognition engine is adapted to: (1) receive

the data characterizing audio containing the

naturally—spoken—speech command from a
voice—enabled device via a first of the

plurality of communication data networks;

(2) to recognize phenomes in the data

characterizing audio containing naturally—

spoken—speech commands to understand

spoken words; and (3) to generate

recognition results data, (e) wherein the at

least one data processor is adapted to: (1)

select the corresponding at least one

recognition grammar executable code upon

receiving the data characterizing the audio

containing the naturally—spoken—speech
command and to convert the data

characterizing the audio containing the

naturally—spoken—speech command into a

data message for transmission to a network

interface adapted to access a second of the

plurality of communication data networks;

and (2) retrieve the instruction set

corresponding to the recognition grammar

executable codes provided by the at least

one speaker—independent—speech—

recognition engine and to access the

information source queried by the instruction

set to obtain at least a part ofthe

information to be retrieved, and (f) at least

one speech—synthesis device operatively

coupled to the at least one data processor,

 
including a processor and coupled to the

media server, the media server initiating a

voice—response application once the
connection between the voice—enabled

device and the voice—browsing system is

established, the speech—recognition engine

adapted to receive a speech command from

a particular user via the voice—enabled

device, the media server configured to

identify and access the information source

via a network, the speech—recognition engine

adapted to convert the speech command

into a data message by selecting speech—

recognition grammar established to

correspond to the speech command received

from the particular user and assigned to

perform searches; (b) the media server

further configured to select at least one
information—source—retrieval instruction

corresponding to the speech—recognition

grammar established for the speech

command, the at least one information—
source—retrieval instruction stored in a

database associated with the media server

and adapted to retrieve information; (c) a

web—browsing server coupled to the media

server and adapted to access at least a

portion of the information source to retrieve

information indicated by the speech

command, by using a processor of the web—

browsing server, which processor (i)

performs an instruction that requests

information from an identified web page

within the information source, and (ii) utilizes
a command to execute a content extractor

within the web—browsing server to separate a

portion of the information from other

information, the information derived from

only a portion of a web page containing

information relevant to the speech

command, wherein the content extractor

uses a content—descriptor file containing a

description of the portion of information and

wherein the content—descriptor file indicates
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the at least one speech—synthesis device

configured to produce an audio message

relating to any resulting information

retrieved from the plurality of information

sources including a text—to-speech conversion

of at least certain data in said any resulting

information retrieved from the plurality of

information sources, and to convey the audio

message via the voice—ena bled device.

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the

plurality of communication data networks
includes the Internet.

3. The system of claim 1, wherein the

plurality of communication data networks
include a local—area network.

a location of a portion of the information

within the information source, and selecting,

by the web—browsing server, an information

type relevant from the information source

and retrieving only a portion of the

information that is relevant according to the
at least one information—source—retrieval

instruction; and (d) a speech—synthesis

engine including a processor and coupled to

the media server, the speech—synthesis

engine adapted to convert the information
retrieved from the information source into

audio and convey the audio by the voice—
enabled device.

6. The voice—browsing system claim 5, further

comprising: an interface to an associated

website by the network to locate requested
information.

7. The voice—browsing system of claim 5,
wherein the voice—enabled device accesses

the voice—browsing system by at least one of

a landline telephone, a wireless telephone,

and an Internet Protocol telephonic
connection and wherein the media server

operatively connects to the network, by at

least one of a local—area network, a wide—

area network, and the Internet.

6. The voice—browsing system claim 5, further

comprising: an interface to an associated

website by the network to locate requested
information.

7. The voice—browsing system of claim 5,
wherein the voice—enabled device accesses

the voice—browsing system by at least one of

a landline telephone, a wireless telephone,

and an Internet Protocol telephonic
connection and wherein the media server

operatively connects to the network, by at

least one of a local—area network, a wide—

area network, and the Internet.
 

4. The system of claim 1, wherein the voice—
enabled device is a home device.

  
6. The voice—browsing system claim 5, further

comprising: an interface to an associated
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5. The method of claim 1, wherein the voice—

enabled device is at least one of a group of

an IP telephone, a cellular phone, a personal

computer, a media player appliance, and a

television or other video display device.

6. The system of claim 1, wherein the

speaker—independent—speech—recognition

engine is adapted to analyze the phonemes

to recognize conversational naturally—spoken—

speech commands.

website by the network to locate requested
information.

7. The voice—browsing system of claim 5,
wherein the voice—enabled device accesses

the voice—browsing system by at least one of

a landline telephone, a wireless telephone,

and an Internet Protocol telephonic
connection and wherein the media server

operatively connects to the network, by at

least one of a local—area network, a wide—

area network, and the Internet.

9. The voice—browsing system of claim 5,

further comprising: a clipping engine adapted

to generate the content-descriptor file, by

which, an instruction is used by the web—

browsing server to request information from
the identified web site and the information is

displayed on the voice—enabled device,

wherein the information is only the portion

of the web page containing information

relevant to the speech command.
 

7. The system of claim 1, wherein the

speaker—independent—speech—recognition

engine is adapted to recognize the naturally—

spoken—speech commands.

8. The system of claim 1, wherein the
instruction set executable code further

comprises: a content descriptor associated

with each information—source identifier, the

content descriptor pre—defining a portion of

the information source containing the
information to be retrieved.

 
8. The voice—browsing system of claim 5,
wherein the media server functions as a user—

interface system adapted to provide access

to a voice—browsing system.

9. The voice—browsing system of claim 5,

further comprising: a clipping engine adapted

to generate the content-descriptor file, by

which, an instruction is used by the web—

browsing server to request information from
the identified web site and the information is

displayed on the voice—enabled device,

wherein the information is only the portion

of the web page containing information

relevant to the speech command.
 

9. The system of claim 1, further comprising:

a database operatively connected to the data

processor, the database adapted to store the
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information gathered from the information

sources in response to the information

requests.

10. The system of claim 8, wherein each

recognition grammar executable code and

each instruction set for querying of
information to be retrieved are stored in the

database.

11. A method comprising: (a) providing at

least one data processor, the data processor

operatively coupled to a plurality of

communication data networks; (b) providing

at least one speaker—independent—speech—

recognition engine operatively coupled to the

at least one data processor (c) providing

memory accessible to the data processor

storing at least: (i) an instruction set for

querying of the information to be retrieved

from a plurality of sources coupled to the

plurality of communication data networks,

the instruction set comprising: an indication

of the plurality of sources, each identified by

an information—source identifier, and each

identifying certain information to be
retrieved from the information—source

identifier, and (ii) at least one recognition

grammar executable code corresponding to

each instruction set and corresponding to

data characterizing audio containing a

naturally—spoken—speech command including

an information request, (d) the at least one

speaker—independent—speech—recognition

engine: (i) receiving the data characterizing

audio containing the naturally—spoken—

speech command from the voice—enabled
device via a first of the communication data

networks, (ii) recognizing phenomes in the

data characterizing audio containing the

naturally—spoken—speech commands to

understand spoken words, and (iii)

generating recognition—results data, (e) the

least one data processor programmed to: (i)

select the corresponding at least one

recognition grammar executable code upon

  
1. A method, comprising: (a) receiving a

speech command from a voice—enabled

device of a particular user, over a network,

by a speech—recognition engine coupled to a

media server by an interactive voice

response application including a user—defined

search, the speech—recognition engine

adapted to convert the speech command

into a data message, the media server

adapted to identify and access at least one or

more websites containing information of

interest to the particular user, the speech—

recognition engine adapted to select

particular speech—recognition grammar

describing the speech command received

and assigned to fetching content relating to

the data message converted from the speech

command and assigned to the user—defined

search including a web request, along with a
uniform resource locator of an identified web

site from the one or more websites

containing information of interest to the

particular user and responsive to the web

request; (b) selecting, by the media server, at
least one information—source—retrieval

instruction stored for the particular speech—

recognition grammar in a database coupled

to the media server and adapted to retrieve
information from the at least one or more

websites; (c) accessing, by a web—browsing

server, a portion of an information source to

retrieve information relating to the speech

command, by using a processor of the web-

browsing server, which processor (i)

performs an instruction that requests

information from an identified web site, (ii)
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receiving the data characterizing audio

containing the naturally—spoken-speech
command and convert the data

characterizing audio containing naturally—

spoken—speech command into a data

message for transmission to a network

interface adapted to access a second of the

one communication networks; and (ii)

retrieve the instruction set corresponding to

the recognition grammar executable

provided by the at least one spea ker—

independent-speech—recognition device and

access the information source identified by

the instruction set to obtain at least a part of

the information to be retrieved; and (f)

providing at least one speech—synthesis

device operatively connected to the at least

one data processor, and by the at least one

speech—synthesis device adapted to: (i)

produce an audio message relating to any

resulting information retrieved from the

plurality of information sources including

text—to—speech conversion of said any

resulting information retrieved from the

plurality of information sources, and (ii)

transmit the audio message via the voice—
enabled device.

utilizes a command to execute a content

extractor within the web—browsing server to

separate a portion of information that is
relevant from other information on the web

page using a name of a named object

including the information, the information

derived from only a portion of the web page

containing information pertinent to the

speech command, the content extractor

adapted to use a content—descriptor file

containing a description of the portion of

information and the content—descriptor file

adapted to indicate a location of the portion
of the information within the information

source; (d) selecting, by the web—browsing

server, the information relating to the speech
command from the information source and

retrieving only the portion of the information

requested by the speech command according
to the at least one information—source—

retrieval instruction; (e) converting the
information retrieved from the information

source into an audio message by a speech—

synthesis engine, the speech—synthesis

engine coupled to the media server; and (f)

transmitting the audio message by the voice—

enabled device to the particular user.
 

12. The method of claim 11, wherein the

plurality of communication data networks
includes the Internet.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the

speech command is received by at least one

of a landline telephone, a wireless telephone,

and an Internet Protocol telephone and the

media server is operatively connected to at

least one of a local—area network, a wide—

area network, and the Internet.
 

13. The method of claim 11, wherein the

plurality of communication data networks
include a local—area network.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the

speech command is received by at least one

of a landline telephone, a wireless telephone,

and an Internet Protocol telephone and the

media server is operatively connected to at

least one of a local—area network, a wide—

area network, and the Internet.
 

14. The method of claim 11, wherein the

voice—enabled device is a telephone.

 
3. The method of claim 2, wherein the media

server functions as a user—interface system
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15. The method of claim 11, wherein the

speaker—independent—speech—recognition

engine is adapted to analyze the phonemes

to recognize conversational naturally—spoken—

speech commands.

16. The method of claim 11, wherein the

speaker—independent—speech—recognition

engine is adapted to recognize the naturally—

spoken—speech commands.

 

adapted to provide access to a voice-

browsing system.

4. The method of claim 2, further comprising:

a clipping engine adapted to initially generate

the content—descriptor file that indicates the

location of the portion of the information
within the identified web site.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the media

server functions as a user—interface system

adapted to provide access to a voice-

browsing system.

4. The method of claim 2, further comprising:

a clipping engine adapted to initially generate

the content—descriptor file that indicates the

location of the portion of the information
within the identified web site.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the media

server functions as a user—interface system

adapted to provide access to a voice—

browsing system.

4. The method of claim 2, further comprising:

a clipping engine adapted to initially generate

the content—descriptor file that indicates the

location of the portion of the information
within the identified web site. 

17. The method of claim 11, wherein the
instruction set executable code further

comprises: a content descriptor associated

with each information—source identifier, the

content descriptor pre—defining a portion of

the information source containing the
information to be retrieved.

16. The method of claim 12, wherein the

corresponding descriptor file identifies the
web—accessible information source and

information used to generate proper

requests to the information source with a

specific URL format including search

parameters. 

18. The method of claim 11, further

comprising: providing a database and

operatively connecting the database to the

data processor and storing the information

gathered from the information sources in

response to the information requests in the
database.

 
11. The method of claim 10, wherein the

content is located in the response data using

the named object regardless of the location

of the named object within the response
data.

12. The method of claim 11, wherein the

fetching occurs on a web browsing server,

and wherein the web browsing server 
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19. The method of claim 18, wherein each

recognition grammar executable code and
each instruction set are stored in the

database.  

receives the identified speech command
from a different server.

13. The method of claim 12, further

comprising: using Internet Protocol to
communicate with the electronic—

communication device of the user.

14. The method of claim 12, further

comprising: using a telecommunication
network to communicate with the electronic—

communication device of the user.

15. The method of claim 12, wherein the
electronic—communication device of the user

is a voice—enabled wireless unit that is not a

telephone.

17. The method of claim 12, wherein using

the request information to fetch comprises

fetching the response data from a database

stored on a Local Area Network (LAN) or a

Wide Area Network (WAN).

18. The method of claim 12, further

comprising: using the named object to

determine a beginning and an end of the

content within the response data.

11. The method of claim 10, wherein the

content is located in the response data using

the named object regardless of the location

of the named object within the response
data.

12. The method of claim 11, wherein the

fetching occurs on a web browsing server,

and wherein the web browsing server

receives the identified speech command
from a different server.

13. The method of claim 12, further

comprising: using Internet Protocol to
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20. The method of claim 18, wherein the
voice—enabled device is at least one of a

group of an IP telephone, a cellular phone, a

personal computer, a media player

appliance, and a television or other video

display device.  

communicate with the electronic—

communication device of the user.

14. The method of claim 12, further

comprising: using a telecommunication
network to communicate with the electronic—

communication device of the user.

15. The method of claim 12, wherein the
electronic—communication device ofthe user

is a voice—enabled wireless unit that is not a

telephone.

17. The method of claim 12, wherein using

the request information to fetch comprises

fetching the response data from a database

stored on a Local Area Network (LAN) or a

Wide Area Network (WAN).

18. The method of claim 12, further

comprising: using the named object to

determine a beginning and an end of the

content within the response data.

11. The method of claim 10, wherein the

content is located in the response data using

the named object regardless of the location

of the named object within the response
data.

12. The method of claim 11, wherein the

fetching occurs on a web browsing server,

and wherein the web browsing server

receives the identified speech command
from a different server.

13. The method of claim 12, further

comprising: using Internet Protocol to
communicate with the electronic—

communication device of the user.

14. The method of claim 12, further

comprising: using a telecommunication
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network to communicate with the electronic—

communication device of the user.

15. The method of claim 12, wherein the
electronic—communication device of the user

is a voice—enabled wireless unit that is not a

telephone.

17. The method of claim 12, wherein using

the request information to fetch comprises

fetching the response data from a database

stored on a Local Area Network (LAN) or a

Wide Area Network (WAN).

18. The method of claim 12, further

comprising: using the named object to

determine a beginning and an end of the

content within the response data.

 
 

5. Claims 1—10 are rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double patenting as being

unpatentable over claims 1—7 and 14—15 of U.S. Patent No. 9,451,084. Although the claims at

issue are not identical, they are not patentably distinct from each other because the claims of

the instant application are similar in scope and content of the patented claims issued to the

same applicant.

Application No: 16/155,523

1. A system comprising: (a) at least one data

processor, the at least one data processor

operatively coupled to a plurality of

communication data networks; (b) at least

one speaker—independent speech—recognition

engine operatively coupled to the data

processor; (c) memory accessible to the at

least one data processor and storing at least:

 
 

Patent No: 9,451,084

1. A system for acquiring information from

one or more sources maintaining a listing of

web sites by receiving speech commands

uttered by users into a voice—enabled device

and for providing information retrieved from
the web sites to the users in an audio form

via the voice—enabled device, the system

comprising: at least one computing device,
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(i) an instruction set for querying of

information to be retrieved from a plurality

of sources coupled to the plurality of

communication data networks, the

instruction set comprising: an indication of

the plurality of sources, each identified by a

source identifier, and each identifying certain
information to be retrieved from the source

identifier, and (ii) at least one recognition

grammar executable code corresponding to

each instruction set and corresponding to

data characterizing audio containing a

naturally—spoken—speech command including

an information request, (d) wherein the at

least one speaker—independent—speech—

recognition engine is adapted to: (1) receive

the data characterizing audio containing the

naturally—spoken—speech command from a
voice—enabled device via a first of the

plurality of communication data networks;

(2) to recognize phenomes in the data

characterizing audio containing naturally—

spoken—speech commands to understand

spoken words; and (3) to generate

recognition results data, (e) wherein the at

least one data processor is adapted to: (1)

select the corresponding at least one

recognition grammar executable code upon

receiving the data characterizing the audio

containing the naturally—spoken—speech
command and to convert the data

characterizing the audio containing the

naturally—spoken—speech command into a

data message for transmission to a network

interface adapted to access a second of the

plurality of communication data networks;

and (2) retrieve the instruction set

corresponding to the recognition grammar

executable codes provided by the at least

one speaker—independent—speech—

recognition engine and to access the

information source queried by the instruction

set to obtain at least a part ofthe

information to be retrieved, and (f) at least

 
the computing device operatively coupled to

one or more networks; at least one speaker—

independent speech—recognition device, the

speaker—independent speech—recognition

device operatively connected to the

computing device and configured to receive

the speech commands; at least one speech—

synthesis device, the speech—synthesis device

operatively connected to the computing

device; memory operatively associated with

the computing device with at least one

instruction set for identifying the information

to be retrieved, the instruction set being

associated with the computing device, the

instruction set comprising: a plurality of web

site addresses for the listing of web sites,

each web site address identifying a web site

containing the information to be retrieved; at

least one recognition grammar associated

with the computing device, each recognition

grammar corresponding to each instruction

set and corresponding to a speech command,

the speech command comprising an

information request provided by the user,

the spea ker—independent speech—recognition

device configured to receive the speech
command from the users via the voice—

enabled device and to select the

corresponding recognition grammar upon

receiving the speech command; the

computing device configured to retrieve the

instruction set corresponding to the

recognition grammar provided by the

speaker—independent speech—recognition

device; the computing device further

configured to access at least one of the

plurality of web sites identified by the
instruction set to obtain the information to

be retrieved, wherein the computing device

is further configured to periodically search

via the one or more networks to identify new
web sites and to add the new web sites to

the plurality of web sites, the computing

device configured to access a first web site of
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one speech—synthesis device operatively

coupled to the at least one data processor,

the at least one speech—synthesis device

configured to produce an audio message

relating to any resulting information

retrieved from the plurality of information

sources including a text—to-speech conversion

of at least certain data in said any resulting

information retrieved from the plurality of

information sources, and to convey the audio

message via the voice—ena bled device.

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the

plurality of communication data networks
includes the Internet.

3. The system of claim 1, wherein the

plurality of communication data networks
include a local—area network.

the plurality of web sites and, if the
information to be retrieved is not found at

the first web site, the computer configured to

access the plurality of web sites remaining in

an order defined for accessing the listing of
web sites until the information to be

retrieved is found in at least one of the

plurality of web sites or until the plurality of

web sites have been accessed; the speech

synthesis device configured to produce an

audio message containing any retrieved

information from the plurality of web sites,

and the speech synthesis device further

configured to transmit the audio message to
the users via the voice-enabled device.

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the one or
more networks include the Internet.

3. The system of claim 1, wherein the one or
more networks include a local—area network.
 

4. The system of claim 1, wherein the voice—
enabled device is a home device.

4. The system of claim 1, wherein the voice—
enabled device is at least one of a standard

telephone, an IP telephone, a cellular phone,

a PDA, a personal computer, a DVD player, a

television or other video display device, a CD

player, a MP3 player, and any other device

capable of transmitting the audio message.
 

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the voice—

enabled device is at least one of a group of

an IP telephone, a cellular phone, a personal

computer, a media player appliance, and a

television or other video display device.

4. The system of claim 1, wherein the voice—
enabled device is at least one of a standard

telephone, an IP telephone, a cellular phone,

a PDA, a personal computer, a DVD player, a

television or other video display device, a CD

player, a MP3 player, and any other device

capable of transmitting the audio message.
 

6. The system of claim 1, wherein the

speaker—independent—speech—recognition

engine is adapted to analyze the phonemes

to recognize conversational naturally—spoken—

speech commands.

5. The system of claim 1, wherein the

speaker—independent speech recognition

device is configured to analyze phonemes to

recognize the speech commands.
 

7. The system of claim 1, wherein the

speaker—independent—speech—recognition

  
6. The system of claim 1, wherein the

speaker—independent speech—recognition
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engine is adapted to recognize the naturally—

spoken—speech commands.

8. The system of claim 1, wherein the
instruction set executable code further

comprises: a content descriptor associated

with each information—source identifier, the

content descriptor pre—defining a portion of

the information source containing the
information to be retrieved.

9. The system of claim 1, further comprising:

a database operatively connected to the data

processor, the database adapted to store the

information gathered from the information

sources in response to the information

requests.

10. The system of claim 8, wherein each

recognition grammar executable code and

each instruction set for querying of
information to be retrieved are stored in the

database.

 
device is configured to recognize naturally

spoken speech commands.

7. The system of claim 1, wherein the

instruction set further comprises: a content

descriptor associated with each web site

address, the content descriptor pre—defining

a portion of the web site containing the
information to be retrieved.

14. The system of claim 1, further

comprising: a database operatively

connected to the computing device, the

database configured to store the information

gathered from the web sites in response to

the information requests.

15. The system of claim 14, wherein each

recognition grammar and each instruction set
are stored in the database.

 
6. Claims 1—3, 8—9, 11—12, and 17—18 are rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double

patenting as being unpatentable over claims 1—3, 5—8, and 9—15 of U.S. Patent No. 8,185,402.

Although the claims at issue are not identical, they are not patentably distinct from each other

because the claims ofthe instant application are similar in scope and content of the patented

claims issued to the same applicant.

Application No: 16/155,523 Patent No: 8,185,402
 

1. A system comprising: (a) at least one data

processor, the at least one data processor

operatively coupled to a plurality of

communication data networks; (b) at least

one speaker—independent speech-recognition

9. A system for retrieving information from

web sites by uttering speech commands into

a phone and for providing to users retrieved

information in an audio form via said phone,

said system comprising: a computer, said
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engine operatively coupled to the data

processor; (c) memory accessible to the at

least one data processor and storing at least:

(i) an instruction set for querying of

information to be retrieved from a plurality

of sources coupled to the plurality of

communication data networks, the

instruction set comprising: an indication of

the plurality of sources, each identified by a

source identifier, and each identifying certain
information to be retrieved from the source

identifier, and (ii) at least one recognition

grammar executable code corresponding to

each instruction set and corresponding to

data characterizing audio containing a

naturally—spoken—speech command including

an information request, (d) wherein the at

least one speaker—independent—speech—

recognition engine is adapted to: (1) receive

the data characterizing audio containing the

naturally—spoken—speech command from a
voice—enabled device via a first of the

plurality of communication data networks;

(2) to recognize phenomes in the data

characterizing audio containing naturally—

spoken—speech commands to understand

spoken words; and (3) to generate

recognition results data, (e) wherein the at

least one data processor is adapted to: (1)

select the corresponding at least one

recognition grammar executable code upon

receiving the data characterizing the audio

containing the naturally—spoken-speech
command and to convert the data

characterizing the audio containing the

naturally—spoken—speech command into a

data message for transmission to a network

interface adapted to access a second of the

plurality of communication data networks;

and (2) retrieve the instruction set

corresponding to the recognition grammar

executable codes provided by the at least

one speaker—independent—speech—

recognition engine and to access the

 
computer operatively connected to the

internet and to at least one phone; at least

one speaker—independent speech recognition

engine, said speaker—independent speech

recognition engine operatively connected to

said computer; at least one speech synthesis

engine, said speech synthesis engine

operatively connected to said computer; a

database, said database operatively

connected to said computer, said database

containing a plurality of web site addresses; a

content descriptor associated with each said

web site address, said content descriptor pre—

defining a portion of said web site containing

said information to be retrieved; a ranking

from highest to lowest associated with each

said web site address, said ranking indicating

the order in which the plurality of web sites

are accessed; said speaker—independent

speech recognition engine configured to

receive from users via said phone a speech

command; said computer configured to

access at least one of said plurality of web

sites associated with said speech command

to obtain said information to be retrieved,

said computer configured to first access said

web site having the highest ranking and, if
said information to be retrieved is not found

at said web site having the highest ranking,

said computer configured to subsequently

access said plurality of web sites in order of

rankings until said information to be

retrieved is found or until said plurality of

web sites has been accessed; said computer

further configured to establish or adjust said

rankings associated with said plurality of web

sites such that said web site having said

information to be retrieved is assigned the

highest ranking and any web sites not having

said information to be retrieved are assigned

lower rankings; said speech synthesis engine

configured to produce an audio message

containing any retrieved information from

said web sites, and said speech synthesis
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information source queried by the instruction

set to obtain at least a part ofthe

information to be retrieved, and (f) at least

one speech—synthesis device operatively

coupled to the at least one data processor,

the at least one speech—synthesis device

configured to produce an audio message

relating to any resulting information

retrieved from the plurality of information

sources including a text—to—speech conversion

of at least certain data in said any resulting

information retrieved from the plurality of

information sources, and to convey the audio

message via the voice—ena bled device.

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the

plurality of communication data networks
includes the Internet.

3. The system of claim 1, wherein the

plurality of communication data networks
include a local—area network.

4. The system of claim 1, wherein the voice—
enabled device is a home device.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the voice—

enabled device is at least one of a group of

an IP telephone, a cellular phone, a personal

computer, a media player appliance, and a

television or other video display device.

6. The system of claim 1, wherein the

speaker—independent—speech—recognition

engine is adapted to analyze the phonemes

to recognize conversational naturally—spoken—

speech commands.

7. The system of claim 1, wherein the

speaker—independent—speech—recognition

engine is adapted to recognize the naturally—

spoken—speech commands.

8. The system of claim 1, wherein the
instruction set executable code further

comprises: a content descriptor associated

with each information—source identifier, the

content descriptor pre—defining a portion of

 
engine further configured to transmit said

audio message to said users via said phone.

13. The system of claim 9 wherein said
internet is the Internet.

11. The system of claim 9 wherein said
internet is a local area network.

12. The system of claim 9 wherein said
internet is a wide area network.

10. The system of claim 9 wherein said phone

comprises a standard telephone, a cellular

phone, or an IP phone.

14. The system of claim 9 wherein said

computer is configured to establish or adjust

said rankings associated with said plurality of

web sites when instructed by said user to
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the information source containing the
information to be retrieved.

9. The system of claim 1, further comprising:

a data base operatively connected to the data

processor, the database adapted to store the

information gathered from the information

sources in response to the information

requests.

10. The system of claim 8, wherein each

recognition grammar executable code and

each instruction set for querying of
information to be retrieved are stored in the

database.

11. A method comprising: (a) providing at

least one data processor, the data processor

operatively coupled to a plurality of

communication data networks; (b) providing

at least one speaker—independent—speech—

recognition engine operatively coupled to the

at least one data processor (c) providing

 
access said plurality of web sites to retrieve
said information.

15. The system of claim 9 wherein said

computer is configured to establish or adjust

said rankings associated with said plurality of

web sites based on periodic polling of each of

said web sites without being instructed by

said user to determine the availability of each

said web site, the duration of time for each

said web site to respond to a request from

said computer, and changes to the location
of said information to be retrieved from each

said web site.

14. The system of claim 9 wherein said

computer is configured to establish or adjust

said rankings associated with said plurality of

web sites when instructed by said user to

access said plurality of web sites to retrieve
said information.

15. The system of claim 9 wherein said

computer is configured to establish or adjust

said rankings associated with said plurality of

web sites based on periodic polling of each of

said web sites without being instructed by

said user to determine the availability of each

said web site, the duration of time for each

said web site to respond to a request from

said computer, and changes to the location
of said information to be retrieved from each

said web site.

1. A method for retrieving information from

web sites by uttering speech commands into

a voice enabled device and for providing to
users retrieved information in an audio form

via said voice enabled device, said method

comprising the steps of: providing a

computer operatively connected to the
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memory accessible to the data processor

storing at least: (i) an instruction set for

querying of the information to be retrieved

from a plurality of sources coupled to the

plurality of communication data networks,

the instruction set comprising: an indication

of the plurality of sources, each identified by

an information—source identifier, and each

identifying certain information to be
retrieved from the information—source

identifier, and (ii) at least one recognition

grammar executable code corresponding to

each instruction set and corresponding to

data characterizing audio containing a

naturally—spoken—speech command including

an information request, (d) the at least one

speaker—independent—speech—recognition

engine: (i) receiving the data characterizing

audio containing the naturally—spoken—

speech command from the voice—enabled
device via a first of the communication data

networks, (ii) recognizing phenomes in the

data characterizing audio containing the

naturally—spoken—speech commands to

understand spoken words, and (iii)

generating recognition—results data, (e) the

least one data processor programmed to: (i)

select the corresponding at least one

recognition grammar executable code upon

receiving the data characterizing audio

containing the naturally—spoken-speech
command and convert the data

characterizing audio containing naturally—

spoken—speech command into a data

message for transmission to a network

interface adapted to access a second of the

one communication networks; and (ii)

retrieve the instruction set corresponding to

the recognition grammar executable

provided by the at least one spea ker—

independent—speech—recognition device and

access the information source identified by

the instruction set to obtain at least a part of

the information to be retrieved; and (f)

 
internet, said computer further being

operatively connected to at least one

speaker—independent speech recognition

engine and to at least one speech synthesis

engine; providing a voice enabled device

operatively connected to said computer, said

voice enabled device configured to receive

speech commands from users; providing a

speech command to said speaker—

independent speech recognition engine, said

computer accessing at least one of a plurality

of web sites associated with said speech
command to obtain an information to be

retrieved, said computer first accessing a first

web site of said plurality of web sites and, if
said information to be retrieved is not found

at said first web site, said computer

sequentially accessing said plurality of web
sites until said information to be retrieved is

found or until said plurality of web sites has

been accessed; said speech synthesis engine

producing an audio message containing any

retrieved information from said web sites;

and said speech synthesis engine

transmitting said audio message to said users
via said voice enabled device.  
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providing at least one speech—synthesis

device operatively connected to the at least

one data processor, and by the at least one

speech—synthesis device adapted to: (i)

produce an audio message relating to any

resulting information retrieved from the

plurality of information sources including

text—to—speech conversion of said any

resulting information retrieved from the

plurality of information sources, and (ii)

transmit the audio message via the voice—
enabled device.

12. The method of claim 11, wherein the

plurality of communication data networks
includes the Internet.

17. The method of claim 11, wherein the
instruction set executable code further

comprises: a content descriptor associated

with each information—source identifier, the

content descriptor pre—defining a portion of

the information source containing the
information to be retrieved.  

2. The method of claim 1 wherein said

speech command is further associated with a

content descriptor associated with each said

web site address, said content descriptor pre—

defining a portion of said web site containing
said information to be retrieved.

3. The method of claim 1 wherein said

speech command is further associated with a

ranking from highest to lowest associated

with each said web site, said ranking

indicating the order in which the plurality of
web sites are accessed.

5. The method of claim 4 further comprising

the step of adjusting said rankings associated

with said plurality of web sites such that said

web site having said information to be

retrieved is assigned the highest ranking and

any web sites not having said information to

be retrieved are assigned lower rankings.

6. The method of claim 1 further comprising

the step of periodically polling each said web
site to determine whether said web site

contains said information to be retrieved.

7. The method of claim 6 wherein the

computer periodically polls each said web

site without being instructed by said user to

determine the availability of each said web

site, the duration of time for each said web

site to respond to a request from said
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computer, and changes to the location of
said information to be retrieved from each

said web site, said computer creating a

ranking of said plurality of web sites based on

said periodic polling.

8. The method of claim 1 further comprising

the step of periodically searching said

internet to find new web sites containing said

information to be retrieved, and adding said

new web sites to said plurality of web sites. 

18. The method of claim 11, further

comprising: providing a database and

operatively connecting the database to the

data processor and storing the information

gathered from the information sources in

response to the information requests in the
database. 

5. The method of claim 4 further comprising

the step of adjusting said rankings associated

with said plurality of web sites such that said

web site having said information to be

retrieved is assigned the highest ranking and

any web sites not having said information to

be retrieved are assigned lower rankings.

6. The method of claim 1 further comprising

the step of periodically polling each said web
site to determine whether said web site

contains said information to be retrieved.

7. The method of claim 6 wherein the

computer periodically polls each said web

site without being instructed by said user to

determine the availability of each said web

site, the duration of time for each said web

site to respond to a request from said

computer, and changes to the location of
said information to be retrieved from each

said web site, said computer creating a

ranking of said plurality of web sites based on

said periodic polling.

8. The method of claim 1 further comprising

the step of periodically searching said

internet to find new web sites containing said

information to be retrieved, and adding said

new web sites to said plurality of web sites.
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7. Claims 1—5, 8—10, and 17—19 are rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double

patenting as being unpatentable over claims 1, 6—15 of U.S. Patent No. 7,881,941 Although the

claims at issue are not identical, they are not patentably distinct from each other because the

claims of the instant application are similar in scope and content of the patented claims issued

to the same applicant.

Application No: 16/155,523

1. A system comprising: (a) at least one data

processor, the at least one data processor

operatively coupled to a plurality of

communication data networks; (b) at least

one speaker—independent speech-recognition

engine operatively coupled to the data

processor; (c) memory accessible to the at

least one data processor and storing at least:

(i) an instruction set for querying of

information to be retrieved from a plurality

of sources coupled to the plurality of

communication data networks, the

instruction set comprising: an indication of

the plurality of sources, each identified by a

source identifier, and each identifying certain
information to be retrieved from the source

identifier, and (ii) at least one recognition

grammar executable code corresponding to

each instruction set and corresponding to

data characterizing audio containing a

naturally—spoken—speech command including

an information request, (d) wherein the at

least one speaker—independent—speech—

recognition engine is adapted to: (1) receive

the data characterizing audio containing the

naturally—spoken—speech command from a
voice—enabled device via a first of the

plurality of communication data networks;

(2) to recognize phenomes in the data

characterizing audio containing naturally—

  
Patent No: 7,881,941

9. A system for retrieving information from

pre—selected web sites by uttering speech

commands into a phone and for providing to
users retrieved information in an audio form

via said phone, said system comprising: a

computer, said computer operatively
connected to the internet and to at least one

phone; at least one speaker—independent

speech recognition engine, said speaker—

independent speech recognition engine

operatively connected to said computer; at

least one speech synthesis engine, said

speech synthesis engine operatively

connected to said computer; a database, said

database operatively connected to said

computer; at least one instruction set stored

in said database for identifying said

information to be retrieved, said instruction

set comprising: a plurality of pre—selected

web site addresses, each said web site

address identifying a web site containing said

information to be retrieved; a content

descriptor associated with each said web site

address, said content descriptor pre—defining

a portion of said web site containing said

information to be retrieved; a ranking from

highest to lowest associated with each said

web site address, said ranking indicating the

order in which the plurality of pre—selected

web sites are accessed; at least one
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spoken—speech commands to understand

spoken words; and (3) to generate

recognition results data, (e) wherein the at

least one data processor is adapted to: (1)

select the corresponding at least one

recognition grammar executable code upon

receiving the data characterizing the audio

containing the naturally—spoken—speech
command and to convert the data

characterizing the audio containing the

naturally—spoken—speech command into a

data message for transmission to a network

interface adapted to access a second ofthe

plurality of communication data networks;

and (2) retrieve the instruction set

corresponding to the recognition grammar

executable codes provided by the at least

one speaker—independent—speech—

recognition engine and to access the

information source queried by the instruction

set to obtain at least a part ofthe

information to be retrieved, and (f) at least

one speech—synthesis device operatively

coupled to the at least one data processor,

the at least one speech—synthesis device

configured to produce an audio message

relating to any resulting information

retrieved from the plurality of information

sources including a text—to-speech conversion

of at least certain data in said any resulting

information retrieved from the plurality of

information sources, and to convey the audio

message via the voice—ena bled device.

recognition grammar stored in said database,

each said recognition grammar

corresponding to each said instruction set

and corresponding to a speech command;

said speaker—independent speech recognition

engine configured to receive from users via

said phone a speech command and to select

the corresponding recognition grammar

upon receiving said speech command; said

computer configured to retrieve said

instruction set corresponding to said

recognition grammar selected by said

speaker—independent speech recognition

device; said computer further configured to

access at least one of said plurality of web

sites identified by said instruction set to

obtain said information to be retrieved, said

computer configured to first access said web

site having the highest ranking and, if said
information to be retrieved is not found at

said web site having the highest ranking, said

computer configured to subsequently access

said plurality of web sites in order of rankings
until said information to be retrieved is found

or until said plurality of web sites has been

accessed; said computer further configured

to establish or adjust said rankings associated

with said plurality of web sites such that said

web site having said information to be

retrieved is assigned the highest ranking and

any web sites not having said information to

be retrieved are assigned lower rankings;

said speech synthesis engine configured to

produce an audio message containing any

retrieved information from said pre—selected

web sites, and said speech synthesis engine

further configured to transmit said audio

message to said users via said phone.
 

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the

plurality of communication data networks
includes the Internet.

 
11. The system of claim 9 wherein said
internet is a local area network.

12. The system of claim 9 wherein said
internet is a wide area network.
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3. The system of claim 1, wherein the

plurality of communication data networks
include a local—area network.

4. The system of claim 1, wherein the voice—
enabled device is a home device.

13. The system of claim 9 wherein said
internet is the Internet.

11. The system of claim 9 wherein said
internet is a local area network.

12. The system of claim 9 wherein said
internet is a wide area network.

13. The system of claim 9 wherein said
internet is the Internet.

10. The system of claim 9 wherein said phone

comprises a standard telephone, a cellular

phone, or an IP phone.
 

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the voice—

enabled device is at least one of a group of

an IP telephone, a cellular phone, a personal

computer, a media player appliance, and a

television or other video display device.

10. The system of claim 9 wherein said phone

comprises a standard telephone, a cellular

phone, or an IP phone.

 

6. The system of claim 1, wherein the

speaker—independent—speech—recognition

engine is adapted to analyze the phonemes

to recognize conversational naturally—spoken—

speech commands.
 

7. The system of claim 1, wherein the

speaker—independent—speech—recognition

engine is adapted to recognize the naturally—

spoken—speech commands.

8. The system of claim 1, wherein the
instruction set executable code further

comprises: a content descriptor associated

with each information—source identifier, the

content descriptor pre—defining a portion of

the information source containing the
information to be retrieved. 8. The method of claim 1 further comprising

the step of periodically searching said

internet to find new web sites containing said

information to be retrieved, and adding said

new web sites to said plurality of web sites.

14. The system of claim 9 wherein said

computer is configured to establish or adjust

said rankings associated with said plurality of

web sites when instructed by said user to

access said plurality of web sites to retrieve
said information.

15. The system of claim 9 wherein said

computer is configured to establish or adjust

said rankings associated with said plurality of

web sites based on periodic polling of each of
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said web sites without being instructed by

said user to determine the availability of each

said web site, the duration of time for each

said web site to respond to a request from

said computer, and changes to the location
of said information to be retrieved from each

said web site. 

9. The system of claim 1, further comprising:

a database operatively connected to the data

processor, the database adapted to store the

information gathered from the information

sources in response to the information

requests.

10. The system of claim 8, wherein each

recognition grammar executable code and

each instruction set for querying of
information to be retrieved are stored in the

database.

 
 

8. The method of claim 1 further comprising

the step of periodically searching said

internet to find new web sites containing said

information to be retrieved, and adding said

new web sites to said plurality of web sites.

14. The system of claim 9 wherein said

computer is configured to establish or adjust

said rankings associated with said plurality of

web sites when instructed by said user to

access said plurality of web sites to retrieve
said information.

15. The system of claim 9 wherein said

computer is configured to establish or adjust

said rankings associated with said plurality of

web sites based on periodic polling of each of

said web sites without being instructed by

said user to determine the availability of each

said web site, the duration of time for each

said web site to respond to a request from

said computer, and changes to the location
of said information to be retrieved from each

said web site.

8. The method of claim 1 further comprising

the step of periodically searching said

internet to find new web sites containing said

information to be retrieved, and adding said

new web sites to said plurality of web sites.

14. The system of claim 9 wherein said

computer is configured to establish or adjust

said rankings associated with said plurality of

web sites when instructed by said user to

access said plurality of web sites to retrieve
said information.
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15. The system of claim 9 wherein said

computer is configured to establish or adjust

said rankings associated with said plurality of

web sites based on periodic polling of each of

said web sites without being instructed by

said user to determine the availability of each

said web site, the duration of time for each

said web site to respond to a request from

said computer, and changes to the location
of said information to be retrieved from each

said web site. 

11. A method comprising: (a) providing at

least one data processor, the data processor

operatively coupled to a plurality of

communication data networks; (b) providing

at least one speaker—independent—speech—

recognition engine operatively coupled to the

at least one data processor (c) providing

memory accessible to the data processor

storing at least: (i) an instruction set for

querying of the information to be retrieved

from a plurality of sources coupled to the

plurality of communication data networks,

the instruction set comprising: an indication

of the plurality of sources, each identified by

an information—source identifier, and each

identifying certain information to be
retrieved from the information—source

identifier, and (ii) at least one recognition

grammar executable code corresponding to

each instruction set and corresponding to

data characterizing audio containing a

naturally—spoken—speech command including

an information request, (d) the at least one

speaker—independent—speech—recognition

engine: (i) receiving the data characterizing

audio containing the naturally—spoken—

speech command from the voice—enabled
device via a first of the communication data

networks, (ii) recognizing phenomes in the

data characterizing audio containing the

naturally—spoken—speech commands to

understand spoken words, and (iii)

generating recognition—results data, (e) the

 
1. A method for retrieving information from

pre—selected web sites by uttering speech
commands into a voice enabled device and

for providing to users retrieved information
in an audio form via said voice enabled

device, said method comprising the steps of:

providing a computer operatively connected

to the internet, said computer further being

operatively connected to at least one

speaker—independent speech recognition

engine and to at least one speech synthesis

engine; providing a voice enabled device

operatively connected to said computer, said

voice enabled device configured to receive

speech commands from users; providing at
least one instruction set stored in a database

operatively connected to said computer, said

instruction set comprising: a plurality of pre—

selected web site addresses, each said web

site address identifying a web site containing

said information to be retrieved; providing a

speech command to said speaker—

independent speech recognition engine, said

speech command corresponding to said

instruction set; said speaker—independent

speech recognition engine assigning said

speech command to a recognition grammar,

said speech command and said recognition

grammar corresponding to said instruction

set; transmitting said speech command to

said speaker—independent speech recognition

engine; said speaker—independent speech

recognition engine receiving said speech
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least one data processor programmed to: (i)

select the corresponding at least one

recognition grammar executable code upon

receiving the data characterizing audio

containing the naturally—spoken-speech
command and convert the data

characterizing audio containing naturally—

spoken—speech command into a data

message for transmission to a network

interface adapted to access a second of the

one communication networks; and (ii)

retrieve the instruction set corresponding to

the recognition grammar executable

provided by the at least one spea ker—

independent-speech—recognition device and

access the information source identified by

the instruction set to obtain at least a part of

the information to be retrieved; and (f)

providing at least one speech—synthesis

device operatively connected to the at least

one data processor, and by the at least one

speech—synthesis device adapted to: (i)

produce an audio message relating to any

resulting information retrieved from the

plurality of information sources including

text—to—speech conversion of said any

resulting information retrieved from the

plurality of information sources, and (ii)

transmit the audio message via the voice—
enabled device.

12. The method of claim 11, wherein the

plurality of communication data networks
includes the Internet.

13. The method of claim 11, wherein the

plurality of communication data networks
include a local—area network.

14. The method of claim 11, wherein the

voice—enabled device is a telephone.

15. The method of claim 11, wherein the

speaker—independent—speech—recognition

engine is adapted to analyze the phonemes

 
speech commands.

to recognize conversational naturally—spoken—

command and selecting the corresponding

recognition grammar upon receiving said

speech command; said computer retrieving

said instruction set corresponding to said

recognition grammar selected by said

speaker—independent speech recognition

engine; said computer accessing at least one

of said plurality of web sites identified by said
instruction set to obtain said information to

be retrieved, said computer first accessing

said first web site of said plurality of web

sites and, if said information to be retrieved

is not found at said first web site, said

computer sequentially accessing said

plurality of web sites until said information to

be retrieved is found or until said plurality of

web sites has been accessed; said speech

synthesis engine producing an audio message

containing any retrieved information from

said pre—selected web sites; and said speech

synthesis engine transmitting said audio

message to said users via said voice enabled
device.  
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16. The method of claim 11, wherein the

speaker—independent—speech—recognition

engine is adapted to recognize the naturally—

spoken—speech commands.

17. The method of claim 11, wherein the
instruction set executable code further

comprises: a content descriptor associated

with each information—source identifier, the

content descriptor pre—defining a portion of

the information source containing the
information to be retrieved.

6. The method of claim 1 further comprising

the step of periodically polling each said web
site to determine whether said web site

contains said information to be retrieved.

7. The method of claim 6 wherein the

computer periodically polls each said web

site without being instructed by said user to

determine the availability of each said web

site, the duration of time for each said web

site to respond to a request from said

computer, and changes to the location of
said information to be retrieved from each

said web site, said computer creating a

ranking of said plurality of web sites based on

said periodic polling.
 

18. The method of claim 11, further

comprising: providing a database and

operatively connecting the database to the

data processor and storing the information

gathered from the information sources in

response to the information requests in the
database.

19. The method of claim 18, wherein each

recognition grammar executable code and
each instruction set are stored in the

database.

  6. The method of claim 1 further comprising

the step of periodically polling each said web
site to determine whether said web site

contains said information to be retrieved.

7. The method of claim 6 wherein the

computer periodically polls each said web

site without being instructed by said user to

determine the availability of each said web

site, the duration of time for each said web

site to respond to a request from said

computer, and changes to the location of
said information to be retrieved from each

said web site, said computer creating a

ranking of said plurality of web sites based on

said periodic polling.

6. The method of claim 1 further comprising

the step of periodically polling each said web
site to determine whether said web site

contains said information to be retrieved.

7. The method of claim 6 wherein the

computer periodically polls each said web

site without being instructed by said user to
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determine the availability of each said web

site, the duration of time for each said web

site to respond to a request from said

computer, and changes to the location of
said information to be retrieved from each

said web site, said computer creating a

ranking of said plurality of web sites based on

said periodic polling.
 

20. The method of claim 18, wherein the
voice—enabled device is at least one of a

group of an IP telephone, a cellular phone, a

personal computer, a media player

appliance, and a television or other video

display device.

  
 

Conclusion

8. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to applicant's

disclosure. Please see attached form PTO—892.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to VIJAY B CHAWAN whose telephone number is (571)272—7601.

The examiner can normally be reached on 7—5 Monday thru Thursday.

Examiner interviews are available via telephone, in—person, and video conferencing

using a USPTO supplied web—based collaboration tool. To schedule an interview, applicant is

encouraged to use the USPTO Automated Interview Request (AIR) at
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If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Richemond Dorvil can be reached on 571—272—7602. The fax phone numberfor the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571—273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair—direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private

PAIR system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866—217—9197(to|l—free). If you

would like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the

automated information system, call 800—786—9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571—272—1000.
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Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2658
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16155523_CLSTITLES

Titles of most frequently occurring classifications of patents returned
From a search of 16155523 on Dec 23 , 2019

8 709/219 (3 OR, 5 XR)
Class 709 ELECTRICAL COMPUTERS AND DIGITAL PROCESSING SYSTEMS:

MULTICOMPUTER DATA TRANSFERRING

709/217 .REMOTE DATA ACCESSING

709/219 ..Accessing a remote server

8 379/352 (3 OR, 5 XR)
Class 370 MULTIPLEX COMMUNICATIONS

370/351 .PATHFINDING OR ROUTING

370/352 ..Combined circuit switching and packet switching

6 704/270 (3 OR, 3 XR)

Class 704 DATA PROCESSING: SPEECH SIGNAL PROCESSING, LINGUISTICS,

LANGUAGE TRANSLATION, AND AUDIO COMPRESSION/DECOMPRESSION
704/200 .SPEECH SIGNAL PROCESSING

704/270 ..Application

6 709/217 (1 OR, 5 XR)
Class 709 ELECTRICAL COMPUTERS AND DIGITAL PROCESSING SYSTEMS:

MULTICOMPUTER DATA TRANSFERRING

709/217 .REMOTE DATA ACCESSING

5 379/88.17 (3 OR, 2 XR)
Class 379 TELEPHONIC COMMUNICATIONS

379/67.1 .AUDIO MESSAGE STORAGE, RETRIEVAL, OR SYNTHESIS

379/88.17 ..Interaction with an external nontelephone network (e.g.,

Internet)

5 709/203 (1 OR, 4 XR)
Class 709 ELECTRICAL COMPUTERS AND DIGITAL PROCESSING SYSTEMS:

MULTICOMPUTER DATA TRANSFERRING

709/201 .DISTRIBUTED DATA PROCESSING

709/203 ..Client/server

5 7e4/27e.1 (3 OR, 2 XR)

Class 704 DATA PROCESSING: SPEECH SIGNAL PROCESSING, LINGUISTICS,

LANGUAGE TRANSLATION, AND AUDIO COMPRESSION/DECOMPRESSION
704/200 .SPEECH SIGNAL PROCESSING

704/270 ..Application

704/270.1 ...Speech assisted network

4 715/234 (6 OR, 4 XR)

Class 715 DATA PROCESSING: PRESENTATION PROCESSING OF DOCUMENT,

OPERATOR INTERFACE PROCESSING, AND SCREEN SAVER DISPLAY PROCESSING

Page 1
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715/200 .PRESENTATION PROCESSING OF DOCUMENT

715/234 ..Structured document (e.g., HTML, SGML, ODA, CDA, etc.)

4 799/229 (3 OR, 1 XR)
Class 709 ELECTRICAL COMPUTERS AND DIGITAL PROCESSING SYSTEMS:

MULTICOMPUTER DATA TRANSFERRING

709/227 .COMPUTER-TO-COMPUTER SESSION/CONNECTION ESTABLISHING

709/229 ..Network resources access controlling

4 794/275 (3 OR, 1 XR)

Class 704 DATA PROCESSING: SPEECH SIGNAL PROCESSING, LINGUISTICS,

LANGUAGE TRANSLATION, AND AUDIO COMPRESSION/DECOMPRESSION
704/200 .SPEECH SIGNAL PROCESSING

704/270 ..Application

704/275 ...Speech controlled system

4 704/E15.045 (9 OR, 4 XR)

Class 794 DATA PROCESSING: SPEECH SIGNAL PROCESSING, LINGUISTICS,

LANGUAGE TRANSLATION, AND AUDIO COMPRESSION/DECOMPRESSION

704/E15 991 .SPEECH RECOGNITION (EPO)

704/E15.043 ..Speech to text systems (EPO)

704/E15.045 ...Systems using speech recognizers (EPO)

3 799/225 (9 OR, 3 XR)
Class 709 ELECTRICAL COMPUTERS AND DIGITAL PROCESSING SYSTEMS:

MULTICOMPUTER DATA TRANSFERRING

709/223 .COMPUTER NETWORK MANAGING

709/225 ..Computer network access regulating

3 379/491 (1 OR, 2 XR)
Class 370 MULTIPLEX COMMUNICATIONS

370/351 .PATHFINDING OR ROUTING

370/389 ..Switching a message which includes an address header

370/400 ...Having a plurality of nodes performing distributed

switching

370/401 ....Bridge or gateway between networks

3 709/226 (9 OR, 3 XR)
Class 709 ELECTRICAL COMPUTERS AND DIGITAL PROCESSING SYSTEMS:

MULTICOMPUTER DATA TRANSFERRING

709/223 .COMPUTER NETWORK MANAGING

709/226 ..Network resource allocating

3 707/E17.108 (9 OR, 3 XR)
Class 707 DATA PROCESSING: DATABASE AND FILE MANAGEMENT OR DATA

STRUCTURES

707/E17.001 .INFORMATION RETRIEVAL; DATABASE STRUCTURES THEREFORE (EPO)

707/E17.107 ..Retrieval From the Internet, e.g., browsers, etc. (EPO)
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767/E17.1@8 ...By querying, e.g., search engines or meta-search

engines, crawling techniques, push systems, etc. (EPO)

2 379/93 25 (2 OR, a XR)
Class 379 TELEPHONIC COMMUNICATIONS

379/90.01 .TELEPHONE LINE OR SYSTEM COMBINED WITH DIVERSE ELECTRICAL

SYSTEM OR SIGNALLING (E.G., COMPOSITE)

379/93.61 ..Having transmission of a digital message signal over a

telephone line

379/93.17 ...Having station display

379/93.25 ....Having remote database (e.g., videotex system)

2 379/93.17 (0 OR, 2 XR)
Class 379 TELEPHONIC COMMUNICATIONS

379/90.01 .TELEPHONE LINE OR SYSTEM COMBINED WITH DIVERSE ELECTRICAL

SYSTEM OR SIGNALLING (E.G., COMPOSITE)

379/93.61 ..Having transmission of a digital message signal over a

telephone line

379/93.17 ...Having station display

2 707/E17.115 (8 OR, 2 XR)
Class 707 DATA PROCESSING: DATABASE AND FILE MANAGEMENT OR DATA

STRUCTURES

767/E17.601 .INFORMATION RETRIEVAL; DATABASE STRUCTURES THEREFORE (EPO)

707/E17.107 ..Retrieval from the Internet, e.g., browsers, etc. (EPO)

767/E17.112 ...By using information identifiers, e.g., encoding URL in

specific indicia, browsing history, etc. (EPO)

767/E17.115 ....URL specific, e.g., using aliases, detecting broken or

misspelled links, etc. (EPO)

2 379/93.12 (6 OR, 2 XR)
Class 379 TELEPHONIC COMMUNICATIONS

379/90.81 .TELEPHONE LINE OR SYSTEM COMBINED WITH DIVERSE ELECTRICAL

SYSTEM OR SIGNALLING (E.G., COMPOSITE)

379/93.01 ..Having transmission of a digital message signal over a

telephone line

379/93.12 ...Sales, ordering, or banking system

2 379/99.91 (9 OR, 2 XR)
Class 379 TELEPHONIC COMMUNICATIONS

379/90.01 .TELEPHONE LINE OR SYSTEM COMBINED WITH DIVERSE ELECTRICAL

SYSTEM OR SIGNALLING (E.G., COMPOSITE)

2 709/227 (2 OR, a XR)
Class 769 ELECTRICAL COMPUTERS AND DIGITAL PROCESSING SYSTEMS:

MULTICOMPUTER DATA TRANSFERRING

709/227 .COMPUTER—TO—COMPUTER SESSION/CONNECTION ESTABLISHING

Page 3
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2 704/E15.04 (9 0R, 2 XR)
Class 794 DATA PROCESSING: SPEECH SIGNAL PROCESSING, LINGUISTICS,

LANGUAGE TRANSLATION, AND AUDIO COMPRESSION/DECOMPRESSION

704/E15.001 .SPEECH RECOGNITION (EPO)

704/E15.04 ..Procedures used during a speech recognition process,

e.g., man-machine dialogue, etc. (EPO)

2 797/E17.119 (9 0R, 2 XR)
Class 707 DATA PROCESSING: DATABASE AND FILE MANAGEMENT OR DATA

STRUCTURES

707/E17.001 .INFORMATION RETRIEVAL; DATABASE STRUCTURES THEREFORE (EPO)

707/E17.107 ..Retrieval from the Internet, e.g., browsers, etc. (EPO)

707/E17.119 ...Browsing optimization (EPO)

2 799/292 (9 OR, 2 XR)
Class 709 ELECTRICAL COMPUTERS AND DIGITAL PROCESSING SYSTEMS:

MULTICOMPUTER DATA TRANSFERRING

709/201 .DISTRIBUTED DATA PROCESSING

709/202 ..Processing agent

2 370/466 (0 0R, 2 XR)
Class 370 MULTIPLEX COMMUNICATIONS

370/464 .COMMUNICATION TECHNIQUES FOR INFORMATION CARRIED IN PLURAL
CHANNELS

379/465 ..Adaptive

370/466 ...Converting between protocols

2 799/295 (1 OR, 1 XR)
Class 709 ELECTRICAL COMPUTERS AND DIGITAL PROCESSING SYSTEMS:

MULTICOMPUTER DATA TRANSFERRING

709/204 .COMPUTER CONFERENCING

709/205 ..Cooperative computer processing

2 715/733 (1 OR, 1 XR)

Class 715 DATA PROCESSING: PRESENTATION PROCESSING OF DOCUMENT,

OPERATOR INTERFACE PROCESSING, AND SCREEN SAVER DISPLAY PROCESSING

715/700 .OPERATOR INTERFACE (E.G., GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE)

715/733 ..For plural users or sites (e.g., network)

2 795/14 73 (1 OR, 1 XR)

Class 705 DATA PROCESSING: FINANCIAL, BUSINESS PRACTICE, MANAGEMENT,
OR COST/PRICE DETERMINATION

705/1.1 .AUTOMATED ELECTRICAL FINANCIAL OR BUSINESS PRACTICE OR
MANAGEMENT ARRANGEMENT

705/14.4 ..Advertisement

765/14.73 ...On1ine advertisement

2 379/239 (2 OR, 9 XR)
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Class 370 MULTIPLEX COMMUNICATIONS

370/229 .DATA FLOW CONGESTION PREVENTION OR CONTROL

370/230 ..Control of data admission to the network

2 370/252 (0 OR, 2 XR)
Class 370 MULTIPLEX COMMUNICATIONS

370/241 .DIAGNOSTIC TESTING (OTHER THAN SYNCHRONIZATION)

370/252 ..Determination of communication parameters

2 704/E13.011 (6 OR, 2 XR)

Class 704 DATA PROCESSING: SPEECH SIGNAL PROCESSING, LINGUISTICS,

LANGUAGE TRANSLATION, AND AUDIO COMPRESSION/DECOMPRESSION

704/E13.001 .SPEECH SYNTHESIS; TEXT TO SPEECH SYSTEMS (EPO)

704/E13.011 ..Text analysis, generation of parameters for speech

synthesis out of text, e.g., grapheme to phoneme translation, prosody generation,

stress, or intonation determination, etc. (EPO)
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Most frequently occurring classifications of patents returned
from a search Of 16155523 on Dec 23 , 2019

Original Classifications
3 379/88.17

3 709/219

3 704/270.1

3 704/270

3 709/229

3 370/352

3 704/275

2 379/93.25

2 709/227

2 370/230

Cross-Reference Classifications

5 709/219

5 709/217

5 370/352

4 709/203

4 715/234

4 704/E15.045

3 709/225

3 704/270

3 709/226

3 707/E17.108

2 379/93.17

2 379/88.17

2 707/E17.115

2 370/401

2 379/93.12

2 379/90.01

2 704/270.1

2 704/E15.04

2 707/E17.119

2 709/202

2 370/466

2 370/252

2 704/E13.011

Combined Classifications

8 709/219

370/352

704/270

709/217

379/88.17

709/203
U'IU'ICDCWOO
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704/270.1

715/234

709/229

704/275

704/E15.045

709/225

370/401

709/226

707/E17.108

379/93.25

379/93.17

707/E17.115

379/93.12

379/90.01

709/227

704/E15.04

707/E17.119

709/202

370/466

709/205

715/733

705/14.73

370/230

370/252

704/E13.011
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information)) and (recogni$6 near2 grammar)) EPAB,
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((((G10L15/26))) | (((G10L15/265))) | PGPB,
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CERTIFICATION STATEMENT

Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 to make the appropriate selection(s):

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was first cited in any communication
from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of the

information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(1).

OR

That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification
after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to

El any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56(c) more than three months prior to the filing of the information disclosure
statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(2).

See attached certification statement.

The fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith.

X A certification statement is not submitted herewith.
SIGNATURE

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 10.18. Please see CFR 1.4(d) for the

form of the signature.

NamelPrint Registration Number I¢3,830

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the
public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR

1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed
application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you

require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, US.
Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND
FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria,
VA 22313-1450.
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The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the
attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised

that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited
is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the US Patent and Trademark Office is to

process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested
information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may

result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act

(5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the
Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these record 5.

2. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a

court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement
negotiations.

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a
request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the

Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for
the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the

requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 5523(m).

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records
may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant

to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

6. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of

National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or
his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to

recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and
2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this

purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make
determinations about individuals.

8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of

the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record
may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in

an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent.

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law

enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential Violation of law or regulation.
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enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential Violation of law or regulation.
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STATEMENT BY APPLICANT A” Unit l( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)
 

Examiner Name    
Attorney Docket Number I 10115—07594 US 

CERTIFICATION STATEMENT

Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 to make the appropriate selection(s):

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was first cited in any communication
from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of the

information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(1).

OR

That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification
after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to

El any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56(c) more than three months prior to the filing of the information disclosure
statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(2).

See attached certification statement.

The fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith.

X A certification statement is not submitted herewith.
SIGNATURE

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 10.18. Please see CFR 1.4(d) for the

form of the signature.

NamelPrint Registration Number I¢3,830

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the
public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR

1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed
application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you

require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, US.
Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND
FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria,
VA 22313-1450.
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Receipt slate: 10/09/2618 16/155,523 _. GAU: 2658

Privacy Act Statement

 

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the
attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised

that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited
is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the US Patent and Trademark Office is to

process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested
information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may

result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act

(5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the
Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these record 5.

2. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a

court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement
negotiations.

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a
request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the

Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for
the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the

requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 5523(m).

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records
may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant

to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

6. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of

National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or
his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to

recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and
2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this

purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make
determinations about individuals.

8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of

the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record
may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in

an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent.

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law

enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential Violation of law or regulation.
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16155523

PLUS Search Results for S/N 16155523, Searched Mon Dec 23 13:22:46 EST 2019

The Patent Linguistics Utility System (PLUS) is a USPTO automated search system

for US. Patents from 1971 to the present PLUS is a query-by-example search system which
produces a list of patents that are most closely related linguistically to the application

searched. This search was prepared by the staff of the Scientific and Technical Information
Center, SIRA.

6104790 99 7143042 98

6141413 99

5764906 98
5799063 98

5838682 98

5898839 98

5926789 98
5946633 98

5945989 98
5950165 98

5963908 98

5963217 98
5983351 98

6088731 98

6101537 98

6108406 98
61 12233 98

61 19155 98

6134235 98
6144991 98

6185194 98

6188762 98

6282515 98
6317594 98

6363337 98
6438601 98

6473097 98

6484263 98
6510417 98

6515964 98

6546005 98

6657957 98
6687341 98

6687734 98

6708153 98
6721705 98

6735632 98

6859776 98

6922726 98
6950946 98

6952414 98
6963556 98

6982733 98

6999916 98
7016848 98

7054818 98

7076431 98

7092370 98
7103563 98
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UVTTET‘I STATES DEPARTWF‘NT 0F COM'MFIRCFI
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Addless. COMB/ITSSTOVFR FOR PATENTSPO Box 1450

Alexandria,‘.’ngnia 22313-1450www.uspto.gov
 

  APPLICATION NUMBER FILING OR 371(C) DATE FIRST NAVED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET NOJTITLE

16/155,523 10/09/2018 Alexander Kurganov 10115-07594 US
CONFIRMATION NO. 9544

93219 PUBLICATION NOTICE

Patent Law Works, LLP

310 East 4500 South, Suite 400 l|||l|||||||||||||||||IliLIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII|Il|||l||Il||ll||Il||l||||l|||l|||||||l|||l|||0 7 0 7
Salt Lake City, UT 84107 00000 05

Title:Acquiring Information from Sources Responsive to Naturally-Spoken-Speech Commands Provided by a
Voice-Enabled Device

Publication No.US—2019—OO43505—A1
Publication Date:02/07/2019

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION OF APPLICATION

The above-identified application will be electronically published as a patent application publication pursuant to 37

CFR 1.211, et seq. The patent application publication number and publication date are set forth above.

The publication may be accessed through the USPTO‘s publically available Searchable Databases via the
Internet at www.uspto.gov. The direct link to access the publication is currently http://www.uspto.gov/path.

The publication process established by the Office does not provide for mailing a copy of the publication to

applicant. A copy of the publication may be obtained from the Office upon payment of the appropriate fee set
forth in 37 CFR 1.19(a)(1). Orders for copies of patent application publications are handled by the USPTO's
Public Records Division. The Public Records Division can be reached by telephone at (571) 272-3150 or (800)

972-6382, by facsimile at (571) 273-3250, by mail addressed to the United States Patent and Trademark Office,
Public Records Division, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 or via the Internet.

In addition, information on the status of the application, including the mailing date of Office actions and
the dates of receipt of correspondence filed in the Office, may also be accessed via the Internet through
the Patent Electronic Business Center at www.uspto.gov using the public side of the Patent Application
Information and Retrieval (PAIR) system. The direct link to access this status information is currently
https://portal.uspto.gov/pair/PublicPair. Prior to publication, such status information is confidential and may only

be obtained by applicant using the private side of PAIR.

Further assistance in electronically accessing the publication, or about PAIR, is available by calling the Patent
Electronic Business Center at 1-866-217-9197.

 

Office of Data Managment, Application Assistance Unit (571) 272—4000, or (571) 272—4200, or 1—888—786—0101
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PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD Application Of DOCKGI Number
Substitute for Form PTO-875 I 55/155523

APPLICATION AS FILED - PART I OTHER THAN

(Column 1 (Column 2) SMALL ENTITY SMALL ENTITY

— NUMBER FILED NUMBER EXTRA RATE($) FEE($) RATE($ FEE($)BASIC FEE
(37 CFR1.16(a) (b) or (c)I
SEARCH FEE
(37 CFR116(k) (i) or (m))
EXAMINATION FEE
(37 CFR1.16(o). (p) or (q))

INDEPENDENT CLAIMS

If the specification and drawings exceed 100
APPLICATION SIZE sheets of paper, the application size fee due is
FEE $310 ($155 for small entity) for each additional
(37 CFR 116(5)) 50 sheets or fraction thereof. See 35 U.S.C.

41(a)(1)(G) and 37 CFFI116(s).

MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT (37 CFR1.16(j))

‘ If the difference in column 1 is less than zero, enter "0" in column 2.

APPLICATION AS AMENDED - PART II

OTHER THAN

(Column 3) SMALL ENTITY SMALL ENTITY
CLAIMS HIGHEST

REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT ADDITIONAL ADDITIONAL
AFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRA FEE($) FEE($)AMENDMENT PAID FOR

Total
(37 CFR I IsIII)

Independent(37 OER 1 16(h)|

Application Size Fee (37 CFR1 16(s))AMENDMENTA
FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR1.16(j))

TOTAL
ADD‘L FEE

(Column 2) (Column 3)
CLAIMS HIGHEST

REMAINING NUMBER ADDITIONAL ADDITIONAL
AFTER PREVIOUSLY ‘ FEE($) FEE($)AMENDMENT PAID FOR

Independent(37 CPR 1 16(h)|
Application Size Fee (37 CFR1.16(s))AMENDMENTB
FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR1.16(j))

ADD‘L FEE
* Ifthe entry in column 1 is less than the entry in column 2, write ”0” in column 3‘

** lfthe "Highest Number Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACE is less than 20, enter "20”.
"‘ lfthe "Highest Number Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACE is less than 3, enter ”".3

The "Highest Number PreII/Iously Paid For" (Total or Independent) Is the highest found In the appropriate box In column 1.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UVITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COM—MERGE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Addless. COMMISSIONER F‘CIR PATENTSPO Box1450

Alexandria Yngnia Z31-3 1450wvm.uspto.gm
 

APPLICATION FILING or GRPAR

NUMBER 371(2) DATE UNITT FIL FEE RECD ATTY.D.OCKETNO TOT CLAIMS IND CLAIMS
16/155,523 10/09/2018 2447 785 101 15-07594 US
 

CONFIRMATION NO.29544
93219 FILING RECEIPT

Eféeé‘ééf‘fiwékiu’fiéule 400 ||||||Il|||||IIIIIIIIIIIILIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIILIIIIII||||l||lI|||l|||ll||ll|
Salt Lake City, UT 84107

Date Mailed: 11/01/2018

Receipt is acknowledged of this non—provisional patent application. The application will be taken up for examination
in due course. Applicant will be notified as to the results of the examination. Any correspondence concerning the

application must include the following identification information: the US. APPLICATION NUMBER, FILING DATE,
NAME OF APPLICANT, and TITLE OF INVENTION. Fees transmitted by check or draft are subject to collection.
Please verify the accuracy of the data presented on this receipt. If an error is noted on this Filing Receipt, please
submit a written request for a Filing Receipt Correction. Please provide a copy of this Filing Receipt with the
changes noted thereon. If you received a "Notice to File Missing Parts" for this application, please submit

any corrections to this Filing Receipt with your reply to the Notice. When the USPTO processes the reply
to the Notice, the USPTO will generate another Filing Receipt incorporating the requested corrections

lnventor(s)

Alexander Kurganov, Buffalo Grove, IL;
Applicant(s)

Parus Holdings, Inc., Bannockburn, IL;

Power of Attorney: The patent practitioners associated with Customer Number 93219

Domestic Priority data as claimed by applicant

This application is a CON of 15/269,776 09/19/2016 PAT 10096320
which is a CON of 13/462,819 05/03/2012 PAT 9451084
which is a CON of 12/973,475 12/20/2010 PAT 8185402
which is a CON of 12/030,556 02/13/2008 PAT 7881941

which is a CON of 11/409,703 04/24/2006 PAT 7386455
which is a CON of 10/821,690 04/09/2004 PAT 7076431

which is a CON of 09/776,996 02/05/2001 PAT 6721705
which claims benefit of 60/233,068 09/15/2000

and claims benefit of 60/180,344 02/04/2000

Foreign Applications for which priority is claimed (You may be eligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution
Highway program at the USPTO. Please see http://www.uspto.gov for more information.) - None.

Foreign application information must be provided in an Application Data Sheet in order to constitute a claim to
foreign priority. See 37 CFR 1.55 and 1.76.

Permission to Access Application via Priority Document Exchange: Yes

Permission to Access Search Results: Yes
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Applicant may provide or rescind an authorization for access using Form PTO/SB/39 or Form PTO/SB/69 as
appropriate.

If Required, Foreign Filing License Granted: 10/30/2018

The country code and number of your priority application, to be used for filing abroad under the Paris Convention,

is US 16/155,523
Projected Publication Date: 02/07/2019

Non-Publication Request: No
Early Publication Request: No
** SMALL ENTITY **
Title

Acquiring Information from Sources Responsive to Naturally-Spoken-Speech Commands Provided
by a Voice—Enabled Device

Preliminary Class

709

Statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or 1.78 for AIA (First Inventor to File) Transition Applications: No

PROTECTING YOUR INVENTION OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

Since the rights granted by a US. patent extend only throughout the territory of the United States and have no
effect in a foreign country, an inventor who wishes patent protection in another country must apply for a patent
in a specific country or in regional patent offices. Applicants may wish to consider the filing of an international

application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). An international (PCT) application generally has the same
effect as a regular national patent application in each PCT-member country. The PCT process simplifies the filing
of patent applications on the same invention in member countries, but does not result in a grant of "an international
patent" and does not eliminate the need of applicants to file additional documents and fees in countries where patent

protection is desired.

Almost every country has its own patent law, and a person desiring a patent in a particular country must make an
application for patent in that country in accordance with its particular laws. Since the laws of many countries differ

in various respects from the patent law of the United States, applicants are advised to seek guidance from specific
foreign countries to ensure that patent rights are not lost prematurely.

Applicants also are advised that in the case of inventions made in the United States, the Director of the USPTO must

issue a license before applicants can apply for a patent in a foreign country. The filing of a US. patent application
serves as a request for a foreign filing license. The application's filing receipt contains further information and
guidance as to the status of applicants license for foreign filing.

Applicants may wish to consult the USPTO booklet, "General Information Concerning Patents" (specifically, the
section entitled "Treaties and Foreign Patents") for more information on timeframes and deadlines for filing foreign
patent applications. The guide is available either by contacting the USPTO Contact Center at 800-786-9199, or it

can be viewed on the USPTO website at http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/doc/general/index.html.

For information on preventing theft of your intellectual property (patents, trademarks and copyrights), you may wish
to consult the US. Government website, http://www.stopfakes.gov. Part of a Department of Commerce initiative,
this website includes self—help "toolkits" giving innovators guidance on how to protect intellectual property in specific
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countries such as China, Korea and Mexico. For questions regarding patent enforcement issues, applicants may
call the US. Government hotline at 1-866-999-HALT (1-866-999-4258).

LICENSE FOR FOREIGN FILING UNDER

Title 35, United States Code, Section 184

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, 5.11 & 5.15

GRANTED

The applicant has been granted a license under 35 U.S.C. 184, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING
LICENSE GRANTED" followed by a date appears on this form. Such licenses are issued in all applications where
the conditions for issuance of a license have been met, regardless of whether or not a license may be required as
set forth in 37 CFR 5.15. The scope and limitations of this license are set forth in 37 CFR 5.15(a) unless an earlier
license has been issued under 37 CFR 5.15(b). The license is subject to revocation upon written notification. The
date indicated is the effective date of the license, unless an earlier license of similar scope has been granted under
37 CFR 5.13 or 5.14.

This license is to be retained by the licensee and may be used at any time on or after the effective date thereof unless

it is revoked. This license is automatically transferred to any related applications(s) filed under 37 CFR 1.53(d). This
license is not retroactive.

The grant of a license does not in any way lessen the responsibility of a licensee for the security of the subject matter

as imposed by any Government contract or the provisions of existing laws relating to espionage and the national
security or the export of technical data. Licensees should apprise themselves of current regulations especially with

respect to certain countries, of other agencies, particularly the Office of Defense Trade Controls, Department of
State (with respect to Arms, Munitions and Implements of War (22 CFR 121-128)); the Bureau of Industry and

Security, Department of Commerce (15 CFR parts 730—774); the Office of Foreign AssetsControl, Department of
Treasury (31 CFR Parts 500+) and the Department of Energy.

NOT GRANTED

No license under 35 U.S.C. 184 has been granted at this time, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING
LICENSE GRANTED" DOES NOT appear on this form. Applicant may still petition for a license under 37 CFR 5.12,
if a license is desired before the expiration of 6 months from the filing date of the application. If 6 months has lapsed
from the filing date of this application and the licensee has not received any indication of a secrecy order under 35
U.S.C. 181, the licensee may foreign file the application pursuant to 37 CFR 5.15(b).

 

SelectUSA

The United States represents the largest, most dynamic marketplace in the world and is an unparalleled location for
business investment, innovation, and commercialization of new technologies. The US. offers tremendous resources
and advantages for those who invest and manufacture goods here. Through SelectUSA, our nation works to
promote and facilitate business investment. SelectUSA provides information assistance to the international investor

community; serves as an ombudsman for existing and potential investors; advocates on behalf of US. cities, states,
and regions competing for global investment; and counsels US. economic development organizations on investment

attraction best practices. To learn more about why the United States is the best country in the world to develop
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technology, manufacture products, deliver services, and grow your business, visit http://www.SelectUSA.gov or call
+1-202-482-6800.
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DOC Code: IDA. PTO/AIA/82A (07 13)
Document Descrlptlon: Power Of Attorney Approved for use through 11/30/2014. OMB 0551-0051US. Patent and Trademark Office; US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

TRANSMITTAL FOR POWER OF ATTORNEY TO ONE OR MORE

REGISTERED PRACTITIONERS

NOTE: This form is to be submitted with the Power of Attorney by Applicant form (PTO/AIA/82B) to identify the application to which the
Power of Attorney is directed, in accordance with 37 CFR 1.5, unless the application number and filing date are identified in the Power of
Attorney by Applicant form. If neither form PTO/AIA/82A nor form PTO/AIA82B identifies the application to which the Power of Attorney is
directed, the Power of Attorney will not be recognized in the application.

——

—2ooctober9,s

First Named Inventor Alexander Kurganov

Acquiring Information from Sources Responsive to

Naturally-Spoken-Speech Commands Provided by a Voice-Enabled Device

——
—1ons-o7594us

SIGNATURE of A- olicant or Patent Practitioner

Sigmtme /Reena Kuyper/ 2018—10—09

Name Reena Kuyper RegistrationNumber

Title (If Applicant IS a Agent for Applicantjuristic entity)

Applicant Name (if Applicant is a juristic entity) Parus H OId i ng I I’IC
NOTE: This form must be signed in accordance with 37 CFR1.33. See 37 CFR 1.4(d) for signature requirements and certifications. If
more than one applicant, use multiple forms.

*Total of 3 )nefl ) forms are submitted.

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.131, 1.32, and 1.33. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by
the public which is to file (and bythe USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR
1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 3 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed
application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require
to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, US. Patent and
Trademark Office, US. Department of Commerce, PO. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR
COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

   
ifyou need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in

connection with your submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent.

Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general

authority forthe collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the

information solicited is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used

by the US. Patent and Trademark Office is to process and/or examine your submission related

to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested information, the US Patent

and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may

result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the

patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the

Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records

from this system of records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine

whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these records.
2. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of

presenting evidence to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including

disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement negotiations.

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of

Congress submitting a request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains,

when the individual has requested assistance from the Member with respect to the

subject matter of the record.

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of

the Agency having need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of

information shall be required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974,

as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty

in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau

of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation

Treaty.

6. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal

agency for purposes of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant

to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the

Administrator, General Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records

conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to recommend improvements in

records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and

2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing

inspection of records for this purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce)
directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make determinations about individuals.

8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public

after either publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a

patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the

limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in an

application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and

which application is referenced by either a published application, an application open to

public inspections or an issued patent.

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal,
State, or local law enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or

potential violation of law or regulation.
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PTO/AIA/01 (06-12)
Approved for use through 01/31/2014. OMB 0651-0032

US. Patent and Trademark Office; US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

DECLARATION (37 CFR 1.63) FOR UTILITY OR DESIGN APPLICATION USING AN

APPLICATION DATA SHEET (37 CFR 1.76)

Title of Robust Voice Browser System and Voice Activated Device Controller
Invention

As the below named inventor, I hereby declare that:

This declaration . .

is directed to: D The attached application, or

El United States application or PCT international application number 15/269776
September 19, 2016filed on

The above-identified application was made or authorized to be made by me.

I believe that I am the original inventor or an original joint inventor of a claimed invention in the application.

I hereby acknowledge that any willful false statement made in this declaration is punishable under 18 U.S.C. 1001
by fine or imprisonment of not more than five (5) years, or both.

WARNING:

Petitioner/applicant is cautioned to avoid submitting personal information in documents filed in a patent application that may
contribute to identity theft. Personal information such as social security numbers, bank account numbers, or credit card numbers
(other than a check or credit card authorization form PTO-2038 submitted for payment purposes) is never required by the USPTO
to support a petition or an application. lfthis type of personal information is included in documents submitted to the USPTO,
petitioners/applicants should consider redacting such personal information from the documents before submitting them to the
USPTO. Petitioner/applicant is advised that the record of a patent application is available to the public after publication of the
application (unless a non-publication request in compliance with 37 CFR1.213(a) is made in the application) or issuance of a
patent. Furthermore, the record from an abandoned application may also be available to the public if the application is
referenced in a published application or an issued patent (see 37 CFR 1.14). Checks and credit card authorization forms
PTO-2038 submitted for payment purposes are not retained in the application file and therefore are not publicly available.

LEGAL NAME OF INVENTOR

Inventor: Alexander Kurganov

Signature: M
Date (Optional) :

 

 

Note: An application data sheet (PTO/SB/14 or equivalent), including naming the entire inventive entity, must accompany this form or must have
been previously filed. Use an additional PTO/AlA/01 form for each additional inventor.

 
This collection ofinformation is required by 35 U.S.C. 115 and 37 CFR 1.63. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit bythe public which is to file (and
by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 minute to
complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any
comments on the amount oftime you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, US.
Patent and Trademark Office, US. Department of Commerce, PO. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO
THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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ACQUIRING INFORMATION FROM SOURCES RESPONSIVE TO

NATURALLY-SPOKEN—SPEECH COMMANDS PROVIDED BY A

VOICE-ENABLED DEVICE

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application is a continuation of Application Serial No. 15/269,776, entitled

“Acquiring Information from Sources Responsive to Naturally-Spoken—Speech Commands

Provided by a Voice-Enabled Device,” filed September 19, 2016, which is a continuation of

13/462,819, entitled “Robust Voice Browser System and Voice Activated Device Controller,”

filed May 3, 2012, which is a continuation of Application Serial No. 12/973,475, entitled

"Robust Voice Browser System And Voice Activated Device Controller," filed December 20,

2010, which is a continuation of Application Serial No. 12/030,556, entitled "Robust Voice

Browser System And Voice Activated Device Controller,” filed February 13, 2008, now US.

Patent No. 7,881,941, which is a continuation application of Application Serial No. 11/409,703,

entitled "Robust Voice Browser System And Voice Activated Device Controller," filed April 24,

2006, now US Patent No. 7,386,455, which is a continuation application of Application Serial

No. 10/821,690, entitled "Robust Voice Browser System And Voice Activated Device

Controller," filed April 9, 2004, now US Patent No. 7,076,431, which is a continuation

application of Application Serial No. 09/776,996, entitled "Robust Voice Browser System And

Voice Activated Device Controller," filed February 5, 2001, now US Patent No. 6,721,705,

which claims priority to US. Provisional Application Serial No. 60/180,344, entitled "Voice

Activated Information Retrieval System," filed February 4, 2000 and US. Provisional

Application No. 60/233,068, filed September 15, 2000, entitled "Robust Voice Browser System

and Voice Activated Device Controller, all assigned to the assignee of the present application.
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The subject matter in the above—identifi ed co—pending and commonly owned applications is

incorporated herein by reference.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The present invention relates to a robust and highly reliable system that allows

users to browse web sites and retrieve information by using conversational voice commands.

Additionally, the present invention allows users to control and monitor other systems and devices

that are connected the Internet or any other network by using voice commands.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] Currently, three options exist for a user who wishes to gather information from a

web site accessible over the Internet, The first option is to use a desktop or a laptop computer

connected to a telephone line via a modem or connected to a network with Internet access. The

second option is to use a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) that has the capability of connecting

to the Internet either through a modem or a wireless connection. The third option is to use one of

the newly designed web—phones or web-pagers that are now being offered on the market.

Although each of these options provide a user with access to the Internet to browse web sites,

each of them have their own drawbacks.

[0004] Desktop computers are very large and bulky and are difficult to transport. Laptop

computers solve this inconvenience, but many are still quite heavy and are inconvenient to carry.

Further, laptop computers cannot be carried and used everywhere a user travels. For instance, if a

user wishes to obtain information from a remote location where no electricity or communication

lines are installed, it would be nearly impossible to use a laptop computer. Oftentimes,

information is needed on an immediate basis where a computer is not accessible. Furthermore,
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the use of laptop or desktop computers to access the Internet requires either a direct or a dial —up

connection tan an Internet Service Provider (ISP). Oftentimes, such connections are not available

when a user desires to connect to the Internet to acquire information.

[0005] The second option for remotely accessing web sites is the use of PDAs. These

devices also have their own set of drawbacks. First, PDAs with the ability to connect to the

Internet and access web sites are not readily available. As a result, these PDAs tend to be very

expensive. Furthermore, users are usually required to pay a special service fee to enable the web

browsing feature of the PDA. A further disadvantage of these PDAS is that web sites must be

specifically designed to allow these devices to access information on the web site. Therefore, a

limited number of web sites are available that are accessible by these web-enabled PDAs.

Finally, it is very common today for users to carry cell phones, however, users must also carry a

separate PDA if they require the ability to gather information from various web sites. Users are

therefore subjected to added expenses since they must pay for both cellular telephone service and

also for the web—enabling service for the PDA. This results in a very expensive alternative for the

consumer.

[0006] The third alternative mentioned above is the use of web—phones or web—pagers.

These devices suffer many of the same drawbacks as PDAs. First, these devices are expensive to

purchase. Further, the number of web sites accessible to these devices is limited since web sites

must be specifically designed to allow access by these devices. Furthermore, users are often

required to pay an additional fee in order to gain Wireless web access. Again, this service is

expensive. Another drawback of these web-phones or web-pagers is that as technology develops,

the methods used by the various web sites to allow access by these devices may change. These

changes may require users to purchase new web—phones or web—pagers or have the current device

Atty Docket No. 10115-05709 USUJ
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serviced in order to upgrade the firmware or operating system stored within the device. At the

least, this would be inconvenient to users and may actually be quite expensive.

[0007] Therefore, a need exists for a system that allows users to easily access and browse

the Internet from any location. Such a system would only require users to have access to any type

of telephone and would not require users to subscribe to multiple services.

[0008] In the rapidly changing area of Internet applications, web sites change frequently.

The design of the web site may change, the information required by the web site in order to

perform searches may change, and the method of reporting search results may change. Web

browsing applications that submit search requests and interpret responses from these web sites

based upon expected formats will produce errors and useless responses when such changes

occur. Therefore, a need exists for a system that can detect modifications to web sites and adapt

to such changes in order to quickly and accurately provide the information requested by a user

through a voice enabled device, such as a telephone.

[0009] When users access web sites using devices such as personal computers, delays in

receiving responses are tolerated and are even expected, however, such delays are not expected

when a user communicates with a telephone. Users expect communications over a telephone to

occur immediately with a minimal amount of delay time. A user attempting to find information

using a telephone expects immediate responses to his search requests. A system that introduces

too much delay between the time a user makes a request and the time of response will not be

tolerated by users and will lose its usefulness. Therefore, it is important that a voice browsing

system that uses telephonic communications selects web sites that provide rapid responses since

speed is an important factor for maintaining the system's desirability and usability. Therefore, a

need exists for a system that accesses web sites based upon their speed of operation,
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SUlWMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0010] It is an object of an embodiment of the present invention to allow users to gather

information from web sites by using voice enabled devices, such as wireline or wireless

telephones.

[0011] An additional object of an embodiment of the present invention is to provide a

system and method that allows the searching and retrieving of publicly available information by

controlling a web browsing server using naturally spoken voice commands.

[0012] It is an object of another embodiment of the present invention to provide a robust

voice browsing system that can obtain the same information from several web sites based upon a

ranking order. The ranking order is automatically adjusted if the system detects that a given web

site is not functioning, is too slow, or has been modified in such a way that the requested

information cannot be retrieved any longer.

[0013] A still further object of an embodiment of the present invention is to allow users

to gather information from web sites from any location where a telephonic connection can be

made.

[0014] Another object of an embodiment of the present invention is to allows users to

browse web sites on the Internet using conversational voice commands spoken into wireless or

wireline telephones or other voice enabled devices.

[0015] An additional object an embodiment of the present invention is to provide a

system and method for using voice commands to control and monitor devices connected to a

network.

[0016] It is an object of an embodiment of the present invention to provide a system and

method which allows devices connected to a network to be controlled by conversational voice

commands spoken into any voice enabled device interconnected with the same network.
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[0017] The present invention relates to a system for acquiring information from sources

on a network, such as the Internet. A voice browsing system maintains a database containing a

list of information sources, such as web sites, connected to a network. Each of the information

sources is assigned a rank number which is listed in the database along with the record for the

information source. In response to a speech command received from a user, a network interface

system accesses the information source with the highest rank number in order to retrieve

information requested by the user.

[0018] The a preferred embodiment of the present invention allows users to access and

browse web sites when they do not have access to computers with Internet access. This is

accomplished by providing a voice browsing system and method that allows users to browse web

sites using conversational voice commands spoken into any type of voice enabled device (i.e.,

any type of wireline or wireless telephone, LP phone, wireless PDA, or other wireless device).

These spoken commands are then converted into data messages by a speech recognition software

engine running on a user interface system. These data messages are then sent to and processed by

a network interface system. This network interface system then generates the proper requests that

are transmitted to the desired web site over the Internet. Responses sent from the web site are

received and processed by the network interface system and then converted into an audio

message via a speech synthesis engine or a pre-recorded audio concatenation application and

finally transmitted to the user's voice enabled device.

[0019] A preferred embodiment of the voice browser system and method uses a web site

polling and ranking methodology that allows the system to detect changes in web sites and adapt

to those changes in real-time. This enables the voice browser system of a preferred embodiment

to deliver highly reliable information to users over any voice enabled device. This ranking

system also enables the present invention to provide rapid responses to user requests. Long
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delays before receiving responses to requests are not tolerated by users of voice—based systems,

such as telephones. When a user speaks into a telephone, an almost immediate response is

expected. This expectation does not exist for non—voice communications, such as email

transmissions or accessing a web site using a personal computer. In such situations, a reasonable

amount of transmission delay is acceptable. The ranking system of implemented by a preferred

embodiment of the present invention ensures users will always receive the fastest possible

response to their request.

[0020] An alternative embodiment of the present invention allows users to control and

monitor the operation of a variety of household devices connected to a network using speech

commands spoken into a voice enabled device.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0021] FIG. 1 is a depiction of the voice browsing system of the first embodiment of the

present invention;

[0022] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a database record used by the first preferred

embodiment of the present invention;

[0023] FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a media server used by the preferred embodiment;

[0024] FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a web browsing server used by the preferred

embodiment; and

[0025] FIG. 5 is a depiction of the device browsing system of the second embodiment of

the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION
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[0026] A first embodiment of the present invention is a system and method for allowing

users to browse information sources, such as web sites, by using naturally spoken, conversational

voice commands spoken into a voice enabled device. Users are not required to learn a special

language or command set in order to communicate with the voice browsing system of the present

invention. Common and ordinary commands and phrases are all that is required for a user to

operate the voice browsing system. The voice browsing system recognizes naturally spoken

voice commands and is speaker-independent; it does not have to be trained to recognize the

voice patterns of each individual user. Such speech recognition systems use phonemes to

recognize spoken words and not predefined voice patterns.

[0027] The first embodiment allows users to select from various categories of

information and to search those categories for desired data by using conversational voice

commands. The voice browsing system of the first preferred embodiment includes a user

interface system referred to as a media server. The media server contains a speech recognition

software engine. This speech recognition engine is used to recognize natural, conversational

voice commands spoken by the user and converts them into data messages based on the available

recognition grammar. These data messages are then sent to a network interface system. In the

first preferred embodiment, the network interface system is referred to as a web browsing server.

The web browsing server then accesses the appropriate information source, such as a web site, to

gather information requested by the user.

[0028] Responses received from the information sources are then transferred to the media

server where speech synthesis engine converts the responses into audio messages that are

transmitted to the user. A more detailed description of this embodiment will now be provided.

[0029] Referring to FIG. 1, a database 100 designed by Webley Systems Incorporated is

connected to one or more web browsing servers 102 as well as to one or more media servers 106.
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The database may store information on magnetic media, such as a hard disk drive, or it may store

information via other widely acceptable methods for storing data, such as optical disks. The

database 100 contains a separate set of records for each web site accessible by the system. An

example of a web site record is shown in FIG. 2. Each web site record 200 contains the rank

number of the web site 202, the associated Uniform Resource Locator (URL) 204, and a

command that enables the appropriate "extraction agent" 206 that is required in order to generate

proper requests sent to and to format data received from the web site. The database record 200

also contains the timestamp 208 indicating the last time the web site was accessed. The

extraction agent is described in more detail below. The database 100 categorizes each database

record 200 according to the type of information provided by each web site. For instance, a first

category of database records 200 may correspond to web sites that provide "weather"

information The database 100 may also contain a second category of records 200 for web sites

that provide "stock" information. These categories may be further divided into subcategories. For

instance, the "weather" category may contain subcategories depending upon type of weather

information available to a user, such as "current weather" or "extended forecast". Within the

"extended forecast" subcategory, a list of web site records may be stored that provide weather

information for multiple days. The use of subcategories may allow the web browsing feature to

provide more accurate, relevant, and up-to-date information to the user by accessing the most

relevant web site. The number of records contained in each category or subcategory is not

limited. In the preferred embodiment, three web site records are provided for each category.

[0030] Table 1 below depicts two database records 200 that are used with the preferred

embodiment. These records also contain a field indicating the "category” of the record, which is

"weather" in each ofthese examples.
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[0031]

TABLE 1

category: weather

URLzURL:http://cgi.cnn.com/cgi-

bin/weather/redirect?zip=_zip
rank: 1

command: web_dispatch.pl weather_cnn

browsingServer: wportall

browsingServerBackup: wportal2
dateTime: Dec 21 2000 2:15PM

category: weather

URL: URL: http: //weather.1ycos.com/wcflveday.asp?city:zip
rank: 2

command: web_dispatch.pl weather_lycos

browsingServer: wportall

browsingServerBackup: wporta12
dateTime: Dec 21 2000 1:45PM

[0032] The database also contains a listing of pre—recorded audio files used to create

concatenated phrases and sentences. Further, database 100 may contain customer profile

information, system activity reports, and any other data or software servers necessary for the

testing or administration of the voice browsing system.

[0033] The operation of the media servers 106 will now be discussed in relation to FIG.

3. The media servers 106 function as user interface systems. In the preferred embodiment, the

media servers 106 contain a speech recognition engine 300, a speech synthesis engine 302, an

Interactive Voice Response (IVR) application 304, a call processing system 306, and telephony

and voice hardware 308 required to communicate with the Public Switched Telephone Network

(PSTN) 116. In the preferred embodiment, each media server is based upon Intel's Dual Pentium

III 730 MHz microprocessor system.
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[0034] The speech recognition function is performed by a speech recognition engine 300

that converts voice commands received from the user's voice enabled device 112 (i.e., any type

of wireline or wireless telephone, Internet Protocol (IP) phones, or other special wireless units)

into data messages. In the preferred embodiment, voice commands and audio messages are

transmitted using the PSTN 116 and data is transmitted using the TCP/IP communications

protocol. However, one skilled in the art would recognize that other transmission protocols may

be used for either voice or data. Other possible transmission protocols would include SIP/VOIP

(Session Initiation Protocol/Voice over IP), Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) and Frame

Relay. A preferred speech recognition engine is developed by Nuance Communications of 1380

Willow Road, Menlo Park, Calif. 94025 (wwwnuancecom). The Nuance engine capacity is

measured in recognition units based on CPU type as defined in the vendor specification. The

natural speech recognition grammars (i.e., what a user can say that will be recognized by the

speech recognition engine) were developed by Webley Systems.

[0035] Table 2 below provides a partial source code listing of the recognition grammars

used by the speech recognition engine of the preferred embodiment for obtaining weather

information.
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[0036]

TABLE 2

?WHAT_lS ?the weather? [info information report conditions]

?( (?like in)

]
UScities:n

{<paraml $n.zip> <param2 $n.city> <param3

$nstate>}

( (area code) AREA_CODE:n) {<paraml $n>}

( AREA_CODE:n (area code) ) {paraml $n>}

( (ZlP_CODE:n (zip ?code) ) {<paraml $n>}

]

)

) {<mem l94>}

[0037] The media server 106 uses recognition results generated by the speech recognition

engine 300 to retrieve a web site record 200 stored in the database 100 that can provide the

information requested by the user. The media server l06 processes the recognition result data

identifying keywords that are used to search the web site records 200 contained in the database

100. For instance, if the user's request was "What is the weather in Chicago?", the keywords

"weather" and "Chicago" would be recognized. A web site record 200 with the highest rank

number from the "weather" category within the database 100 would then be selected and

transmitted to the web browsing server 102 along with an identifier indicating that Chicago

weather is being requested.

[0038] The media servers 106 also contain a speech synthesis engine 302 that converts

the data retrieved by the web browsing servers 102 into audio messages that are transmitted to

the user's voice enabled device 112. A preferred speech synthesis engine is developed by Lemout
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[0039] A further description of the web browsing server 102 will be provided in relation

to FIG. 4. The web browsing servers 102 provide access to any computer network such as the

lntemet 110. These servers are also capable of accessing databases stored on Local Area

Networks (LANs) or Wide Area Networks (WANS). The web browsing servers receive

responses from web sites and extract the data requested by the user. This task is also known as

"content extraction. " The web browsing servers 102 also perform the task of periodically polling

or "pinging" various web sites and modifying the ranking numbers of these web sites depending

upon their response and speed. This polling feature is further discussed below. The web

browsing server 102 is comprised of a content extraction agent 400, a content fetcher 402, a

polling and ranking agent 404, and the content descriptor files 406, Each of these are software

applications and will be discussed below.

[0040] Upon receiving a web site record 200 from the database lOO in response to a user

request, the web browsing server 102 invokes the "content extraction agent” command 206

contained in the record 200. The content extraction agent 400 allows the web browsing server

102 to properly format requests and read responses provided by the web site 114 identified in the

URL field 204 of the web site record 200. Each content extraction agent command 206 invokes

the content extraction agent and identifies a content description file associated with the web page

identified by the URL 204. This content description the directs the extraction agent where to

extract data from the accessed web page and how to format a response to the user utilizing that

data. For example, the content description for a web page providing weather information would

indicate where to insert the "city" name or ZIP code in order to retrieve Chicago weather

information. Additionally, the content description file for each supported URL indicates the

location on the web page where the response information is provided. The extraction agent 400
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uses this information to properly extract from the web page the information requested by the

user.

[0041] Table 3 below contains source code for a content extraction agent 400 used by the

preferred embodiment.

[0042]

TABLE 3

#l/usr/local/www/bin/sybperl 5
#$Header:

/usr/local/cvsroot/webley/agents/service/web_dispatch.pl,V
1.6

# Dispatches all web requests

#http ://wcorp .itn.net/cgi/fl stat?carrier=ua&flight_n0= 1 5 5&mo

n_abbr=jul&date=

6& stamp=OhLN~dequ*itn/ord,itn/cb/sp1int_hd

#http://cgi.cnnfn.com/flightview/rlm?airline=amt&number=300

require “config_tmp.pl” ;

#check parameters

die “Usage: $0 service [params]\n” if $#ARGV < 1;

#print STDERR @ARGV;

#get parameters

my %Services = (

weather_cnn => ‘webgetpl weather_cnn’,

weather_lycos :> ‘webgetpl

weatherilycos’,

weather_weather => ‘webgetpl

weather_weather’ ,

weather_snap => ‘webgetpl

weather_snap’,

weather_infospace :> ‘webgetpl

weather_infospace’,

stockQuote_yahoo => ‘webgetpl stock’,

flightStatus_itn :> ‘webgetpl

flightidelay’ ,

yellowPages_yahoo => ‘yp_data.pl’,

yellowPages_yahoo => ‘yp_data.pl’,

newsHeaders_newreal => ‘newspl’,

newsArticleinewsreal => “newspl’,

) ;

# test param

my $date = ‘date’;
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chop ( $date );

my ( $short_date ) = $date =~ / \s+ (\W{3 }\s+\d{ l,2}\s+/;

my %Test : (

weathericnn :> ‘60053’,

weather_lycos => ‘60053’,

weather_weather => ‘6005 3 ’,

weather_snap => ‘60053 ’,

weatheriinfospace => ‘60053’,

stockQuote_yahoo :> ‘msft’,

flightStatus_itn => ‘ua 155’ .

$short_date,

yellowPages_yahoo :> “tires 60015’,

newsHeadersinewsreal :> ‘ 1’ ,

newsArticle_newsreal => ‘1 1’,

);

die “$date: $0: error: no such service: $service (check this

script)\n”

unless $Services {$service };

# prepare ab solute path to run other scripts

my ( $path, $script ) : $0 :~ ml“ (*/) ([A/]*) | ;

# store the service to compare against datatable

my $service_stored = $service;

# run service

While ( !( $resp0nse = ‘$path$Services [$service }@param’ ) )

{

# response failed

# check with test parameters

$response : ‘$path$Services{service }$Test{$service

}” ;

if( $response) {

$service : &switch_service ( $service );

# print “Wrong parameter values were supplied:
$service —

@param\n”;

# die “$date: $0: error: wrong parameters: $service

@param\n”;

}

else {

# change priority and notify

$service : &increaseiattempt ( $service ) ;

}
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}

# output the response

print $response;

sub increase_attempt {

my ( $service ) = @_;

my ( $service_name ) + split ( /_/, $service );

print STDERR “$date: $0: attn.: changing priority for
service:

$service\n”;

# update priority

&db_query( “update mcServiceRoute ”

/ “set priority : ( select max (priority )
from

mcServiceRoute “

. “Where service : ‘$service_name’ )+ l

. “ date = getdate( ), ”

. “attempt = attempt + l ”

. “Where route = ‘$script $service’ ” );

# print “———$route:::\n”;
# find new route

my $route = @{&db_query (“select route from
mcServiceRoute “

. “Where service :

‘$serviceiname’ ”

. “and attempt < 5

. “order by

priority ”)

} -> [0] {route };

&db_query (“update mcServiceRoute “

. “set attempt = ) “

. “where route : “$script $service’ ” )

if ( $route eq “$script $serviceistored” ) ;

or $route eq “$script $service_stored” ) ;

( $service_name, $service ) = split ( / \ s + /, $route );
die “$date: $0: error: no route for the service:

$service (add

more) \n”

unless $service;

return $service;

}

sub switchiswervice {

my ( $service ) = @_;
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my ( $service_name ) = split ( /_/, $service );

print STDERR “$date: $0: attn.: changing priority for

service:

$service\n”;

# update priority

&db_query (“update mcServiceRoute “

. “set priority = ( select max (priority)

from

mcServiceRoute ”

. “ where service : ‘$service_name’ )+ 1,

. “ date = getdate ( ) ”

. “ Where route = ‘$script $service’ ” ) ;

# print “—-—$route:::\n”;
# find new route

my $route = @ {$db_query ( “select route from
mcServiceRoute ”

. “Where service =

‘$service_name’ ”

. “ and attempt < 5

. “ order by priority ”)

}- > [0] {route };

die “ $date: $0: error: there is the only service:

$route (add

more) \n”

if ( $route eq “$script $service”

or $route eq “$script $serviceistored” ) ;

( $service_name, $service ) : split (/ \s+/, $route );
die “$date: $0: error: no route for the service:

$service (add

more) \n”

nless $service;

return $service;

[0043] Table 4 below contains source code of the content fetcher 402 used with the

content extraction agent 400 to retrieve information from a web site.
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# !/usr/local/WWW/bin/sybper15
#—T

# —w

# $Header:

/usr/local/cvsroote/Webley/agents/service/webgetpLV 1.4

# Agent to get info from the web.

# Parameters: serviceiname [serviceiparameters], i.e. stock
msft or weather

60645

# Configuration stored in files service_name.ini

# if this file is absent the configuration is received from
mcServices table

# This script provides autoupdate to datatable if the .ini
file is newer.

$debug: 1;

use URI : : URL;

use LWP : : UserAgent;

use HTTP : : Request : : Common;

use Vail : : VarList;

use Sybase : : CTlib;

use HTTP : : Cookies;

#piint “Sybase: : CTlib $DB_USER, $DB_PWD, $DB_SRV;” ;

open (STDERR, “>>$0.log” ) if $debug;

#open ( STDERR, “>&STDOUT” ) ;

$log : ‘date’;

#$response = ‘./url.pl

http://cgi.cnn.com/cgi-bin/weather/redirect?zip=60605” ‘;

#$response = ‘pwd’;

#print STDERR “ ls = $response\n” ;

#$response : ‘ls’;

#piint STDERR “ls = $response\n”;

chop ( $log) ;

$log .2 “pde” . ‘pwd’;

chop ( $log );

#$debug2 = 1;

my $service = shift;

$log .= “ $service: “. Join( ‘ : ’, @ARGV) . “\n” ;

Print STDERR $log if $debug;

#$response : ‘./url.pl

“/http://cgi.cnn.com/cgi-bin/weather/redirect?zip=60605” ‘;

my @ini = &read_ini ( $service );

chop ( @ini );

my $section : “ “ ‘
7

do ($section = &process_section ( $section ) }while $section;
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#$response = ‘./url/pl

“http://cgi.cnn.com/cgi-bin/weather/redirect?zip=60605” ’;

exit;

sub readiini {

my ( $service ) = @_;

my @ini= ( );

# first, try to read file

$0 =~ m|A (*0 [’“/]*l;

$service : $1 . $service;

if( open ( INI, “$serViceini” )) {

@ ini = < <INI> );

return @ ini unless ( $DB_SRV );

# update datatable

My $file_time = time — int ( ( -M “$serviceini” )

3600);

# print “time $fileitime\n”;

my $dbh = new Sybase: : CTlib $DB_USR, $DB_PWD,

$DB_SRV;

unless ( $dbh ) {

print STDERR “webgetpl: Cannot connect to

dataserver $DB_SRV: $DB_USR: $DB_PWD\n”;

return @ini;

}

my @row_refs : $dbh —>ct_sql (“select lastUpdate
from

mcServices Where service = ‘$service’ ”, undef, 1 );

if ($dbh -> RC } == CS_FAIL) {

print STDERR “webget. pl: DB select from
mcServices

failed\n”;

}

unless (defined @ row_refs ) {

return @ini;

# have to insert

my ( @ini_escaped ) = map {

(my $x=$_)=~s/\’/\‘\’/g;

$X;

}@ini;

$dbh-> ct_sql (“insert mcServices values (

‘$service’,

‘@ini_escaped’, $file_time )” );

if( $dbh-> {RC } :— CSiFAIL) {

print STDERR “webget,pl: DB insert to
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mcServices failed\n”;

}

return @ini;

}

Print “time $file_time:”.$row_refs [ O ] —

>{ ‘lastUpdate’

} . “ \n77 ;

{

if( $fileitime > $rowirefs [0] => {‘lastUpdate’ })

# have to update

my ( @ini_escaped ) = map {

(my $x : $_) :~s/ \‘/ \‘\‘/g;

$x;

}@ini;

$dbh->ct_sql (“update mcServices set config =

‘@ini_escaped’, lastUpdate : $file_time Where service :

‘$service’ ” );

if ( $dbh -> {RC } ==C S_FAIL ) {

print STDERR “webgetpl: DB update to

mcServices failed\n”;

}

}

return @ini;

}

else {

print STDERR “$0: WARNING: $service.ini n/a in” .

(pwd7

. “Try to read DB\n”;

}

# then try to read datatable

die “webgetpl: Unable to find service $service\n”

unless ( $DB_SRV)

) ;

my $ dbh : new Sybase : : CTlib $DB7USR, $DB7PWD, $DBiSRV;

die “webgetlpl: Cannot connect to dataserver

$DB_SRV : $DB_USR: $DB_PWD\n” unless ( $dbh );

my @row_refs = $dbh -> ct_sql (“select config from
mcServices where

service : ‘$service’ ”, undef, l );

die “webgetpl: Unable to find service $service\n”

unless (defined

@row_refs ) ;

$rowirefs [O] -> { ‘config’ } :~ s/\n /\n\r/g;

@ini = split ( / \ r /, $row_refs [0] -> {‘config’ } );
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return @ini;

} _
##//##########//##########//##########//##########//##########//##########//########

sub processisection {

my ( $prev_section ) = @_;

my ( $section, $output, $content );

my %Param;

my %Content;

# print” ######################\n";

foreach (@ini ) {

 

# print;

# chop;

s/ \s+ $ / / ;

s/ A \s + / /;

# get section name

if(/A\[(-*)/] ){

# print “$7: $sectionI$preyisection\n”;

last if $section;

next if $1 eq “print” ;

next if $prev_section ne ” ” and $prev_section

ne $1;

if ( $prev_section eq $1 ) {

$prev_section = ” ”

next;

}

$section : $1;

}

# get parameters

push ( @{$Param{$1 }}, $2 ) if $section and

/([A=]+) , (,*) /;

# print” ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++\n" ;

return 0 unless $section;

# print “section $section\n”;

# substitute parameters with values

map {$Param{URL } -> [ O ] =~ s/$Param{ Input } -> [ $_

] / $ARGV [ $_

]/g

}0 . ; $#{$Param{1nput} };

# get page content

( $Content{‘TH\/1E’ }, $content ) = &get_ur1_content(

${$ Param {URL

} } [ 0 ] ) ;
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# filter it

map {

if( / \” ([“\”] + ) \” ([’“\”]*) \” /or

/\/([/‘\/]+)\/([/‘\/] *)\//)I
I

my $out = $2; $content =~ s/$l/$out/g;

}

_}@{$Param {“Pre-filter” } };

#pn'nt STDERR $content;

#do main regular expression

unless ( @Values = $content =~

/$ {$Param {Regular_expression } } [ 0

l/ ) 1‘

&die_hard ( ${$Pararn{Regular_eXpression } } [O ],
$content

);

return $section;

}

%Content = map { ( $Param[0utput } -> [ $_ ], $Values [ $_

] )

}O . . $#{$Param{0utput }} ;

# filter it

map {

if( / ([”‘\”]+) \ ” ([A\”] +) \ I ( [A\”] +) \“/

or/([A\/]+)\/([/‘\/] +)\/([A\/] * )\//){

my $out = $3;

$Content {$1 } =~ s/$2/$out/g;

}

}@{Param {“Pre—filer” } }'
7

#pn'nt STDERR $content;

# do main regular expression

unless ( @Values : $content :~

/${ $Paran1{Regulariexpression } } [ 0

] / ) {

&die_hard( ${$Param{Regular_expression}} [ 0 ],
$content

);

return $section;

}

%Content= map { ( $Param{Output }->[ $_ ], $Values [ $_

] )

}0 .. $#{$Param{ Output }};
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#filterit

map{

if(/([’“\”]+)\“([“\”]+)\“([“\“]*)\“/

or/([/‘\/]+)\/([/‘\/+)\/([AV]*)\//){

my $out:$3;

$Content {$1 } =~ s/$2/$0ut/g;

}

}@ { $Param {“Post—filter” } };

# calculate it

map {

ifl/([A:]+):(-*)/){

my $eVal : $2;

map {$eval =~ s/$_/$Content {$_ } / g

} keys %C0ntent;

$Content {$1 } : eval ($eval ) ;

}

}@{$Param{Calculate }};

# read section [print]

foreach $i (O .. $#ini ) {

next unless $ini [ $i ] =~ /"\ [print \ ] /;

foreach ( $i + 1 . . $#ini ) {

last if $ini [ $_] =~ /”\\ [.+\]/;

$output .: $ini [ $j . "\n";

}

last;

}

# prepare output

map {$output =~ s/$_/$Content{$_} / g

}keys %Content;

print $output;

-return 0;

}
##//##########//##########//##########//##########//########

sub get_url_content {

my ( $url )= @s

print STDERR $url if $debug;

# $response= './url.pl '$url' ';

$response= './url.pl '$url‘ ‘;

return( $time — time, $response );

my $ua : LWP: :UserAgent->new;

$ua->agent ( 'Mozilla/4.0 [en] (X11; I; freeBSD 2.2.8-
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STABLE i3 86)’

) ;

# $ua->proxy( ['http', 'https‘],

'http://proxy.webley:3128/' ) ;

# $ua->n043roxy( 'webley', 'Vail' );

my $cookie= HTTP: :Cookies->new;

$ua->cookie_j ar( $cookie ) ;

$url = url $url;

print "$url\n" if $debug2;

my $time : time;

my $res= $ua->request( GET $url ) ;

print "Response: " . (time - $time "sec\n" if

$debug2;

return ( $time — time, $res->content) ;

}]
##12’##########//##########//##########//##########//#######

sub die_hard {

my ( $re, $content ) = @7;

my ( $re_end, $pattem ) ;

while ( $content !~ /$re/) {

if ($re=~ s/(\(["\(\))+\) ["\(\) | *$) / / ) {

$re_end : $1 . $re_end;

 

1
I

else {

$re_end = $re;

last;

}

}

$content =~ /$re/;

Print STDERR “The regular expression did not match:\n
$ re\n

Possible misuse:

$re end:\n

Matched:

$&\n

Mismatched:

$'\n

" if $debug;

if ( $debug) {

print STDERR "Content:\n $content\n" unless

$’; -

}

##l/##########z’,’##########z’,’##########1’,’##########//########
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[0044]

the preferred embodiment.

[cnn]

Input=_zip

URLthtp://cgicnn com/cgi—bin/weather/redirect?zip:_zip
Pre-filter:"\n" "

Pre-filter="<[/‘< >]+>""
Pre-filter=/ \s+/ /

Pre-filteF" [\(\)\ i ] " !"

Output=ilocati on

Output=first_day_name

Output=first_day_weather

Output=first_day_high_F

OutputZfirst_day_high_C

Output:first_day_low_F

Output=first_day_low_C

Output=second_day_name

Output:second_day_weather

Output:secondidayihighiF

Output=second_day_high_C

Output=second_day_1ow_F

Output=second_day_low C

Output=thirdidayiname

Output:third_day_weather

Output=third_day_high_F

Output=third_day_high_C

OutputZthird_day_1ow_F

Output:thirdidayi1owiC

Output=fourth_day_name

Output=fourth_day_weather

Output=fourth_day_high_F

Output=fourthidayi hi ghiC

Output=fourth_day_1ow_F

Output=fourth_day_1ow_C

Output=undef

Output:_cu1rent_time

Output:_cu1rent_month

TABLE 5
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Output:_cu1rent_day

Output=_cu1rent_weather

Output=_current_temperature_F

Output=_cu1rent_temperature_C

Output:ihumidity

Output=_wind

Output=_pressure

Output=_sunrise

Output=isun set

Regular_expression:Author &nb sp; (.+) Four Day Forecast

(\S") (\S+) HIGH

(\S )F (\S ) C LOW (\S+) F (\S+) C (\S+) (\S+) HIGH (\S+) F

(\S+) C LOW

(\S )F (\S ) C (\S l ) (\S l ) HIGH (\S+) F (\S+) C LOW (\S+) F

(\S--) C (\S+)

(\S") HIGH (\S+) F (\S+J C LOW (\S+) F (\S+) C ( .+) Current

Conditions (. +)

l local l , (\S+) (\S+) (. t) Temp: (\S+) F, (\S+) C Rel:

Humidity: (\S+) Wind:

(. +) Pressure: ( .+) Sunrise: ( .+) Sunset: ( .+) Related Links

P05t-filte1=_ current_ weather” p/" partly "

Post—filteF_current weather"l/"little "

Post-filter:_current_weather"m/"mostly "

Post-filter=_current weather"t-/"thunder" -

P0st-filter=_wind"N"North”

Post—filtei:_wind”E”East "

Post-filteFiwind"S"South " --

Post-filter=_wind"W"Westfl

Post-filter=_wind/mph/miles per hour/

P0st-filte1=_wind/kph!/kilometers per hour/

Post—filteFiwind" \s-l- l", ”

[print]

Current weather in_location is_current_weather.

Temperature is _current_temperature_F Fahrenheit,

_current_temperature_C
Celsium.

Humidity is_humidity.

Wind from the _wind.

 

   

[0045] Table 6 below contains the content descriptor file source code for obtaining

weather information from the web site wwwlycoscom that is used by the extraction agent 400

of the preferred embodiment.
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[lycos]

InputZZip

Input:icity

URL=http : //weather.lycos. com/wcfiveday. asp?city=zip
Pre-filter="\n”

Pre-filtet="</TD>”td"

Pre—fi]ter="<!.*?—>""

Pre-filter:"<br>"_br_"
Pre-filter=/a1t="/>alt=/

Pre-filter="<[A< >]+>""

Pre—filteF”&nbsp;” "
Pre—filteF/ \s+/ /

Output=_location

Output=_current_weather

Output:_current_temperature_F

Output=ihumi dity

Output=_winddir

Output=_windspeed

Output=_windmeasure

Output:_pressure
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Output=f1rst_day_name

Output=second_day_name

Output=third_day_name

Output:fourthidayiname

Output=fifth_day_name

Output=f1rst_day_weather

Output=second_day_weather

Output=thi rdidayiweath er

Output:fourth_day_weather

Output=fifth_day_weather

Output=f1rst_day_high_F

OutputZfirst_day_low_F

Output:secondidayihighiF

Output=second_day_low_F

Output=third_day_high_F

Output=third_day_low_F

Output=fourthidayihighiF

Output=fourth_day_low_F

Output=f1fth_day_high_F

Output=fifth_day_low_F

Output:_windkmh

Regular expression:Guide My Lycos (.+) Click image to

enlarge

alt=([A"]+) " (72+) Temp: (\(d+) (7:.+)F _br_ Humidity:

(\S+) (?: .+) Wind: ( .+?)

,br,

Output=_current_temperature_C

Post-filter=_location”_br_" "

Post-filter=_current_weather”p/"partly ”

Post-fllter=icurrentiweather"m/"mostly "

Post-filter:_current weather"t-/"thunder "

Post-filter=_winddir"@" at"

Post-filter=_winddir/mph/miles per hour/

Post-filtei:_wind/kph!/kilometers per hour/

Calculate:icurrent itemperatureiC:int ( (icurrentitemperatureiF

—32) * 5/9)

Calculate=_windkmh=int(_windspeed*1.6)

[print]

The current weather in ilocati on is icurrentfiweather.

The current temperature is _current_temperature_F_Farenheit

_current_temperature_C Celcius.

Humidity is _humidity.

Winds _winddir.
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[0046] Once the web browsing server 102 accesses the web site specified in the URL 204

and retrieves the requested information, the information is forwarded to the media server 106.

The media server uses the speech synthesis engine 302 to create an audio message that is then

transmitted to the user's voice enabled device 112. In the preferred embodiment, each web

browsing server 102 is based upon Intel's Dual Pentium III 730 MHz microprocessor system.

[0047] Referring to FIG. 1, the operation of the robust voice browser system will be

described. A user establishes a connection between his voice enabled device 112 and a media

server 106. This may be done using the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) 116 by

calling a telephone number associated with the voice browsing system 118. Once the connection

is established, the media server 106 initiates an interactive voice response (WR) application 304.

The IVR application plays audio messages to the user presenting a list of options, such as, "stock

quotes", "flight status", "yellow pages", "weather", and "news". These options are based upon the

available web site categories and may be modified as desired. The user selects the desired option

by speaking the name of the option into the voice enabled device 112.

[0048] As an example, if a user wishes to obtain restaurant information, he may speak

into his telephone the phrase "yellow pages". The FIR application would then ask the user what

he would like to find and the user may respond by stating ”restaurants". The user may then be

provided with further options related to searching for the desired restaurant. For instance, the

user may be provided with the following restaurant options, "Mexican Restaurants", "Italian

Restaurants", or "American Restaurants". The user then speaks into the telephone 112 the

restaurant type of interest. The IVR application running on the media server 106 may also

request additional information limiting the geographic scope of the restaurants to be reported to

the user. For instance, the IVR application may ask the user to identify the zip code of the area
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where the restaurant should be located. The media server 106 uses the speech recognition engine

300 to interpret the speech commands received from the user. Based upon these commands, the

media server 106 retrieves the appropriate web site record 200 from the database 100. This

record and any additional data, which may include other necessary parameters needed to perform

the user's request, are transmitted to a web browsing server 102. A firewall 104 may be provided

that separates the web browsing server 102 from the database 100 and media server 106. The

firewall provides protection to the media server and database by preventing unauthorized access

in the event the firewall for web browsing server 108 fails or is compromised. Any type of

firewall protection technique commonly known to one skilled in the art could be used, including

packet filter, proxy server, application gateway, or circuit-level gateway techniques.

[0049] The web browsing server 102 then uses the web site record and any additional

data and executes the extraction agent 400 and relevant content descriptor file 406 to retrieve the

requested information.

[0050] The information received from the responding web site 114 is then processed by

the web browsing server 102 according to the content descriptor file 406 retrieval by the

extraction agent. This processed response is then transmitted 30 to the media server 106 for

conversion into audio messages using either the speech synthesis software 302 or selecting

among a database of prerecorded voice responses contained within the database 100.

[0051] As mentioned above, each web site record contains a rank number 202 as shown

in FIG. 2. For each category searchable by a user, the database 100 may list several web sites,

each with a different rank number 202. As an example, three different web sites may be listed as

searchable under the category of "restaurants". Each of those web sites will be assigned a rank

number such as 1, 2, or 3. The site with the highest rank (i,e., rank:l) will be the first web site

accessed by a web browsing server 102. If the information requested by the user cannot be found
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at this first web site, then the web browsing server 102 will search the second ranked web site

and so forth down the line until the requested information is retrieved or no more web sites left to

check.

[0052] The web site ranking method and system of the present invention provides

robustness to the voice browser system and enables it to adapt to changes that may occur as web

sites evolve. For instance, the information required by a web site 114 to perform a search or the

format of the reported response data may change. Without the ability to adequately monitor and

detect these changes, a search requested by a user may provide an incomplete response, no

response, or an error. Such useless responses may result from incomplete data being provided to

the web site 114 or the web browsing server 102 being unable to recognize the response data

messages received from the searched web site 114.

[0053] The robustness and reliability of the voice browsing system of the present

invention is further improved by the addition of a polling mechanism. This polling mechanism

continually polls or "pings" each of the sites listed in the database 100. During this polling

function, a web browsing server 102 sends brief data requests or "polling digital data" to each

web site listed in database 100. The web browsing server 102 monitors the response received

from each web site and determines whether it is a complete response and whether the response is

in the expected format specified by the content descriptor file 406 used by the extraction agent

400. The polled web sites that provide complete responses in the format expected by the

extraction agent 400 have their ranking established based on their "response lime". That is, web

sites with faster response times will be will be assigned higher rankings than those with slower

response times. If the web browsing server 102 receives no response from the polled web site or

if the response received is not in the expected format, then the rank of that web site is lowered.

Additionally, the web browsing server contains a warning mechanism that generates a warning
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message or alarm for the system administrator indicating that the specified web site has been

modified or is not responsive and requires further review.

[0054] Since the web browsing servers 102 access web sites based upon their ranking

number, only those web sites that produce useful and error-free responses will be used by the

voice browser system to gather information requested by the user. Further, since the ranking

numbers are also based upon the speed of a web site in providing responses, only the most time

efficient sites are accessed. This system assures that users will get complete, timely, and relevant

responses to their requests. Without this feature, users may be provided with information that is

not relevant to their request or may not get any information at all. The constant polling and

reranking of the web sites used within each category allows the voice browser of the present

invention to operate efficiently. Finally, it allows the voice browser system of the present

invention to dynamically adapt to changes in the rapidly evolving web sites that exist on the

Internet.

[0055] It should be noted that the web sites accessible by the voice browser of the

preferred embodiment may use any type of mark-up language, including Extensible Markup

Language (XML), Wireless Markup Language (WML), Handheld Device Markup Language

(HDML), Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML), or any variation of these languages.

[0056] A second embodiment of the present invention is depicted in FIG. 5. This

embodiment provides a system and method for controlling a variety of devices 500 connected to

a network 502 by using conversational speech commands spoken into a voice enabled device 504

(i.e., wireline or wireless telephones, Internet Protocol (EP) phones, or other special wireless

units). The networked devices may include various household devices. For instance, voice

commands may be used to control household security systems, VCRs, TVs, outdoor or indoor

lighting, sprinklers, or heating and air conditioning systems.
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[0057] Each of these devices 500 is connected to a network 502. These devices 500 may

contain embedded microprocessors or may be connected to other computer equipment that allow

the device 500 to communicate with network 502. In the preferred embodiment, the devices 500

appear as "web sites" connected to the network 502. This allows a network interface system,

such as a device browsing server 506, a database 508, and a user interface system, such as a

media server 510, to operate similar to the web browsing server 102, database 100 and media

server 106 described in the first preferred embodiment above. A network 502 interfaces with one

or more network interface systems, which are shown as device browsing servers 506 in FIG. 5.

The device browsing servers perform many of the same functions and operate in much the same

way as the web browsing servers 102 discuss above in the first preferred embodiment. The

device browsing servers 506 are also connected to a database 508.

[0058] Database 508 lists all devices that are connected to the network 502. For each

device 500, the database 508 contains a record similar to that shown in FIG. 2. Each record will

contain at least a device identifier, which may be in the form of a URL, and a command to

"content extraction agent" contained in the device browsing server 506. Database 508 may also

include any other data or software necessary to test and administer the device browsing system.

[0059] The content extraction agent operates similarly to that described in the first

embodiment. A device descriptor file contains a listing of the options and functions available for

each of the devices 500 connected on the network 502. Furthermore, the device descriptor file

contains the information necessary to properly communicate with the networked devices 500.

Such information would include, for example, communication protocols, message formatting

requirements, and required operating parameters.

[0060] The device browsing server 506 receives messages from the various networked

devices 500, appropriately formats those messages and transmits them to one or more media
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servers 510 which are part of the device browsing system. The user's voice enabled devices 504

can access the device browsing system by calling into a media server 510 via the Public

Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) 512. In the preferred embodiment, the device browsing

server is based upon Intel's Dual Pentium III 730 MHZ microprocessor system.

[0061] The media servers 510 act as user interface systems and perform the functions of

natural speech recognition, speech synthesis, data processing, and call handling. The media

server 510 operates similarly to the media server 106 depicted in FIG. 3. When data is received

from the device browser server 506, the media server 510 will convert the data into audio

messages via a speech synthesis engine that are then transmitted to the voice enabled device of

the user 504. Speech commands received from the voice enabled device of the user 504 are

converted into data messages via a speech recognition engine running on the media server 510. A

preferred speech recognition engine is developed by Nuance Communications of 1380 Willow

Road, Menlo Park, Calif. 94025 (wwwnuancecom). A preferred speech synthesis engine is

developed by Lernout and Hauspie Speech Products, 52 Third Avenue, Burlington, Mass. 01803

(www.1hsl.com). The media servers 510 of the preferred embodiment are based on Intel‘s Dual

Pentium III 730 MHz microprocessor system. A specific example for using the system and

method of this embodiment of the invention will now be given.

[0062] First, a user may call into a media server 510 by dialing a telephone number

associated with an established device browsing system. Once the user is connected, the IVR

application of the media server 510 will provide the user with a list of available systems that may

be monitored or controlled based upon information contained in database 508.

[0063] For example, the user may be provided with the option to select "Home Systems”

or "Office Systems". The user may then speak the command "access home systems". The media

server 510 would then access the database 508 and provide the user with a listing of the home
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subsystems or devices 500 available on the network 502 for the user to monitor and control. For

instance, the user may be given a listing of subsystems such as "Outdoor Lighting System",

"Indoor Lighting System", "Security System", or "Heating and Air Conditioning System". The

user may then select the indoor lighting subsystem by speaking the command "Indoor Lighting

System". The IVR application would then provide the user with a set of options related to the

indoor lighting system. For instance the media server 510 may then provide a listing such as

"Dining Room", "Living Room", "Kitchen", or "Bedroom". After selecting the desired room, the

IVR application would provide the user with the options to hear the "status" of the lighting in

that room or to "turn on", "turn off‘, or "dim" the lighting in the desired room. These commands

are provided by the user by speaking the desired command into the users voice enabled device

504. The media server 510 receives this command and translates it into a data message. This data

message is then forwarded to the device browsing server 506 which routes the message to the

appropriate device 500.

[0064] The device browsing system 514 of this embodiment of the present invention also

provides the same robustness and reliability features described in the first embodiment. The

device browsing system 514 has the ability to detect whether new devices have been added to the

system or whether current devices are out-of-service. This robustness is achieved by periodically

polling or "pinging" all devices 500 listed in database 508. The device browsing server 506

periodically polls each device 500 and monitors the response. If the device browsing server 506

receives a recognized and expected response from the polled device, then the device is

categorized as being recognized and in-service. However, if the device browsing server 506 does

not receive a response from the polled device 500 or receives an unexpected response, then the

device 500 is marked as being either new or out-of—service. A warning message or a report may
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then be generated for the user indicating that a new device has been detected or that an existing

device is experiencing trouble.

[0065] Therefore, this embodiment allows users to remotely monitor and control any

devices that are connected to a network, such as devices within a home or office. Furthermore,

no special telecommunications equipment is required for users to remotely access the device

browser system. Users may use any type of voice enabled device (i.e., wireline or wireless

telephones, [P phones, or other wireless units) available to them. Furthermore, a user may

perform these functions from anywhere without having to subscribe to additional services.

Therefore, no additional expenses are incurred by the user.

[0066] The descriptions of the preferred embodiments described above are set forth for

illustrative purposes and are not intended to limit the present invention in any manner.

Equivalent approaches are intended to be included within the scope ofthe present invention,

While the present invention has been described with reference to the particular embodiments

illustrated, those skilled in the art will recognize that many changes and variations may be made

thereto without departing from the spirit and scope of the present invention. These embodiments

and obvious variations thereof are contemplated as falling within the scope and spirit of the

claimed invention.
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CONTINUATION CLAIMS

What is claimed:

1. A system comprising:

(a) at least one data processor, the at least one data processor operatively

coupled to a plurality of communication data networks;

(b) at least one speaker-independent speech-recognition engine operatively

coupled to the data processor;

(0) memory accessible to the at least one data processor and storing at least:

(i) an instruction set for querying of information to be retrieved from a

plurality of sources coupled to the plurality of communication data networks,

the instruction set comprising:

an indication of the plurality of sources, each identified by a

source identifier, and each identifying certain information to be

retrieved from the source identifier, and

(ii) at least one recognition grammar executable code corresponding to

each instruction set and corresponding to data characterizing audio containing

a naturally-spoken-speech command including an information request,

(d) wherein the at least one speaker-independent-speech-recognition engine is

adapted to:

(1) receive the data characterizing audio containing the naturally—

spoken-speech command from a voice-enabled device via a first of the

plurality of communication data networks;

(2) to recognize phenomes in the data characterizing audio containing
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naturally—spoken-speech commands to understand spoken words; and

(3) to generate recognition results data,

(e) wherein the at least one data processor is adapted to:

(1) select the corresponding at least one recognition grammar

executable code upon receiving the data characterizing the audio containing

the naturally-spoken-speech command and to convert the data characterizing

the audio containing the naturally-spoken-speech command into a data

message for transmission to a network interface adapted to access a second of

the plurality of communication data networks; and

(2) retrieve the instruction set corresponding to the recognition

grammar executable codes provided by the at least one speaker-independent-

speech—recognition engine and to access the information source queried by the

instruction set to obtain at least a part of the information to be retrieved, and

(f) at least one speech-synthesis device operatively coupled to the at least one

data processor, the at least one speech-synthesis device configured to produce an

audio message relating to any resulting information retrieved from the plurality of

information sources including a text-to-speech conversion of at least certain data in

said any resulting information retrieved from the plurality of information sources, and

to convey the audio message via the voice-enabled device.

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the plurality of communication data networks

includes the Internet.

3. The system of claim 1, wherein the plurality of communication data networks include
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a local—area network.

4. The system of claim 1, wherein the voice—enabled device is a home device.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the voice—enabled device is at least one of a group of

an IP telephone, a cellular phone, a personal computer, a media player appliance, and a

television or other video display device.

6. The system of claim 1, wherein the speaker-independent-speech-recognition engine is

adapted to analyze the phonemes to recognize conversational naturally-spoken-speech

commands.

7. The system of claim 1, wherein the speaker-independent-speech-recognition engine is

adapted to recognize the naturally—spoken—speech commands.

8. The system of claim 1, wherein the instruction set executable code further comprises:

a content descriptor associated with each information-source identifier, the content descriptor

pre-defining a portion of the information source containing the information to be retrieved.

9. The system of claim 1, further comprising:

a database operatively connected to the data processor, the database adapted to store

the information gathered from the information sources in response to the information

requests.
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10. The system of cl aim 8, wherein each recognition grammar executable code and each

instruction set for querying of information to be retrieved are stored in the database.

11. A method comprising:

(a) providing at least one data processor, the data processor operatively

coupled to a plurality of communication data networks;

(b) providing at least one speaker-independent-speech-recognition engine

operatively coupled to the at least one data processor

(c) providing memory accessible to the data processor storing at least:

(i) an instruction set for querying of the information to be retrieved

from a plurality of sources coupled to the plurality of communication data

networks, the instruction set comprising: an indication of the plurality of

sources, each identified by an inforrnation—source identifier, and each

identifying certain information to be retrieved from the information-source

identifier, and

(ii) at least one recognition grammar executable code corresponding to

each instruction set and corresponding to data characterizing audio containing

a naturally-spoken-speech command including an information request,

(d) the at least one speaker-independent- speech-recognition engine:

(i) receiving the data characterizing audio containing the naturally-

spoken-speech command from the voice-enabled device via a first of

the communication data networks,

(ii) recognizing phenomes in the data characterizing audio containing
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the naturally—spoken—speech commands to understand spoken words,

and

(iii) generating recognition-results data,

(e) the least one data processor programmed to:

(i) select the corresponding at least one recognition grammar

executable code upon receiving the data characterizing audio

containing the naturally-spoken-speech command and convert the data

characterizing audio containing naturally-spoken-speech command

into a data message for transmission to a network interface adapted to

access a second of the one communication networks; and

(ii) retrieve the instruction set corresponding to the recognition

grammar executable provided by the at least one speaker—independent-

speech-recognition device and access the information source identified

by the instruction set to obtain at least a part of the information to be

retrieved; and

(f) providing at least one speech—synthesis device operatively connected to the

at least one data processor, and by the at least one speech-synthesis device

adapted to:

(i) produce an audio message relating to any resulting information

retrieved from the plurality of information sources including text-to-

speech conversion of said any resulting information retrieved from the

plurality of information sources, and

(ii) transmit the audio message via the voice—enabled device.
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12. The method of cl aim l 1, wherein the plurality ofcommunication data networks

includes the Internet.

13. The method of claim 11, wherein the plurality of communication data networks

include a local—area network.

14. The method of claim 11, wherein the voice-enabled device is a telephone.

15. The method of claim 11, wherein the speaker-independent-speech-recognition engine

is adapted to analyze the phonemes to recognize conversational naturally-spoken-speech

commands.

16. The method of claim 11, wherein the speaker-independent-speech-recognition engine

is adapted to recognize the naturally—spoken—speech commands.

17. The method of claim 11, wherein the instruction set executable code further

comprises: a content descriptor associated with each information-source identifier, the

content descriptor pre-deflning a portion of the information source containing the

information to be retrieved.

18. The method of claim 11, further comprising:

providing a database and operatively connecting the database to the data processor and

storing the information gathered from the information sources in response to the information

requests in the database.
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19. The method of claim 18, wherein each recognition grammar executable code and

each instruction set are stored in the database.

20. The method of claim 18, wherein the voice-enabled device is at least one of a group

of an IP telephone, a cellular phone, a personal computer, a media player appliance, and a

television or other video display device.
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ABSTRACT OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to a system for acquiring information from sources on a network,

such as the Internet. A voice browsing system maintains a database containing a list of

information sources, such as web sites, connected to a network. Each of the information sources

is assigned a rank number which is listed in the database along with the record for the

information source. In response to a speech command received from a user, a network interface

system accesses the information source with the highest rank number in order to retrieve

information requested by the user.
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Abstract of The Disclosure

A system and method for facilitating facsimile transmis—
sions has one or more store and forward facilities, each asso-
ciated with a plurality of subscriber facsimile machines, typ-
ically coupled over the switched telephone network. The store
and forward facilities include a computer for controlling
operations and mass data storage equipment. A subscriber to
the system delivers an outgoing facsimile message to the store
and forward facility with which it is associated, which rec-
ords the fax message together with data as to originating fac-
simile machine and destination facsimile machine. The store
and forward facility then delivers the facsimile message to
the intended receiver facsimile machine, either directly or
through another store and forward facility. If unsuccessful
on an initial attempt, the store and forward facility periodi-
cally retrys to send the facsimile message. The system also
provides spooling of all facsimile messages for an intended
receiver machine, which are all transmitted upon making con-
nection with the receiver machine. Subscriber mailboxes are
provided as part of the mass storage, which can be accessed by
a subscriber to have his messages delivered to any facsimile
machine he designates. Secure facsimile transmission is
achieved through use of subscriber PIN numbers. Broadcasting,

-redirecting messages and cost accounting can also be achieved
by the system and method.
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Facsimile Telecommunications System and Method

Field of the Invention

The field of this invention is telecommunications systems
used in connection with facsimile transmissions. More specif-
ically, this invention relates to a system and method for
enhancing ease of facsimile transmissions and providing fea-
tures relative to facsimile transmissions not heretoforeavailable.

Background of the Invention

The electronic transmission of documents by way of fac-
simile (fax) systems employing public and private switched .
telephone networks has become both commonplace and, often, an
essential component in many business activities. In such a
setting, it is very common for the fax terminals (fax
machines) to be kept quite busy during a major fraction of the
business day. Moreover, where sender and recipient are in
different time zones, the “business day" can approach 24
hours, particularly in international activities. It is common“
for fax users to "broadcast" documents to a number of differ-
ent recipients, that is, send the same message to several dif-
ferent fax machines. It is also true that the contents of
some faxed documents are of such a sensitive nature that the
originator or addressee would like to have a measure of con—
trol over who might see those documents as they move from the
receiving machine to the hands of the actual addressee.

These circumstances present a number of practical prob-
lems for a fax user. In order to make a successful fax trans-
mission it is necessary that the receiving machine be availa-
ble at the time that the transmitting machine attempts to con-
tact it. If the receiving machine is already in use handling
another message, the transmitter will receive a "busy" signal.
The originator's only recourse is to continue initiating tele-
phone calls until contact can be established. This is a "hit
or miss” process at best and can be very wasteful of the orig-
inating operator's time.

Some, rather expensive, fax machines have digital memo-
ries which will allow them to memorize the document to be
transmitted and to be programmed to make multiple redials in
an effort to establish contact in an automatic way. However,
this is limited to only one or two documents and. more impor—
tantly, it ties up the transmitting machine until the effort
is successful or abandoned. This is hardly an acceptable
solution if that machine has other documents to send or
receive.

PARRO33IB.3
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There are other conditions which can result in a failure
to transmit even though a telephone connection has been estab—
lished. Perhaps the most common of these is the absence of
paper in the receiving machine. In such situations, repeated
attempts to "redial" will lead to repeated toll charges with
each attempt, with no actual success until the receiving
machine is serviced (which may be some time if the machine is
operating unattended because it is nighttime half—way around
the world).

Busy machines which are destined to receive messages are
affected by the converse problem. Since they and the prospec-
tive transmitting machines must engage in (perhaps, automated)
"telephone tag", they are used very inefficiently. When a
transmitting machine gets a busy signal, even if it automati-
cally redials, it can only guess at when the receiving machine
will be available. Thus, the receiving machine will likely
remain idle for some fraction of the time until such an
attempt is made.

The practice of broadcasting documents to a number of
addressees obviously compounds these problems and adds still
others of its own. Even if one does not encounter busy sig-
nals or impaired machines, convenient broadcasting demands an u
expensive memory-type fax machine on the transmitting end.

-Such machines read in the document once and then proceed to
automatically dial the various recipient machines. This pro—
cess ties up the sending machine and its telephone line and
makes them unavailable for incoming calls. This, of course,
exacerbates the busy signal problem for those units trying to
contact the sending machine.

The security of sensitive documents is still another
problem. Once contact is established between two fax
machines, the transmission of the document proceeds automati-
cally, irrespective of who may be standing by the receiving
machine at the time. In a busy office. the contents of these
documents are accessible to the fax operator and anyone else
who happens to be in the vicinity.

It is also common for individuals to wish to deliver fax
documents to a recipient who is not currently available
through a known machine (eg. a person on a business trip).
This is a very inconvenient situation in that it requires that
the paper documents be held until the traveler phones in from
a remote machine. It further requires that there be someone
available at that time who has knowledge of and access to the
documents intended for the recipient.

Still another concern is adequate accounting control over
the billing of calls. Typically, many businesses wish to be

-2-
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able to track the costs of both fax machine use and the asso—
ciated telephone charges. While telephone charges can be
ascribed from telephone company records, in the present envi-
ronment these must be related to records of the number of
pages transmitted per call and so forth, separately maintained
by the fax machine or its attendants.

Summary of the Invention

The objects of this invention are to address these many
shortcomings of present fax systems and to provide an inte-
grated system for their solution. Furthermore, the intention
is to achieve this in a way which is fundamentally compatible
with existing fax terminal machines. The basic approach is to
provide special computer-based fax Store And Forward Facili—
ties (SAFF's) as an integral part of a switched telephone net-
work system. All fax transmissions entered into the network
are routed to such a facility, typically geographically near
the originating machine, where they are temporarily stored or
"spooled" by the computer in a mass storage buffer, such as amagnetic disk.

The fax message from the originating machine is intended u
for a destination machine, which may or may not be in a posi—

'tion to immediately answer the call. If the destination '
machine is within the service region of that SAFE, the system
then proceeds to attempt to call the destination fax machine.
If the destination machine is within the service area of a
different SAFE, the system forwards the fax document data to
that facility by long—distance lines, in which case this sec—
ond facility attempts to call the destination machine. In
either case, if contact is established and the message is
delivered immediately, the system directs a printed report
back to the originating fax machine confirming delivery to the
destination machine, and other pertinent data.

If, on the other hand, the delivery cannot be completed
immediately due to a busy signal, a machine fault (eg, receiv—
ing machine out of paper) or any other reason, the spooled
document is saved and the system makes periodic attempts to
contact the destination machine and complete the transmission.

In the meantime, the system sends a printed report back
to the originating machine acknowledging that the message has
been entered into the system, indicating the reason the deliv—
ery is being delayed, stating the protocol the system will
take to deliver the message, and providing a reference number
or "Message Code" which identifies the message and may be used
at a later time to trace the status of the document.
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Placing the delivering spooling system geographically
near the destination machine has the advantage of more econom-
ical use of any long-distance lines that may be involved.
These lines are used only to move the message from the origi-
nator to the spooling system in the vicinity of the destina—
tion, which is virtually certain to be successful on the first
try. Subsequent attempts to contact the destination machine
can be handled more or less locally and need not tie up the
bulk of the long-distance facilities.

If the delayed delivery is ultimately successful, the
system will send a printed delivery report to the originating
machine. On the other hand, if the delivery attempt protocol
has gone through its whole cycle without success, a report
will be sent to the originator indicating that the delivery
procedure has failed and requesting instructions as to how to
proceed (eg. try again, redirect the message to an alternate
number. or delete the message).

An important feature of the system is that it recognizes
all of the documents that are spooled in the system at a given
time for a given destination machine. 'These are identified
and linked together to form a message queue for that machine.
In this way, once contact is established, all of the waiting
messages can be "dumped" to that machine in a continuous

.batch. Furthermore, if new messages arrive while that dump is
occurring, they are simply appended to the end of the active
queue and are transmitted when their turn comes. This has the

advantage of greatly enhancing the utilization efficiency of a
busy destination machine. .

Since all outgoing fax documents are temporarily stored
at the facility near the originating machine, it is also prac—
tical to provide for automatic broadcasting of documents to
multiple destinations. Lists of "broadcast groups” of phone
numbers can be programmed into the facility by users, or a
list of destination phone numbers entered "by hand" at the
time of a call. The SAFE can then broadcast the message to
every machine of the selected list. This is a great advantage
to broadcast users in that they need only tie up their
machines for one outgoing transmission, the one to the SAFE.
The SAP! copies the message to all of the destination machines
as outlined above. In the meantime, the originating machine
is available for receiving or transmitting other documents.

Similarly, since the documents are stored near the origi-
nator, the system can permit messages which have already been
sent to be copied to other destinations after the fact, with-
out the necessity of resending the message to the SAFE. Like—
wise, since the messages are also spooled in a facility near
the destination, the system also provides the recipient with

-4-
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the option of forwarding or redirecting documents to still
other destinations, as if the recipient were the originator.
The_system can also accept and store messages destined for a
fictitious destination or "Mail Box“. Thus, individuals who
are traveling can, at their convenience, dial into the system
and pick up any waiting documents.

Closely akin to these features is the ability to have the
originator of a transmission include the requirement that the
recipient provide a security code, such as a PIN number, in
order to release the document from the spool to the destina-
tion machine. In this case, the SAFE sends a written report
to the destination machine advising that a secure message is
waiting for a particular recipient and the fax identification
of the originating machine. The recipient must then call in
to the SAFF and key in the security code to initiate the
delivery of the document. Since the document is spooled, the
delivery easily may be delayed until the recipient is availa-
ble to supply the code.

Finally, since the documents and their delivery are both
under the control of the telephone system, as a special serv-
ice the telephone call accounting system can provide both time
and charges for the telephone services rendered and fax infer-N
mation, such as pages transmitted, sorted according to the
.originator's clients. This can greatly facilitate the fax
user who wishes to do cost accounting or to bill clients forcosts incurred.

Brief Description of the Drawings

other objects and advantages of the present invention
will be apparent from the following Detailed Description of
the preferred embodiments thereof and from the attached Draw—
ings of which:

Fig. 1 illustrates the inter-relationships of the princi-
pal elements of a connection between two SAFFs.

Fig. 2 shows a more detailed view of the various systems
within a single SAFF, such as those shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 3 illustrates the major components of the Originate
Function in the SAFFs shown in Figures 1 and 2.

Fig. 4 illustrates the major components of the Answer
Function in the SAFFs shown in Figures 1 and 2.

Figs. 5a and b show a flow chart describing the general
processing steps required to handle a fax or voice message
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incoming to the Originate Function of a SAFF, as described
particularly in Figures 2 and 3.

Figs. 6a and b show a flow chart describing the general
processing steps required to handle the delivery of a fax mes-
sage incoming to the Answer Function of a SAFF, as described
particularly in Figures 2 and 4.

Fig. 7 shows a flow chart of the general processing steps
required to handle a service request in the General Service
unit of a SAFF, as described particularly in Figure 2.

Detailed Description

Introduction

The preferred embodiment of this invention is a

multi—function, interactive facsimile transmission system
which is integrated into a switched telephone distribution
network, where "network" is taken broadly to mean the entire
system required to complete a communication from an originator
to an answerer. This embodiment provides a comprehensive com-
puterized fax message management system based on automated fax
Store And Forward Facilities (SAFF) embedded in the network.

-This system requires no modifications to existing facsimile
machines, but rather, relies on the network to provide theenhanced services.

The system contains several components which actually
transmit the fax messages and related information, provide
written fax reports to users about the status of messages
within the system, allow user intervention in the sequence of
automatic actions of the system. provide an accounting of
services rendered for both the customer and the telephone com—
pany, and control and supervise all of these activities.

In the preferred embodiment, it is presumed that the
SAFF's are placed at the interface between the local telephone
delivery system and the long-distance delivery system, as
indicated in Figures 1 and 2. In this setting, the SAFF sys-
tem can be controlled and its services offered by either one.
However, it is obvious that useful systems can be constructed
where the SAFF exists as close to the user as a component of
his or her own in-house telephone system (such as a PBX or
Centrex) or as remotely as a single, independent, stand—alone
SAFE serving a wide geographical area. It is also obvious
that commercially viable systems can be constructed which pro-
vide subsets of the features_of the preferred embodiment. The
choice of site/control setting and service features might be
driven by any number of economic, market, or legal
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considerations, which would militate toward offering the sys-
tem at an alternate location in the network, or in a “strippeddown” form.

To more clearly understand the present invention, it is
useful to consider the manner in which a fax transmission
occurs in the traditional setting. Here the communication
between two machines is initiated when the destination machine
answers a telephone call directly from the originating
machine. Typically, there is an exchange of digital data
identifying the sending and receiving machines to each other
and establishing the fax mode or format to be used. If this
exchange is satisfactory, then the actual image transmission
takes place. Otherwise, the call is terminated, usually with
some form of written diagnostic to the respective users.

Message Interception

In the present invention, all fax transmissions initiated
by a subsoriber to the fax management system are first inter-
cepted by an "originator” SAFF; that is, the SAFF which
directly services the originating fax machine. Figure 1 shows
two exemplary SAFFs B and 18, with interconnections between
the SAFFs and with subscriber fax machines being

-diagrammatically indicated. Thus in Figure 1, the SAFF 8
includes an originate function 9 coupled over telephone
lines 4 to originating fax machines 1. Likewise, the SAFF 18
includes an originate function 22 coupled over telephone
lines 26 to originating fax machines 30. Each of the SAFFs 8
and 18 also includes respective answer function blocks 12 and
19 respectively connected over telephone lines 6, 24 to fax
machines 3, 28. Each of the SAFFs 8, 18 also includes service
interfaces 10, 21 coupled via telephone lines 5, 25 to
telephones 2, 29. The function and purpose of the service
interfaces is more fully explained hereafter, and they are
under control of status and control blocks 11 and 21.

Access to the system of Figure 1 can be obtained much the
same as access to a specific long~distance company's network.
That is, subscribers such as 1 in Figure 1 can dial a unique
access code at the time a call is initiated, or a telephone
line dedicated to a fax terminal may be permanently routed to
the SAFP system, in this case the SAFF 8 of Figure 1. Either
way, one accesses SAFE Directed Lines 4 and the SAFF 8 itself
in the process of dialing the destination fax machine.

The SAFF 8 then answers the phone in place of the desti—
nation machine, such as one of 28 shown in Figure 1 as ser—
viced by SAFF 18. For the moment, this SAFF 8 near the origi-
nator becomes the proxy for the destination machine 28. While
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noting the actual destination telephone number, the SAFF 8
engages the originating machine in the same digital dialogue
that would have occurred if a direct connection to the desti—
nation machine had actually been made. Thus, it echoes back
the destination telephone number, to identify the intended
destination machine, and agrees to accept the fax format
requested by the originating machine.

This causes the originating machine 1 to respond by
transmitting the fax document image data. The originating
machine's identification, the destination machine's telephone
number, the fax format, and the document image data are all
stored on a mass storage device 67 (in Figure 3), such as a
computer magnetic disk unit. Furthermore, a unique alphameric
Message Code is assigned to the block of data to identify it
while it is resident in the SAFF system. This Message Code is
related to the file name for the stored data.

Delivery

At this point the SAFF 8 initiates two actions. The
first is to generate an "Acceptance Record" of the transaction
to this point. This record, in one form or another, will be
returned to the originator as will be described below. The

-second step is to begin to deliver the fax message to the des-tination machine 28.

The details of the delivery process depend to some degree
on the geographic location of the destination within the net—
work. A single SAFE can, in principle, service a broad geo-
graphical area. However, in the preferred embodiment, commu—
nications beyond a certain limiting distance involve at least
two SAFFs, one 8 near the originator 1 and the other, a "des—
tination SAFF", 18 near the recipient 28 of the document. The
choice of one, two, or more SAFFs is determined by network
economics, or other considerations, and is not essential tothe invention.

For the sake of this discussion, we will define a "local"
message to imply that the originating and the destination
machines are serviced by the same SAFF. (Although, this does
not preclude the possibility that the two machines are some
considerable distance apart and connected by a toll call.) On
the other hand, we will define a "long-distance" message to
mean that the originating and destination fax machines are
serviced by different SAFFs and, thus, one SAFF must exchange
data with the other, perhaps through intermediaries. Simi—
larly, the term "near" used in connection with a SAFF refers
to being within the service area of that SAFF.
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Each SAFF 8, 18 has two clearly defined roles: the
"Originate Function" 9, 22 for handling data with an originat—
ing machine, and the "Answer Function" 19, 12 for handling
data with a destination machine. The details of these two
subsystems are illustrated in Figures 3 and 4 respectively.
In the local message mode, the connection between the Origi-
nate Function, such as 9, and the Answer Function, such as 12,
is linked within the single SAFF 8 by way of a Local Call
Loop-back connection 13, between the two Functions. In the
long-distance mode, the Originate Function 9 of SAFF 8, near
the originator, is linked to the Answer Function 19 of another
SAFF 18, near the destination, by long—distance lines, such as
14, or 16 for SAFF 18. Thus, processing a long—distance mes—
sage involves the same basic steps as a local message, except
that the activity is shared interactively between at least twodifferent SAFFS.

Originate Function

With this understanding of SAFF functions, the following
detailed discussion will illustrate the operation of the sys-
tem in the long-distance case, since it is the more complex,_
and therefore provides a more comprehensive example. Figures 1
1, 2, 3, and 4 all show elements of the SAFF system in varying

-degrees of detail and all will be referred to in the follow-
ing. It will be noted that some critical elements are shown
in more than one of the Figures.

As an example, it is assumed that one of the subscribers
1 attached to SAFF 8 wishes to send a fax message to one of
the subscribers 28 attached to SAFF 18. The subscriber 1
places the call to the destination machine 28 which is routed
over SAFF Directed Lines 4 to the Originate Function 9 of
SAFF 8. These signals originate within the SAFF system and
they are picked up by the On-net Interface 64 which is part of
the Originate Function, as shown in Figure 3. This Interface
signals the Originate Host Computer 70 of the incoming call
and the Host responds by directing the incoming data to a Mass
Storage Unit 67 where it is stored in a file 68.

During this storage process the Host directs two other
activities. It creates a call status record file 69
(Figure 3) in mass storage, recording the time and date of the
origination, the telephone number of the calling machine, the
telephone number of the destination machine, any security or
other special services requested, various housekeeping infor-
mation, and it assigns the Message Code number which locates
not only the status file but also the fax data file associated
with it. The Host also passes the destination machine's tele-
phone number to the Outbound Control unit 74 which proceeds to

-9-
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connect the originating SAFF 8 with the nearest available SAFF
18 to the destination through a long—distance interface 75
over long—distance circuits 79 (14 in Figure 1). In the pro_
cess of establishing this connection, the Outbound Control
unit employs an algorithm which examines the number and kind
of available trunk resources and chooses the most efficient
combination of these lines for the task required.

Answer Function

The originating SAFF 8 then proceeds to transmit the
originator and destination telephone numbers. the stored fax
image, the Message Code, and other housekeeping data to the
destination SAFF 18. These data are sent by the most expedi—
ent mechanism offered by the long-distance service. For exam-
ple, if this service employs digital communications, the fax
data may well be transmitted at a significantly higher rate
than it was originally received into the system.

The fax data is received by the Long-distance Interface
95 (Figure 4) in the Answer Function 19 of the destination
SAFF. This unit signals the Answer Host Computer 85 of the
incoming data. The Host then routes these data to its Mass
Storage facility 87. (It should be noted for later reference

.that the originator SAFF and the destination SAFF now both
have a copy of these data.) The Host notes whether other mes—
sages are pending for the destination machine and either opens
a Delivery Queue file 88, or appends the new message to the
existing Queue File.

The Host also records the arrival time and other perti-
nent information about the fax message in a Call status
file 90 in Mass Storage unit 87, and sends a status update
back to the originating SAFE 8 by way of the Status and Con—
trol Interface 84, and the System Status and Control Unit 11
via Long-distance Trunks 15.

It then signals the Local Interface 83 to dial the desti—
nation machine's (81 in Figure 4) telephone number on ordinary
outgoing local lines 24, 82. If the destination fax's line is
available, the destination SAFE now becomes the proxy for the
originating fax machine and engages the destination machine in
the necessary preliminary digital dialogue.

If this is successful, the document image, including the
source and destination identification information, the Message
Code, and the entry and delivery times, is played back from
storage and delivered to the destination. A "Delivery Record"
is then created by the Answer Host 85 which indicates the date
and time of delivery, and any other pertinent data. The
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Delivery Record is sent back to the originating SAFF 8, again
by way of the Status and Control Interface 84, and the System
Status and Control Unit 11, via Long—distance Trunks 15. The
originator SAFF 8 then appends this information to the Accep-
tance Record to form a complete “Transaction File". The orig-
inating SAFF 8 then sends this file, as a delivery receipt or
report, back to the originating machine 1, 60, as a faxdocument.

If the destination machine‘s line is busy, or the contact
fails for some other reason, the destination SAFF's Host Com-
puter 85 will enter a sequence whereby it will attempt to con-
tact the destination machine and transmit the document on a
predetermined schedule for a specific period of time or number
of tries. As this sequence is entered, a ”Retry Record" is
generated documenting the situation and the system's response
to it. This record contains the reason that the delivery was
delayed and it indicates which protocol the system will use to
attempt to deliver the message. This is transmitted back to
the originating SAFF 8, as described above, and appended to
the previously described Acceptance Record to form a Transac-
tion File which is then sent as a fax message back to the
originator. The assigned Message code is a part of every
transaction report and may be used at any time to trace the ”
status of undelivered documents, as will be described shortly.

If the retry effort is ultimately successful, a Delivery
Record is appended to the Transaction File which is sent back
to the originating machine. If the effort fails after reach-
ing the predetermined limit, this is also recorded, appended,
and sent back to the originator. In this case, the originator
is given the option of dialing back into the system within a
certain length of time (typically several hours) and instruct—
ing the destination SAFF as to how to dispose of the document
(eg. repeat retry sequence, forward to a different telephone
number, or delete the message).

This process is handled by using an ordinary touchtone
phone to dial a multipurpose (perhaps, toll free) fax system
"Service Number"; which will be referred to here and in later
sections. This might be a unique number for every SAFF, or it
might be a standardized number common to many localities,
except perhaps for area code, such as is 555-1212 for calling
"Information”. This Service Number is answered by the General
Service Control units (10 in Figure l, 50 in Figure 2) of the
SAFE to which the call is directed. This unit contains an
automated voice response system that presents a menu of the
available services and prompts the user to select the desired
choices by pressing particular numbers on the touchtone key—
pad. In an advanced embodiment, a computer-based voice
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recognition system replaces the keypad and accepts verbal com—
mands in a conversational way.

The General Service Control unit 50 can communicate with
its own System Status and Control unit 11, and through that
unit, any other such unit 11, 20 via Long-distance Trunks 15.
Through these connections, both inquiries relating to messages
in the system and instructions as to their disposition may be
addressed to the entire SAFF system.

Having selected the "failed-connection message disposi-
tion" choice, the user is prompted to key in the Message Code.
The system verbally repeats the code and the delivery discrep—
ancy for verification, and then presents a menu of disposition
options for the user to select with the keypad.

If the user does not take advantage of this "what to do
now” opportunity within the time limit, the message is
retransmitted back to the originator with a report. It is
then erased from both the originator and destination SAFF
files after a suitable delay (typically six hourS). If the
originator wishes to resend the message during this "grace"
period, it may be recovered and resent to the original desti—
nation or forwarded to another destination(s), as will bedescribed later.

In each of the various cases where the SAFFs automati—
cally direct fax message status reports (such as, the Accep-
tance, Delivery, or Retry records above), the system can be
programmed to accumulate records from all calls over a period
of time (eg. an hour) at the originator SAFF and deliver them
as a single fax document at the end of the period or upon
request by the originator. This has the advantage of reducing
the number of report calls and the subsequent burden on the
originating fax machine. The originator SAFF will enter a
retry sequence if it finds the originator's line busy or the
machine unavailable when it attempts to deliver reports. This
is a persistent sequence which it will continue trying for
direct contact at intervals of an hour or so for a considera-
ble length of time (eg. 72 hours). It also places a copy of
the report in the originator's Mail Box (described below) so
that the originator may recover it in between SAFF delivery
attempts.

It should also be noted that the originator has the
option of dialing the Service Number at any time and inquiring
about the status of a given message. Here again, the voice
response system prompts, presents menus, and uses the Message
Code to locate and report on the current location and condi-
tion of the message. A written record can be directed to the
originating or destination fax machine, if desired.
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Another feature of the system is that the act of accept—
ing and storing an incoming message at the originator SAFF,
and the act of dialing and forwarding that message to the des—
tination by the destination SAFF, can overlap in time. That
is, if the originator SAFF has lines available, once the ini—
tial connection dialogue between the originator and the SAFF
is complete, the SAFF may immediately make its first attempt
to contact the destination SAFF and, thus, the destination
machine, while it is beginning to spool the document.

If this immediate contact is successful, then the message
is passed from the originator SAFF 8 to the destination SAFF
18 to the destination machine 28 directly from the Originate
Host Computer's memory 70 while the two SAFFs are still in the
process of spooling the document to disk. This is facilitated
by a "write-through pipeline" whereby the Originate Host 70
passes the incoming fax data through directly to the Outbound
Control unit 74 at the same time it is being written to mass
storage. It is held in a temporary memory buffer in the Out—
bound unit until it is clear whether or not an immediate con-
nection to the destination machine is possible. At that point
the temporary buffer fax data is either sent and then deleted,
or merely deleted. The net effect is that the spooling pro—
cess only adds a few seconds delay in the message delivery
over the traditional direct machine-to—machine contact when
'the destination machine is readily available.

On the other hand, if lines are limited, the originating
SAFF can choose to delay until suitable lines are available.
This has the advantage of improving communications resource
management and enhancing the efficiency of the telephone
system's line usage over the direct contact scheme.

The foregoing describes the basic fax SAFF message han—
dling system and from this discussion several advantages
should be apparent. The originating machine always functions
as if it makes contact and delivers documents on the first
try, thus immediately freeing the machine and the attendant
personnel for sending or receiving other transmissions. Like—
wise, the telephone system only handles one call across its
local and long-distance lines from the originating machine to
the destination SAFF, since the state of the destination
machine has no impact on the call. This significantly
improves the efficiency of line usage when messages are
addressed to busy fax terminals.

Although some additional calls are needed to deliver the
various reports, these require very little long—distance time,
as they are transmitted over the circuits as highly compressed
coded messages. It is the nearby originating SAFF that trans—
lates them into "plain language" for fax delivery as a local
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message. As pointed out, additional savings in these local
messages can be gained by compiling multiple reports and
delivering them in bulk as a single call. It should be noted
that the delivery of reports to an originator is a cooperative
process between the Originate Function and the Answer Function
of the originate SAFF. The Originate Function 9 actually gen—
erates these reports and passes them through the Local Call
Loop—back 13 (76 in Figure 3) to the Answer Function 12 for
delivery as an ordinary fax message.

In addition to these basic features, the design of the
system also provides for a number of additional services and
advantages which are described below.

Message Queuing

As pointed out, all fax messages directed to a particular
telephone number are spooled by the Answer Function of the
destination SAFF, as detailed in Figure 4. The Host Computer
85 controlling this function monitors the incoming messages
and links all undelivered messages for a given telephone num—
her into a message Delivery Queue file 88. The computer also
compiles a constantly updated, ordered catalog of the file
names of the messages waiting for each fax machine.

Consequently, when messages arrive at a rate faster than
they can be delivered, for whatever reason, they are held in
this queue for delivery. As soon as the destination SAFF
establishes contact with the destination machine, it begins
sending the entire queue of messages in a single, essentially
uninterrupted transmission. Messages that arrive while the
transmission is in progress are appended to the end of the
queue.

This scheme eliminates the "trial and error" dial and
redial attempts that result from a number of independent
incoming calls competing in‘an uncoordinated way for the sin—
gle destination line. It can significantly enhance the effi—
ciency of the destination fax machine and the long—distance
and local telephone circuits connected to a busy machine.

When the queue exceeds a certain limiting size, the des—
tination SAFE will periodically insert and send a "Queue
Report" (as a fax document) to the destination machine showing
a list of the waiting messages. This list shows the originat-
ing machine identification, the time entered into the origina—
tor SAFF, the number of pages in the document, and the approx-
imate time that the message will be delivered based on its
position in the queue.
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The user can advance a particular message to the head of
the queue by calling the fax Service Number and supplying the
desired message number, by using the voice response menus.
The General Service unit 50 directs these instruction to the
System Status and Control Unit 11, which in turn directs them
to the Answer Function Host 85 through its Status and ControlInterface 84.

Alternately, the originator can designate a priority
level to a given fax message at the time it is dialed in (eg.
by using a different access code). In this case, the destina—
tion SAFE will insert higher priority messages ahead of lower
priority messages in the queue as they are received. The
originator would normally pay a premium price for this serv—ice.

Another originator option is the time of delivery. If
desired, the originator can specify the time of day which the
message should be delivered. In this case the message is for-
warded to the destination SAFF directly, but is not entered
into the queue until the specified time. This can be used in
combination with an assigned high priority to insert the mes-
sage at the head of the queue at the appointed time.

When messages are finally delivered to the destination
.machine they are not immediately erased from the spool file 88
at the destination SAFF. Rather, they are maintained in a
"Delivered Message" directory 90 for a period of time (typi—
cally six hours). A feature offered by this action is the
opportunity for the subscribing recipient of a message to make
additional copies, redirect, or forward copies of selected
messages to other destinations. This is accomplished by call—
ing the Service Number and selecting the appropriate choices
from the voice response menus.

Security and Mail Boxes

It is not uncommon for documents of a sensitive nature to
be sent by facsimile from place to place. This is often a
problem, especially in a busy office or where a machine is
nominally unattended during the transmission, in that the
originator has no control over who may be standing by the
machine when the document prints out, or who may leaf through
a stack of faxes piled up in a hopper right after lunch.

This is a problem which others have attempted to deal
with in a variety of ways. For example, Bond, U.s. Pats.
3,594,495 and 3,641,432, discloses a "radio facsimile postal
system" which features the direct deliVery of documents to
specific addressees by facsimile via communications
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satellites. In this system, intended as a replacement for or
supplement to the ordinary “paper“ postal system, fax messages
were directed from special public fax terminals operated by
the post office to a central satellite earth—station. Here
the messages were sorted according to their geographical des—
tination for concentration and uplinking to a satellite ser—
vicing that area. The satellite then broadcasts all of the
uplinked messages back to Earth.

In principle, anyone with a radio receiver in the

satellite's service area could access any of the messages, so
Bond built in a “privacy code“ which operated with the
receiver to allow the message to print out only on the desired
machine. In reality, this privacy code was nothing more than
an addressing signal which enables the selected fax receiving
system. Thus, Bond's system is merely a restricted version of
the services presently provided to fax users by the telephone
networks. His privacy code function is the same as a tele-
phone number: it selects which of a plurality of fax machines
will actually receive the message. Unfortunately, his
approach leads to exactly the security dilemma facing tele—
phone fax users.

Chapman, U.S. Pat. 4,106,060, has approached the problem
in a somewhat different way. He too discloses a

.facsimile-based mail system. Hewever, in his system, the mes-
sages are directed by whatever means to a “paper" post office
near the addressee, rather than the addressee's home or place
of business. This post office then makes a paper copy of the
the fax message, places it in an envelope, and delivers it to
the addressee as ordinary mail. This is a reasonably effec—
tive solution to the security problem, but it can only be
relied upon to provide "next day“ delivery, and there are a
number of other, competing alternatives for document delivery
service on that time scale.

In the present invention the security problem is
addressed by a control variation of the destination SAFF queu—
ing system. Messages which the originator wishes to designate
as secure are temporarily directed to a auxiliary storage file
54, 89 in the Answer Function of the destination SAFF called a
"Mail Box". Instead of being delivered to the destination
machine, a report is sent to that machine indicating that a
secure message is waiting for a particular addressee. Option-
ally, a voice message may be directed to a designated tele—
phone number by the General Service Control 50.

This feature works in the following way. Each individual
SAFE is assigned its own unique telephone exchange code or
codes (typically indicated by the first three digits of a
seven digit local number). Thus, the SAFF appears to the
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world as if it were a distinct telephone exchange(s), separate
from all other exchanges in that area code region. All
subscriber's to a given SAFF are assigned their fax telephone
numbers with that exchange prefix. Subscribing individuals
wishing Mail Boxes (typically associated with a "default” fax
machine) are issued "fictitious" telephone numbers which actu—
ally terminate in fax Mail Boxes, rather than in an actual
telephone line.

Mail Box numbers are published so that correspondents may
use them. In addition, each individual is also given a secret
security code or PIN number which will access his or her box.
The host computer managing the SAFF maintains a list that
relates each fictitious number with the individual's name, the

security code, and the real telephone number of the default
destination machine. This default machine is the one to which

messages and reports will normally be sent, when appropriate.

An originator wishing to send a secure message merely
dials the (fictitious) Mail Box telephone number at the time
the document is sent. The system directs the message to the
Mail Box file 89 in the destination SAFF associated with that
number, and the Answer Host 85 sends a "Message Waiting"
report to the default destination fax machine through the
Local Interface 83. If more than one message is in the Mail

.Box queue, then this report lists them all.

In order to get the fax document actually sent to the
destination, the security code must be sent back to the desti—
nation SAFE. Typically, this would be done by the addressee
dialing his or her own Mail Box number. Since this call orig—
inates from a "normal" telephone 34 over Ordinary Local Lines
40, rather than the fax's SAFE Directed Lines 38, the call is
directed to the Off-net Incoming Screener 48 in the (destina-
tion) SAFE which functions in conjunction with a mailbox serv-
ice control 49. This unit recognizes that the call is not a
fax transmission and thus treats it as a voice service

request. A voice response system then prompts the caller to
key in the security code. When the correct code is supplied,
the SAP? system announces the number of messages waiting and,
if desired, the message codes of each. Mail Box contents are
maintained in a queue 89 just as are "regular" spool files.
Thus, the user is also given the opportunity to reorder the
messages within a Mail Box Delivery queue, through the System
Status and Control units 11, 20 in the same way as other mes-
sages.

The system finally permits the addressee to make a selec—
tion of messages for immediate release, and provides an oppor—
tunity to "redirect" them to a fax machine 3 other than the
default machine over ordinary local lines 39. The SAFF then
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releases the selected documents and moves them to the head of
the appropriate destination Delivery Queue 88 for immediate
delivery.

When messages are accepted into the SAFF system and
arrive at a mail box, The Answer Function of the destination
SAFF issues a "Posting Report" which is directed back to the
Originator in the manner described for other reports. The
report is similar to a Delivery Report, except that it indi-
cates that the message has been received by the mail box.
When the Mail Box Queue is actually read by the addressee the
Destination SAFF sends an actual Delivery Report to the origi—
nator indicating the date and time of delivery and so forth.

Another advantage of the Mail Box system is that it can
provide a convenient way for individuals who are away from
their "home" machine to still have access to their documentS.
Such individuals may call in to their Mail Box number to hear
from the voice response unit whether they have any messages
waiting. By use of the redirection feature, messages sent to
a fax Mail Box can be accessed by an individual with the secu-
rity code from any telephone with a fax machine.

For example, a person on a business trip can have all his
or her fax documents directed to their Mail Box. Upon arriv-

'ing at a hotel that has a fax machine, the traveler places a
call to the Mail Box number and supplies the information out-
lined above, including the telephone number of the hotel fax
machine. The SAFF then calls the hotel machine and dumps the
queue of waiting documents.

Broadcasting

The queuing, Mail Boxes, and security codes are all
derivative benefits of the spooling of messages at the desti-
nation SAFF. There is a counterpart advantage to the origina—
tor SAFF's spooling as well. Since the originator SAFE main-
tains a copy of each message, that copy can be used to broad-
cast messages to multiple destinations.

This can be initiated in a number of ways. For example.
the user can dial in a code prefix indicating that a list of
destination numbers is to follow. The numbers are then
entered and finally another code is entered to signal "end of
list”. The Originate Host 70 recognizes these inputs and
attaches them to the message which follows. As an alterna-
tive, the user can store different numbered broadcast tele-

phone lists in the Originate SAFF mass storage files 69
(entered much as described above) and invoke them simply by
dialing a two or three digit "short-cut" code. In either
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case, from there the fax transmission to the originator SAFF
proceeds normally.

Upon reception of the list and the document, the origina-
tor SAFF proceeds to open as many local loop—back or
long-distance lines as it can to deliver the broadcast message
to the various destinations, essentially simultaneously.
Although the originator is billed for making a number of dif—
ferent calls, in fact the originating machine is only tied up
for the time required to make one call. Furthermore, the full
power of the delivery system is asserted for each destination
machine, including reporting, redials, queuing, and so forth.

A feature related to broadcasting is the redirection of
messages by the originator. Since fax messages are spooled at
the originator SAFF and held for a period of time even after
delivery (typically six hours), the originator can dial the
Service Number any time during this period and direct a copy
of the spooled message to be sent to other destinationmachines.

Communications With Non-subscribers

Thus far, the discussion has presumed that both the orig-
-inator and answerer were subscribers to the SAFF system. It
is quite reasonable to assume that subscribers will wish to
send or receive fax messages with non-subscribers, as well.
While the services provided by the SAFF are more limited in
such cases, nevertheless, the system both anticipates and
enhances communications with non-subscribers for the benefit
of the subscribers.

when a subscriber originates a call to a non-subscriber
the delivery process is almost identical to
subscriber-to-subscriber calls. The fax data is forwarded to
the Answer Function of the appropriate destination SAP? and
delivery is pursued, all in-the usual way. For the benefit of
the subscribing originator. the message is stored in the usual
way at the destination SAFF until delivery is completed. If
multiple SAFE-processed messages arrive before the delivery is
complete, a temporary Delivery Queue will be created and used
as required. However, since the non—subscriber will have no
account in the system, attempts to use the Service Number to
manipulate the queue, forward messages, make multiple copies,
and use the other special services available to a subscribing
answerer, will be unsuccessful.

Calls originated by a non-subscriber directed to a sub-
scribing answerer move by a somewhat different mechanism. As
noted, each SAFF appears to the world as a distinct telephone
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exchange and all subscriber's to a given SAFF are assigned
their fax telephone numbers with that exchange prefix- Conse-
quently, all calls directed to a SAFF subscriber eventually
end up at the subscriber's SAFF, whether they originated from
within the SAFF system network or not. Messages originating
"off—network" can arrive by any route. For example, they may
be truly local calls, or they may be long-distance calls which
arrive over any available long—distance network.

In any case, messages originating from a non-
subscriber 33 are delivered to the answering fax machine‘s
SAFF by the local lines 39 provided by the local telephone
company. They are answered by the SAFF's Off-net Incoming
Screener 48, which, upon noting that they are fax transmis-
sions, directs the calls to the Originate Function 9 of that
SAFF. From that point, the call is treated as if it were a
local fax call and it is passed over to the Answer Function 12
via the Local Call Loop-back 13 for delivery to thesubscriber.

In this situation an Acceptance Record will be returned
to the originating machine, but no further originator services
are provided. On the other hand, the answering subscriber has
the full range of Answer Function available.

Charges and Detailed Billing

Normally, the Originate Function of the originator SAFF
has ultimate responsibility for the management of outgoing
messages. It initiates all connections to the Answer Func-
tions of the various SAFFs with which it must communicate. It
is the node to which all reports concerning message status and
disposition must flow. It interrogates Answer SAFFs when
extraordinary updates are required. Consequently, the Origi-
nate Function is also the focus of charging data.

The telephone company presumably charges for all of the
various services provided by this system. The method, algo-
rithm, and rates are determined by actual costs and applicable
regulations. Typically, the user would be billed for tele-
phone connect time, toll charges, extraordinary services, such
as those provided by calling the Service Number, the amount of
mass storage space consumed as a function of time, and soforth.

One of the user services for which a special charge might
be made is a subscriber's customer specific billing system.
In this option the user can "flag" each fax transmission with
a keyed-in prefix which contains a user customer, client. or
project number. This number is stored as a key field in the
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Transaction File for that call. Thus, when the telephone bill
is prepared, the billing computer can sort the subscriber‘s
bill on this field and present the user with a list of all fax
messages, total usage time, number of pages, and related
charges, all grouped by the subscriber’s own customers, cli-
ents, or projects. Furthermore, it can accept the
subscriber's particular algorithm for billing calls to custom-
ers or clients and generate a column showing what the sub—
scriber will bill for the service (as a separate matter from
what the SAFF system and the telephone company have billed the
subscriber). This can be of great assistance in attributing
costs and billing customers for services rendered.

Software Control

In the preferred embodiment, each of the principal units
of the SAFF such as described in Figures 2,3, and ¢ is con-
trolled by its own computer processing unit or units. These
units are interrupt-driven computers which are connected
together by the System Status and Control unit 11. This unit
is an electronic switch yard for control communications
between the Originate, Answer, and other units within a given
SAFE, as well as the the other SAFFs in the system through the
control long-distance trunks 15. While there are many tasks

'which the various control processors must perform to handle
fax operations, the primary ones are intercepting incoming
calls, either for fax forwarding or service requests, and
delivering the fax messages to their destinations. The gen—
eral software organization of these principal activities is
shown in Fig. 5, 6, and 7. It should be noted that these fig-
ures are simplified and intended to be generally descriptive.
For example, some procedures illustrated here as sequential
(for the sake of simplicity) can actually be performed concur—
rently. Likewise, not every function of the system is repre-
sented in detail. Generally speaking, similar results also
can be obtained with a number of other obvious arrangements ofthe functional blocks.

Broadly speaking, fax messages addressed to the Originate
Function of a SAFE arise either through the special SAFE
Directed Local Lines 4 (Figures 2 and 3) as a result of direct
connection or dialing a special access code, or they arise
from Ordinary Local Lines (off-net lines) 39, 40, 63. Those
which arrive via off-net lines are processed first by the
Off-net Screener 48, which may direct them to either the Orig-
inate Function 9 or to Mail Box Service 49. Figure 5, there—
fore combines all three of these related functions.

At the outset one of the two incoming call interfaces 64
and 65 signals the Host Computer 70 that it is beginning to
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process a call at 100 in Figure 5a. These units have their
own buffer capability and can tolerate some delay before the
Host responds. Ultimately the Host must decide whether it is
responding to an on—net or off—net call 101. If it is an
off—net call there are two possibilities (excluding wrong num-
bers) 102: it may either be a fax call, in which case it is
from a non-subscriber to a subscriber, or it is a mail box
service call. If it is a fax call then the billing for serv-
ices must be directed to the subscribing destination addressee
112. From that point it is handled like an on—net call as
will be described shortly.

If it is not a fax call then it is presumed to be a mail
box service call 103, and the caller is presented with the
voice response menu 104 for such service. The user reaponds
to these prompts with a touchtone keypad, or verbally, 105 and
a decision ladder, shown succinctly as 107 selects the desired
implementation routine 108, 109, 110 (for brevity only three
typical choices are shown, and this element is actually a loop
which will permit multiple commands). The chosen routine
passes parameters to a command parser 121 (Figure 5b) which
prepares an command statement which is then sent 122 to the
System Status and Control unit 11, through the interface 72.
This command will be passed to the Answer Host 85 through its
interface 84 for actual action on the Mail Box Queue 89. If

.the service requires a response to the caller the transmission
path is reversed. When the operation is completed 123 the
call is terminated.

If on the other hand, the original call is found at 101
to be an on-net call, billing is generally directed at the
originator 113 and the Host 70 begins the opening digital dia-
logue 114 with the calling machine, acting in place of the
destination machine. This dialogue includes gathering and
storing the fax identifications, originating and destination
telephone numbers and so forth 116. The Host opens a Transac-
tion File and links it to a data file 117 for the expected
data, and then stores all of the call and file information 118

keyed to the Message Code. The destination telephone number
and other information are passed almost immediately 119 to the
Outbound Controller 74, which then opens a temporary buffer to
hold the fax message in case immediate contact can be estab—
lished, and it attempts to establish that contact through the
destination SAFE.

In pursuing this contact, the Outbound Controller 74
examines the status of available trunks. If trunks are avail-

able, it will immediately attempt to connect with the destina-
tion SAFF, otherwise it will defer the call until a trunk is
available. In the event of a broadcast message, the Outbound
Controller will select the number of trunks to use
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‘simultaneously based on the percentage of the trunks already
in use, in order to avoid tying up all of the SAFF's outgoing
capacity with a single message task. Other considerations can
affect these usage choices depending on the details of the
setting of the system.

The Host then enters a loop which gets the incoming fax
data 125 (Figure 5b) from the On—net 64 or Off—net 65
Interface‘s buffer and stores each byte in the fax data file
126 while sending another copy 127 to the Outbound controller
74 until the incoming data is complete 128. The Host then
checks 129 with the Outbound controller to see if it was suc-

cessful in making immediate connection with the destination
machine. If it was successful and a satisfactory transfer
occurred, then a Delivery Report is sent back 132 to the orig—
inating machine before it leaves the line. Otherwise, an
Acceptance Report is sent 131, and in either case the outcome
is reported 133 to the Transaction File and the call is termi-
nated 134.

A complementary set of activities occurs in the Answer
Function of the destination SAFF as described in Figure 6a and
b. Here an incoming call is detected 136 by the Inbound Con-
trol 92 (Figure 4). The Answer Host Computer 85 then opens a
new fax data and Transaction file for the message if there is

-no current queue for that destination machine, or it prepares
to append the data to an existing queue 137. The various cell
and file parameters are linked and stored 138 and the call
parameters are passed through 139 to the Local Interface 83,
which then decides 141 whether the call is addressed to a

"real" fax number, or a fictitious number terminating in a
mail box. If the number is real the Local Interface attempts
to contact the destination machine for immediate delivery.

The Host then enters a loop where it gets the incoming
data 147, stores it 148 in the fax Delivery Queue, and passes
it through 149 to the Local Interface buffer. When the Host
determines that the fax transfer is complete 150, it then
checks 152 (Figure 6b) to see if the Local Interface has been
able to make immediate delivery. If it has, the Host initi-
ates the transmission of the Delivery Report 167 back through
its Status and Control Interface 84 to the System Control and
Status unit 11, which in turn updates the Transaction File and
sends it back to the originator SAFF over Trunk 15. It is
this communication which ultimately results in the immediate
Delivery Report described previously. The transaction in then
terminated 169.

If immediate connect is not established a Retry Report is
sent 153 back through the System Status and Control unit and
the Retry sequence begins. The Retry criteria can be varied
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154, both in place and with the SAFE setting. For example, if
the SAFF is integrated into a local exchange, the SAFF can
actually monitor the desired line and simply wait for it to
become available. In other settings it will be necessary for
the SAFF to actually redial at prescribed intervals. In any
case attempts to connect are made 155 and if they are not suc—
cessful 156 a counter or timer is checked 159 to see if the
retry limit has been exceeded. If not, the process is
repeated and if so, a Failed Delivery Report 160 is sent back
through the system and the effort terminated 170.

If the retry effort is successful the Delivery Queue is
retrieved 158 and message by message 162 the queue is dumped,
with a pause 163 after each message to confirm receipt, send a
Delivery Report 164 and to check for end of queue 165. If a
message fails during the queue dump the retry sequence at 154
is resumed at the failure point and the process repeated to a
conclusion. When the last message has been received satisfac—
torily, the transaction is terminated 168.

If it is determined at 141 (Figure Be) that this is a
mail box call, a loop is entered which gets the fax data 142
and stores it 143 in the appropriate Mail Box Queue. When the
end of message is detected 144, a Posting Report 145 is sent
back through the system and a Message Waiting Report 146 is

-sent forward through the system to the default destination
machine.

General Service calls always arrive on Ordinary Local
Lines 5. Upon detection and answering 172, the voice response
menu is presented 173 to the user. As with the Mail Box Serv—
ice, the user keys in responses or gives them orally 174 and a
decision ladder 175 identifies the desired service routine

such as 177, 178, or 179. Here again only a few of the possi—
ble choices have been shown for sake of illustration and loop-
ing for multiple service requests is provided. The selected
service routine generates command parameters which are parsed
181 as system commands and sent 182 to the System Status and
Control unit 11 for execution. Upon completion of all
requests the call is terminated 183.

What has been described are the presently preferred
embodiments of a system and method for providing a comprehen—
sive interactive facsimile message management system embedded
in a switched telephone network. It should be apparent that
many modifications to the system and the method are possible
without departing from the true spirit and scope of the
invention.
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CLAIMS

1. A system for facilitating facsimile communications
between a transmitting facsimile machine and at least one
intended receiving facsimile machine, comprising at least one
store and forward facility, means coupling the at least one
store and forward facility to the switched telephone network
for receiving transmissions from a transmitting facsimile
machine, said store and forward facility including computer
means for controlling its operation and including mass storage
means for storing facsimile transmissions together with infor-
mation identifying the transmitting facsimile machine and the
at least one intended receiving facsimile machine under con-
trol of said computer means, said store and forward facility
also including means coupling it to the switched telephone
network for transmitting facsimile messages stored in the mass
storage means to at least one intended receiving facsimilemachine.

2. The system of claim 1 wherein said computer means is
programmed such that if the at least one intended receiving
facsimile machine is busy or otherwise unable to receive a

transmission at the time the store and forward facility
attempts to transmit a facsimile message stored in the mass

vstorage means, the store and forward facility periodically
retries transmitting the facsimile message to the at least one
intended receiving facsimile machine.

3. The system of claim 2 wherein said computer means is
additionally programmed to establish a linked queue in said
mass storage means spooling all stored facsimile messages
intended for a particular receiving facsimile machine, and
transmitting all the spooled facsimile messages intended for
that particular receiving facsimile machine upon successfully
making contact with the intended receiving facsimile machine.

4. The system of claim 1 wherein said computer means of
said at least one store and forward facility is programmed,
upon successful completion of a facsimile transmission to an

intended receiving facsimile machine, to transmit a message to
the transmitting facsimile machine confirming delivery of the
transmission to the intended receiving facsimile machine.

5. The system of claim 2 wherein said computer means of
said at least one store and forward facility is programmed,
upon being unsuccessful in making a transmission to an
intended receiving facsimile machine, to transmit a message to
the transmitting facsimile machine indicating that the message
has been entered into the mass storage means at the store and
forward facility, and at least also indicating the reason for
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a delay in transmitting the message to the intended receiving
facsimile machine.

6. The system of claim 1 wherein the at least one store
and forward facility includes means for receiving broadcast
instructions from a user at a transmitting facsimile machine
and associating those broadcast instructions with a facsimile
message received from the transmitting facsimile machine and
stored in the mass storage means, and for transmitting the
stored facsimile message to a plurality of receiving facsimile
machines in accordance with the broadcast instructions.

7. A system in accordance with claim 1 wherein said
mass storage means additionally includes mailboxes associated
with particular system subscribers and wherein facsimile mes-
sages received and stored by the mass storage means and
intended for receiving facsimile machines associated with
those subscribers are stored in the respective mailboxes, said
store and forward facility being responsive to instructions
received from a subscriber to transmit the facsimile messages
stored in that subscriber's mailbox to any particular facsim-
ile machine designated invthe instructions by the subscriber,
whereby a subscriber who is traveling or otherwise away from
the fixed location of his facsimile machine may have facsimile
messages intended for receipt by his facsimile machine col-
‘lected, and retrieve them from any location where any other
facsimile machine is situated.

8. A system in accordance with claim 1 wherein said
computer means of said at least one store and forward facility
is programmed to retain a facsimile message in the mass stor—
age means for a predetermined time period even after success—
ful transmission of the facsimile message to an intended
receiving facsimile machine, and wherein the store and forward
facility is responsive to instructions received from either
originating or receiving subscribers to retransmit the facsim-
ile message to another intended receiving facsimile machine.

9. A system in accordance with claim 1 for use in sys-
tem operation wherein individual subscribers may be provided
with unique PIN numbers, wherein individual subscriber PIN
numbers are stored in the mass storage means, and wherein the
store and forward facility recognizes an incoming facsimile
message that is security coded by a transmitting facsimile
machine, and wherein the security coded facsimile message is
sent to an intended receiving facsimile machine only upon
receipt from the intended receiving facsimile machine of the
appropriate subscriber PIN number.

10. A system in accordance with claim 9 where said com-
puter means is programmed such that, upon receipt by the store
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and forward facility of a security coded facsimile message
from a transmitting facsimile machine, the store and forward
faCility sends a transmission to an intended receiving facsim-
ile machine indicating that the store and forward facility is
holding a security coded facsimile message, whereby a sub-
scriber at the intended receiving facsimile machine is
prompted to input to the store and forward facility his PIN in
order to have the facsimile message transmitted to the
intended receiving facsimile machine.

11' A method for facilitating facsimile communications
between a transmitting faCSimile machine and at least one
intended receiving facsimile machine, comprising the steps of
providing at least one store and forward facility having
computer means for controlling its operation and having mass
storage means for storing facsimile messages, coupling the at
least one store and forward facility to the switched telephone
network for receiving facsimile messages from transmitting
facsimile machines, recording received facsimile messages in
the mass storage means together with information indicating
the transmitting facsimile machine and the intended receiving
facsimile machine, and transmitting facsimile messages stored
in the mass storage means to intended receiving facsimile
machines. '

12- A method in accordance with claim 11 including the
step that if an intended receiving facsimile machine is busy
or otherwise unavailable to receive at the time the at least
one store and forward facility attempts contact to transmit a
facsimile message, of periodically retrying to transmit the
facsimile message to the intended receiving facsimile machine.

13. A method in accordance with claim 11 including the
step of establishing a linked queue in the mass storage means
spooling all stored facsimile messages intended-for a particu-
lar receiving facsimile machine, and transmitting all the
spooled facsimile messages intended for that particular
receiving facsimile machine upon successfully making contact
with the intended receiving facsimile machine.

14. A method in accordance With claim 11 including the
step, upon successful completion of a facsimile transmission
to an intended receiving facsimile machine, of transmitting a
message to the transmitting facsimile machine confirming
delivery of the transmission to the intended receiving facsim—
ile machine.

15. A method in accordance with claim 11 including the
step, upon being unsuccessful in making a transmission to an
intended receiving facsimile machine, of transmitting a mes-
sage to the transmitting facsimile machine indicating that the
message has been entered into‘the mass storage means at the
store and forward facility, and at least also indicating in
the message the reason for a delay in successfully transmit-
ting the message to the intended receiving facsimile machine.

-27-
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transmitting facsimile machine and stored in the mass storage
means, and including the step of transmitting the stored fac-
simile message to a plurality of receiving facsimile machines
in accordance with the broadcast instructions.

17- A method in accordance with claim 11 including the
step of defining mailboxes in the mass storage means associ—
ated with particular system subscribers, and including the
step of storing facsimile messages intended for those particu—
lar system subscribers in their respective mailboxes, and fur—
ther including the step, in response to instructions received
from a system subscriber, of transmitting facsimile messages
stored in that subscriber's mailbox to a facsimile machine
designated by that subscriber in the instructions.

18. A method in accordance with claim 11 including the
step of retaining facsimile messages in the mass storage means
for a predetermined time period after successful delivery of
the facsimile messages to intended receiving facsimile
machines,.and, in response to instructions received from
either the transmitting or receiving facsimile machines with
respect to a particular facsimile message, the step of .
retransmitting that particular facsimile message to additional
intended receiving facsimile machines.

19- A method in accordance with claim 11 including the
step of providing subscribers with unique individual PIN num-
bers, storing the individual PIN numbers in the mass storage
means, recognizing an incoming facsimile message from a trans-
mitting facsimile machine which has been security coded,
-transmitting to the intended receiving facsimile machine for
the security coded message a message indicating that the store
and forward facility is holding a security coded message, and
transmitting to the intended receiving facsimile machine the
security coded message only after receipt by the store and
forward facility from the intended receiving facsimile machine
of the unique PIN number of a subscriber associated with that
intended receiving facsimile machine. -

20. A method for facilitating facsimile communications
between a transmitting facsimile machine and at least one
intended receiving facsimile machine, comprising the steps of
providing a plurality of store and forward facilities at geo—
graphically spaced locations each having computer means for
controlling its operation and having mass storage means for
storing facsimile messages, coupling each store and forward
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facility to the switched telephone network for both receiving
from and transmitting to a plurality of facsimile machines
associated with each store and forward facility facsimile mes-
,sages, recording in the mass storage means each facsimile mes—
sage transmitted from an associated facsimile machine together
with information indicating the transmitting facsimile machine
and the intended receiving facsimile machine, and transmitting
facsimile messages stored in the mass storage means to
intended receiving facsimile machines if those intended
receiving facsimile machines are associated with the store and

forward facility which received the facsimile message from a
transmitting facsimile machine, or to another of the plurality
of store and forward facilities if the intended receiving fac—
simile machine is associated with the another store and for—
ward facility.

21- A method in accbrdance with claim 20 including the
step that if an intended receiving facsimile machine is busy
or otherwise unavailable to receive at the time a store and
forward facility attempts contact to transmit a facsimile mes—
sage, or periodically retrying to transmit the facsimile mes—
sage to the intended receiving facsimile machine.I

22- A method in accordance with claim 21 including the
step of establishing a linked queue in each mass storage means
spooling all stored facsimile messages intended for a particu-
lar receiving facsimile machine, and transmitting all the
spooled facsimile messages intended for that particular
receiving facsimile machine upon successfully making contact
with the intended receiving facsimile machine.

23. A method in accordance with claim 22 including the
step, upon successful completion of a facsimile transmission
to an intended receiving facsimile machine, of transmitting a
message to the transmitting facsimile machine, either directly
-or through another store and forward facility associated with
that particular transmitting facsimile machine, confirming
delivery of the transmission to the intended receiving facsim—ile machine.

24. A method in accordance with claim 23 including the
step, upon being unsuccessful in making a transmission to an-
intended receiving facsimile machine, of transmitting a mes-
sage to the transmitting facsimile machine, either directly or
through another store and forward facility associated with .
that particular transmitting facsimile machine, indicating
that the message has been entered into the mass storage means
at one of the store and forward facilities, and at least also
indicating the reason for a delay in successfully transmitting
the message to the intended receiving facsimile machine.
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25. A method in accordance with Claim 24 including the
step of providing the store and forward facilities with means
for receiving broadcast instructions from a user at a trans—
mitting facsimile machine and associating those broadcast
instructions with a facsimile message received from the trans—
mitting facsimile machine and stored in the mass storage
means, and including the step of transmitting the stored fac-
simile message to a plurality of receiving facsimile machines
in accordance with the broadcast instructions, either directly
or through additional store and forward facilities associated

with particular ones of the plurality of intended receivingfacsimile machines.

25- A method in accordance with claim 25 including the
step of defining mailboxes in the mass storage systems of each
store and forward facility associated with particular system
subscribers associated with particular store and forward
facilities, and including the step of storing facsimile mes-
sages intended for those particular system subscribers in
their respective mailboxes, and further including the step, in
response to instructions received from a system subscriber, of
transmitting facsimile messages stored in that subscriber's
mailbox to a facsimile machine designated by that subscriberin the instructions.\

27. A method in accordance with claim 26 including the
step of retaining facsimile messages in the mass storage means

,for a predetermined time period after successful delivery of
the facsimile messages to intended receiving facsimile
machines, and, in response to instructions received from
either the transmitting or receiving facsimile machines with
respect to a particular facsimile message, the step of
retransmitting that particular facsimile message to additional
intended receiving facsimile machines.

23- A method in accordance with claim 27 including the
step of providing subscribers with unique individual PIN num-
bers, storing the individual Pin number in the mass storage
means of a store and forward facility associated with a par—
ticular subscriber, recognizing an incoming facsimile message
from a transmitting facsimile machine which has been security
coded, transmitting to the intended receiving facsimile
machine for the security coded message a message indicating
that the store and forward facility is holding a security
coded message, and transmitting to the intended receiving fac-
simile machine the security coded message only after receipt
by the store and forward facility from the intended receiving
facsimile machine of the unique PIN number of a subscriber
associated with that intended receiving facsimile machine.
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29- A.system in accordance with claim 1 wherein
said computer means is programmed to store in the mass storage
means relevant charging parameters including number of pages,
destination and special system feature options provided for
each facsimile message sent by a subscriber and received by a
subscriber from a non—subscriber, and to generate-charging-r
summaries for subscribers periodically from the stored charg—
ing parameters.

30- A method in accordance with Claims 11 or 20 includ—

ing the step of storing in the mass storage means relevant

charging parameters including number of pages, destination and
special system feature options provided for each facsimile
message sent by a subscriber and received by a subscriber from
a non—subscriber, and generating charging summaries for sub-
scribers periodically from the stored charging parameters.

31. A method in accordance with claims 1J.or zoinclud-

ing the step, upon receipt of a facsimile message from a
transmitting facsimile machine, of immediately attempting
delivery of the facsimile message to an intended receiving
machine at the same time the message is being recorded in the
mass storage means.

32' A method in accordance with claims 11 or 20 includ-

ing the step that when an additional facsimile message - .‘w. .
intended for a particular receiving facsimile machine is H *_='”
received by a store and forward facility while that facility 9"'

2 is in communication with that particular facsimile machine,
1 the additional facsimile message is immediately appended to a
, message queue for the particular facsimile machine and deliv-

ered as part of the communication with that particular facsim-
ile machine. _

.a‘__.L.‘_.__._~l___._.n.m.
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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to the field of call processing and messaging systems. Specifically, the present
invention relates to call processtng and voice messaging systems for a telephone network.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

An important aspect of most any business or organization's daily operations is the ability to handle incoming tel—
ephone calls in an efficient and timely manner. One well known way to handle a multitude of incoming telephone lines
is the use of a private branch exchange (PBX) or central exchange (Centrex). A PBX or Centrex is a telephone exchange
system serving an organization, which may be coupled with multiple incoming and outgoing trunk lines and multiple
telephone sets at the organization's premises. PBX or Centrex systems provide a variety of functions such as switching
of calls from the incoming trunk lines to any of the extensions, switching calls between two extensions, and switching
calls between extensions and outgoing trunk lines. Numerous PBX and Centrex systems are well known and commer-
cially available.

A number of call processing and voice messaging systems are known in the art and are commercially available
which may be coupled with a PBX or Centrex and used to automate the answering of incoming calls from the outside
telephone network and the taking of messages when the extensions are not answered bythe called parties. Such voice
messaging systems incorporate features such as the recording of voice messages for users in what are known as
user's "mailboxes". Such voice messaging systems may be accessed by users calling from PBX extensions or from
the telephone network over incoming trunks.

These prior systems can be categorized into four main types of systems: 1) call processing systems sometimes
called automated attendant systems for directing incoming calls to an extension, 2) call processing systems usually
called voice messaging sustems for handling a call that does not complete connection to an extension, 3) two-way
voice messaging systems or voice store and forward systems for speaking messages to a caller from fixed address
mailboxes, and 4) interactive voice response systems for retrieving data from a database of information in response
to a caller request and speaking messages to a caller.

In the first category of prior art systems, the automated attendant system answers incoming trunk calls by instructing
the PBX or Centrex to direct the incoming calls to a group of extensions. Voice ports of the system are coupled with
this group of extensions and appear to the PBX or Centrex simply as single line telephone sets. Typically, the automated
attendant system will answer a call directed to it and provide a prerecorded voice message asking the caller to enter
the extension number to which he/she desires to be connected. Depending on the specific automated attendant system,
the caller may be offered the option of being transferred to a PBX or Centrex attendant. Examples of such automated
attendant systems include Dytel, Inc. and a call processing and voice messaging system called Direct Access Link (D.
|.A.L) manufactured by the assignee of the present invention.

In the second category of prior art systems, an important voice messaging function is included for the handling of
calls which do not successfully complete connection to the originally intended extension (the extension was busy, did
not answer, or had been intentionally places in a mode in which it was not accepting calls). Such a function may be
accomplished in known voice messaging systems by instructing the PBX or Centrex to forward all such unanswered
calls to a group of extensions coupled with the voice ports of the voice messaging system. The voice messaging system
may then answer the uncompleted calls. Various methods are known in the art whereby the PBX or Centrex systems
provide information to the voice messaging system regarding the identification of the caller and the called party See
U 8. Patent No 4,926,462, Ladd et aI. Depending on the specific voice messaging system, the caller may be allowed
to leave a voice message or call another extension. Known prior art systems of this kind include a call processing
system manufactured by Digital Sound, Inc., Octel, |nc., AT&T, Inc. and a call processing and voice messaging system
called Direct Access Link (D.|.A. L) manufactured by the assignee of the present invention.

The third category of prior art systems include two-way voice messaging systems for storing and forwarding voice
messages from preassrgned fixed mailbox addresses between users of such systems. Each user of such a two-way
voice messaging system is assigned a "voice mailbox" which he/she uses to record and send messages to other users
and to listen to messages received from other users. These fixed mailbox addresses are typically configured and
installed in the voice messaging system when a new "user" is added to the system. Such a prior art system is disclosed
in US. Patent No. 4,602,129, Matthews et al.

The fourth category of prior systems include interactive voice response systems for retrieving data from a database
of information in response to a caller request. The retrieved data is then converted to audible form and spoken as a
message to a caller. For example, a prior art system may be used by a caller to audibly receive the balance in a bank
account. These interactive voice response systems are typically limited to a specific set of applications where trans—
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actions between a caller and the system are highly predictable. Such an interactive voice response system is manu-
factured by Intervoice Inc. of Dallas, Texas.

Several problems have arisen with these prior art approaches for a call processing, voice messaging, or interactive
voice response system. The main drawback with prior art call processing and messaging systems is a lack of flexibility,
or in the case of an interactive voice response system, the inability to design applications which take advantage of the
capabilities of a call processing and messaging system. Such systems are limited in their ability to be customized for
the various applications in which a call processing and messaging system might be used. For example, the prior art
automated attendant systems can be improved to provide a means for directing a call to different extensions depending
upon many application and caller—specific conditions. Such conditions include, for example, the identity of the caller,
account status of the caller, and a variety of other conditions specific to a particular application. It calls to a desired
extension are not completed, stored application-related voice information such as customer-specific instructions can
be spoken to the called party. Prior art systems are unsuited to the unpredictable and variant needs of these diverse
call processing applications.

It is often convenient for an organization to have a single incoming telephone number used for general customer
assistance or general information. It would be desirable to provide more flexibility in handling such calls. In prior art
systems, incoming calls to such a general information telephone number would be routed to the fixed address asso-
ciated with the telephone line which could be routed to one available (i.e. not busy) called party of a group of called
parties. Thus, a fixed mailbox for each called party in the group of called parties would be used to inconveniently store
messages for a general assistance line. Callers using prior art systems and the organization receiving incoming tele—
phone calls are not able to communicate in an application—specific, individualized, and efficient manner. Such systems
can be improved by allowing any message to be routed to any available mailbox. Prior art systems often require inter-
vention by a live operator in order to properly handle incoming telephone calls. In addition, applications using prior art
systems are often slaved to the capabilities provided by the system and not to the needs of the particular application.

Prior art interactive voice response systems are not flexible enough to respond in various ways to the content of
information retrieved from a database in a particular application. Such systems can be improved by incorporating
processing logic into the system for tailored handling of the vast number of different cases and situations presented
by a database of information in many diverse applications. In addition, as situations or conditions change, prior art
systems can be improved by allowing call and message processing logic modification without disrupting normal oper-
ation of the system.

It is therefore an object of the present invention to provide a call processing and messaging system that integrates
PBX or Centrex call information with application-specific and database information to create a more flexible and adapt-
able system customized to the needs of a panicular application using the call processing and messaging system. It is
a further object of the present invention to provide a call processing and messaging system that may handle calls
differently depending on the source of the call. It is a further object of the present invention to provide a call processing
and messaging system that does not require a fixed mailbox address to be associated with calling or called parties. It
is a further object of the present invention to provide a call processing and messaging system that uses customized
logic to handle incoming calls and messages. It is a further object of the present invention to provide a call processing
and messaging system that allows customized call processing and messaging logic to be modified while the system
is still operating.

Prior art document GB-A-2 225 916 discloses a voice messaging apparatus. In response to a received message
the apparatus allocates a temporary mail box to enable any reply to a message to be left. The apparatus provides a
caller with an address such as a telephone number or a password to enable the caller to access that temporary mail
box at a later time. When the user of the messaging apparatus retrieves the initial message, he is alerted by the
messaging apparatus to the fact that a storage location has been allocated to the caller The user can then respond
by recording a reply to the initial message in the allocated temporary mail box. The subsequent access by the original
caller of that location enables the caller to hear the reply.

WO-A-87/00375 discloses that during the course of a telephonic communication, a computer formulates identifi-
cation data for the caller which includes the chronological sequence of the call, the assigned designation of the call,
and a set of acknowledgement digits for the call. Such data identification is registered in a specific storage section.
Moreover, the acknowledgement digits may be related to the call record sequence. The computer fetches the call
record sequence number, assigns a designation and encodes the sequence number as the acknowledgement digits.
Then the computer queues the voice generator to provide information to the caller.

USA-4,759,056 discloses a personal—servicing communication system which requires a portable memory device
in which personal information is stored and which renders the service available to the person in accordance with the
information stored on that memory device upon having read the information on the memory device. This prior art system
is provided with a mail system, which is unlocked by a password. Moreover, on the portable memory device an iden—
tification number is recorded and when a calling person takes a mail read-out action through a button or dial, the
identification number is read by the system and a central controller connects the calling telephone instrument to a
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vacant mail trunk so as to establish a connection to a mail box corresponding to the caller's identification number and
the caller's identification number is transferred to a controller in a mail system.

SUMMARY OF THE PRESENT INVENTION

An integrated application controlled call processing and messaging system for improved call processing and voice
messaging is disclosed. The disclosed system comprises a PBX or Centrex to which a prior art voice messaging system
is coupled. An applications processor operates in conjunction with the voice messaging system and, in some cases,
a host computer. Using information from the PBX or Centrex, the voice messaging system, optionallythe host computer,
and tables internal to the application's processor and the voice messaging system, the disclosed system integrates
information from multiple sources and controls call and message processing in a seamless applications environment.
The disclosed system uses voice messages as input and output permitting them to be created and controlled by ap-
plications free from the restrictions of a prior art fixed voice mailbox addressing methods.

The disclosed system includes a Call Flow programming language. The Call Flow Language is a collection of
commands and statements used by the applications processor for handling an incoming telephone call Using the call
flow language, call handling capabilities allowthe development and customization of call handling, message processing
and voice response applications. These call and message handling capabilities include call processing, voice mes-
saging, interactive voice response, host data base access, call routing features, and local data base access. Application
call flows are derived from the call language to develop and customize call processing and messaging applications.
An application flow is the programming code based on the call flow language. A flow is comprised of a series of state—
ments that follow the call flow language syntax. The applications processor interprets and executes the flows Into
usable applications. A particular application flow or program flow is made up of a series of flow statements to be
performed in sequential order.

A flow program consists of three sections: VARIABLES, DEFAULTS, and COMMANDS. Flow statements are writ—
ten and organized following the order of these sections. VARIABLES are items used for information storage and re-
trieval. The current value of a variable can be changed during flow execution. The call flow language also makes direct
use of some system configuration tables and application specific tables. These tables are used to acquire information
needed to process a call. Dynamic variables may also be defined in a call flow statement. The DEFAULTS section of
a flow program is used to specify default handlers that could occur within a flow. The COMMANDS section, which is
the body of the flow program, contains the actual flow statements that control how a call is handled. Statements are
executed sequentially unless a GO TO or G0 SUB statement transfers control to a different place in the program, or
a condition transfers execution to a default handler. The body of a flow program begins with the first executable state-
ment and terminates whenever an end flow statement is encountered.

The present invention comprises a method for processing messages in a call processing and messaging system
havrng the features of claim 1 and a call processing and messaging system having the features of claim 18. Other
functions and features of the present invention will become apparent from the detailed description of the preferred
embodiment.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Figure 1 is a block diagram illustrating a prior art call processing and messaging system.
Figure 2 is a block diagram illustrating a call processing and messaging system as may be utilized by the preferred

embodiment.

Figure 3 is a block diagram of the internal architecture of the applications processor.
Figure 4 illustrates a typical architecture of the configuration applications terminal of the present invention.
Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the linkage of tables of the applications processor.
Figure 7 is a flow chart illustrating a method of handling incoming calls as may be utilized by the preferred embod-

iment.

Figures 8—10e are flow charts illustrating examples of call flow applications serviced by the preferred embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

An integrated application controlled call processing and messaging system is described. In the following descrip—
tion, numerous specific details are set forth such as specific prompts and menus, specific codes, etc. in order to provide
a thorough understanding of the present invention. It will be apparent, however, to one of ordinary skill in the art, that
the present invention may be practiced without the specific details. In other instances, well known circuits, structures
and techniques have not been shown in detail in order not to unnecessarily obscure the present invention.

The present invention is an integrated application controlled call processing and messaging system for controlling
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the processing of calls and messages received on incoming telephone lines. Although the following description makes
specific reference to PBX systems, the present invention anticipates the use of the disclosed application controlled
call processing and messaging system with other telephone switching systems such as a key system, central office or
Centrex system, or hybrid system. Further, the methods for processing calls and messages described herein may be
practiced in a system utilizing an external voice messaging system or may be equally practiced in atelephone switching
system which provides the features of a voice messaging system as in integral function of the switching system. The
methods for processing calls and messages described herein may be applied in a variety of systems in which the
required call information may be obtained through the methods and apparatus detailed herein orthrough other methods
and apparatus. It will be appreciated that the methods of processing calls and messages are not intended to be limited
to use of the disclosed methods and apparatus for obtaining call information, except as specifically provided in the
claims.

Referring to Figure 1, a prior art call processing and messaging system is illustrated. As shown, trunk lines 101
connect with PBX 100. Individual telephone lines 151 are provided for direct connection of telephone handsets. Indi—
vidual telephone lines 102 connect PBX 100 with a voice messaging system (VMS) 105. One such voice messaging
system is the Direct Access Link (D.|.A.L) manufactured by the assignee of the present invention. A voice message
storage device 109 connects to voice messaging system 105. Control line 103 connects PBX 100 to VMS 105. Control
line 103 provides VMS 105 with useable information regarding the source of the call.

Using the voice messaging system as illustrated in Figure 1, calls coming in on trunk lines 101 may be transferred
to one of a plurality of telephones connected to telephone lines 151. If the telephone thus connected is busy or does
not answer, the call may be forwarded to VMS 105 for further processing. Alternatively, calls coming in on trunk lines
101 may be transferred directly to the appropriate line of telephone lines 102. VMS 105 may thereafter handle the
incoming telephone call using an automated attendant capability or a voice messaging or two-way voice messaging
capability with a voice mailbox stored on voice message storage device 109. Storage device 109 contains a plurality
of mailboxes each for storing a plurality of voice messages. In the prior art system, each mailbox stored on storage
device 109 is associated with one of the extension numbers associated with telephone lines 151 or a predetermined
pany

Referring now to Figure 2, the integrated application controlled call processing and messaging system of the
present invention is illustrated. As shown, the preferred embodiment is coupled to components of the prior art. Spe-
cifically, PBX 100, VMS 105, and voice message storage 109 are prior art components as illustrated in Figures 1 and
2. The hardware components of the present invention include applications processor 110, an optional configuration
applications terminal (CAT) 11 2, CAT data storage component 113, an optional host computer 106 and host data storage
unit 107 as illustrated in Figure 2. In the preferred embodiment of the present invention. applications processor 110 is
a circuit board that is inserted into an available slot in VMS 105. It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that the
applications processor 110 need not reside on a separate circuit board. For example, an applications processor may
be included as an internal component of a prior art call and message processing system. A prior art call and message
processing system and associated operating system may also be modified to perform the application processing func-
tion of the present invention. The present invention is thus not limited to the specific architecture of the preferred
embodiment.

Referring to Figure 3, applications processor 110 includes a microprocessor CPU 120. random access memory
(RAM) 121 and a disk storage device 122 for storing local data. Applications processor 110 also includes a VMS
interface 123, host interface 124 and a CAT interface 125. VMS interface 123 is a high speed internal command link
permitting command signals and events and status information to be transferred between VMS 105 and applications
processor 110. In the preferred embodiment, host interface 124 is an IBM 3270 SNA/SDLC compatible interface. Such
an interface protocol is well known in the art. Host interface 124 is optionally used for coupling applications processor
110 to a host computer in order to access external data residing thereon. It will be apparent to those of ordinary skill
in the art that alternative interface protocols can be used for interfacing with a host computer. CAT interface 125 provides
means for configuring the operation of applications processor 110 and for generating and modifying call flows. In the
preferred embodiment, a personal computer is used as CAT 112 to which a disk storage device 113 is coupled. In this
embodiment, CAT interface 125 is an RS232 interface well known in the art. In alternative embodiments. CAT interface

125 may be implemented using other interface protocols. Similarly, alternative embodiments may use other than a
personal computer for a configuration application terminal. For example, a standard ASCII dataterminal may be used
for this purpose. Once configured, the operation of the present invention does not require the connection of the CAT 112.

The present invention integrates the messaging capabilities of the VMS 105 with the flexible control of a call flow
processing language to provide a powerful call and message handling environment. The call flow language of the
present invention is a programming language for specifying an application-specific sequence of events and operations
in response to an incoming telephone call or system event. The call flow language allows a flow programmer to design
and build custom applications incorporating various call and messaging features. In the preferred embodiment, the
applications processor 110 uses the voice message handling and storage capabilities of VMS 105 while allowing the
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operation of VMS 105 to be directed under control of the applications processor 110 and the call flow language com-
mands executing therein. It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that the scope of the present invention is not
limited to an architecture using the voice message handling and storage capabilities of VMS 105. Equivalent alternative
embodiments may be implemented where message handling and storage is controlled directly by the applications
processor.

Using the call flow language, call flows for various applications of an organization may be generated and stored
for access by applications processor 110. Each flow is a script defining the operations for handling an incoming tele-
phone call. Using this method, incoming calls and associated messages are controlled by an application flow and not
by a mailbox. Moreover, more than one call flow can be used for handling a particular incoming call. Also, a particular
call flow can be used simultaneously by more than one incoming call.

In operation, incoming telephone calls are received by VMS 105 on phone lines 102. The initial task of the present
invention is to assign a call flow to a particular incoming call. The call is thereafter processed depending upon the
command sequence coded in the particular call flow. In the preferred embodiment, incoming calls are assigned to a
call flow using a set of system configuration tables residing in applications processor 110.

When an incoming call is received by VMS 105, VMS 105 can be configured to pass call control to applications
processor 110 via interface 111. Using PBX integration information passed to VMS 105 via control line 103, call control
information is passed to applications processor 110 by VMS 105. This call control information includes, for example,
the trunk number of the incoming call, the port number, extension number or the mailbox number associated with the
incoming call, and in some cases, status information indicating a reason why the call was passed (ie. the extension
was busy). The VMS 105 may also pass to applications processor 110 the called party ID and/or the calling party ID
number. Once the applications processor 110 receives the call Information, the call is processed using information in
the system configuration tables.

Referring now to Figure 5, applications processor 110 first checks a CALLID table 600 to determine the class of
service (COS) to be assigned tothe call. If VMS 105 passes a called party ID to applications processor 110, applications
processor 110 searches CALLID table 600 for an entry that matches the called party ID number. If the applications
processor 110 references CALLID table 600 and does not find an entry corresponding to the number associated with
the call, the applications processor 110 references PORTS table 601. PORTS table 601 is used to determine the class
of service (COS) to be assigned to the call where a called party ID is not available.

After a COS is assigned to the call, the applications processor selects one of a plurality of schedule tables 604,
each corresponding to a particular COS. The specific schedule table 604 that is selected is based on day of week and
time of day when the call is received. Each schedule can have as many as eight time periods in the preferred embod-
iment. The applications processor 110 uses the selected schedule table number to locate the information table number
to be assigned to the call. Applications processor 110 then checks the information table 606 corresponding to the
information table number to determine the name of the flow to be used to process the call. The information table 606
assOCIates an information table number with a flow name, which is then assigned to the call. If the information table
606 does not contain a flow name corresponding to the call, a user error is logged. After a flow name is assigned to
the call using information table 606, the applications processor 110 checks flow table 608 to find the appropriate flow
to execute. Flow table 608 associates the assigned flow name with a flow containing a set of instructions. At this point,
applications processor 110 begins to execute the instructions in the assigned flow. Figure 7 illustrates the sequence
of operations taken from the receipt of an incoming call to the execution of an associated call flow

After a call flow begins to process a call, additional application—specific tables are provided for handling an incoming
call. These additional tables include: a HOSTtable, a PROMPT table, a SCREEN table, a SESSION table, a TRANS-

LATION table, a LOCAL DATA table, and a SYSTEM PARAMETER table. A particular application may not require all
of the configuration tables listed above. In fact, a flow may not reference a table at all. For example. if a flow does not
require a host application, the flow for the application does not reference the HOST table, SCREEN table, or the
SESSION table. Figure 6 illustrates the linkage between the available configuration tables and commands within flow
table 608.

The HOST table 713 is used to describe how the applications processor communicates with the host computer to
which it is optionally connected. There are two aspects to each HOST table entry: the physical link between the appli—
cations processor and the host, and the data link of the host connection. The physical link describes the characteristics
of the connection between the host computer and the applications processor. This information consists of: host name,
number of sessions, line mode, data encoding method, and connection type. Host name is the name assigned to the
host connected to the applications processor. The number of sessions represents the total sessions configured in the
SESSION table. Sessions are described in more detail below. Line mode specifies whether the data communications
line 108 is operating in afull duplex or half duplex mode. The data encoding method refers to the way bits 0 and 1 are
encoded. Connection type specifies whether the connection between the applications processor and the host is
switched through a modem or non-switched through direct lines.

The second aspect of each HOST table entry contains information about the data link level of the host connection.
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This portion of the HOST table entry describes the type of device being emulated by the applications processor. The
data link portion of a HOST table entry describes the applications processor connection to a host computer. This portion
of the HOST table entry contains the following information: station address, line configuration, and XID (exchange
identification). The station address specifies origin and destination stations connected via the host computer data
communications line. Line configuration specifies whetherthe data communications line is connected between two or
more stations. For example, if one line connects two stations, the line configuration is set to a value of 2. If one line
connects more than two stations, the line configuration is set to a value corresponding to a multipoint connection. XID
is an acronym meaning exchange identification. XID consists of product identification and installation identification. In
the preferred embodiment, the applications processor emulates an IBM 3274 cluster controller. The product identifi—
cation in this case is 017.

The PROMPT table 712 contains information about voice prompts. The PROMPT table includes prompt names
and up to 128 characters of prompt text. When a call flow references a prompt name, the PROMPT table is used to
find the voice mailbox where the prompt is stored.

The SCREEN table 710 is used to identify each host application screen accessed by the applications processor
A host applications screen, or host screen is generated by the host computer. A host screen contains fields in which
data is entered for processing or retrieving information associated with an incoming telephone call. Some of the fields
on a host screen are used only by the host; others are used by both the applications processor and the host computer.
Each SCREEN table entry corresponds to one host screen. The SCREEN table contains a list of field definitions for
all the fields relevant to a particular application. Each screen table contains the following field definitions: field name.
offset base, field offset, field length, protection level, and data type. The field name is a name assigned to afield in the
host screen. This field name is used in call flows to specify the location for data entry or retrieval. Offset base is a
parameter that specifies whether the field offset is absolute or relative to the cursor. Field offset is the exact location
that specifies where the field starts. Field length specifies how many characters the field occupies. Protection level is
a data item indicating when the data can be only retrieved (read only) or unprotected when the data can be entered
retrieved or placed (read/write). The data type parameter is used to indicate whether the field is alphanumeric or numeric
only.

The SESSION table 708 is used to group host sessions into pools. A session is a logical connection between the
applications processor and a host computer. A session links the application flow in the applications processor to the
host computer. Through a session, the applications processor accesses the host computer to get the information re—
quested from the application call flow. Generally, a session pool contains all the sessions executing in a given appli-
cation. By grouping the sessions into pools, multiple callers can simultaneously access an application while another
group of callers can access a different application (on another pool). There is one SESSION table entry for each
application. Each SESSION table entry contains the following: pool name, host name. session number range, logon
flow name, cleaniup flow name, idle flow name, and maximum idle time. Pool name is a name used by the application
flow to refer to the session pool. A flow can get a sessmn from this pool. Host name is a name given to the host. This
name must be the same as one defined in the HOST table. Session number range is the number of sessions allocated
for a particular pool. Logon fiow name is the name of the flow to be used when the applications processor first com-
municates with the host after a session power—on event. Clean—up flow name is the name of the flow used to bring up
the first screen of a particular application, when a flow has freed the session explicitly. has reached an ENDFLOW
statement or has exited abruptly. Idle flow name is the name of the flow used to prevent the session from logging off
when no host access is performed for a period of time (idle time). Maximum idle time is the time range between which
the idle flow is run.

The TRANSLATION table 705 contains individual sets of translation items that are paired together to create a
relationship in the form of a SEARCH—ITEM and a RETURN—ITEM. A translation refers to a single item in a TRANS—
LATION table, for example, a SEARCH-ITEM that translates into a RETURN-ITEM In the TRANSLATION table,
SEARCH-ITEMS are used to find a corresponding RETURN-ITEM. RETURN-lTEMs are used to provide information
to the caller. This information corresponds to the RETURN-ITEM configured to match a SEARCH-ITEM. For example,
if a call flow instructs the caller to enter a code (representing a SEARCH—ITE M), the applications processor would use
that entry to check the list of SEARCH-ITEMS configured in the TRANSLATION table. Once the item is found in the
table, the applications processor can deliver to the caller the matching item (RETURN-ITEM) in a spoken form.

The LOCAL DATA table 711 contains information about local databases. Each table entry serves as a definition
of a data base, identifying the data base structure and type. A data base consists of a collection of records, each
containing several fields of data. When a local data base is defined by making a LOCAL DATA table entry, the data
base is assigned a structure that describes the format of the individual records in the data base. This structure consists
of group of field names. Optionally, one field name in the group can be assigned as the index field. Each local data
base has a data base type that determines which flow commands can be used to access records. Additionally, the
data base type identifies whether flows can modify records or simply retrieve records. The present invention provides
at least three different data base types: look—up only, read/write, and sequential. The look-up only data base allows
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call flows to retrieve information only. The read/write data base allows flows to retrieve and modify information stored
in existing records. The sequential data base allows flows to sequentially retrieve and modify information stored in
existing records.

A SYSTEM PARAMETER table contains values that pertain to all activities in the operation of the present invention.
These activities can be categorized in five major areas: system specific, report generation, flow control, flow inputs,
and flow conditions. System specific parameters include system name, system ID, and the default BAUD rate. Report
generation parameters include the number of lines to be printed in each page of a report. Flow control parameters
include the maximum duration of all flows. Flow input parameters set the format for inputting entries to be processes
by the applications processor. Flow condition parameters specify the values for various time—out and error conditions
encountered during the operation of the system.

The preferred embodiment of the present invention uses the voice message handling and storage capabilities of
VMS 105 while allowing VMS 105 to be directed under flow language command control. It will be apparent to those
skilled in the art that the scope ofthe present invention is not limited to an architecture using the voice message handling
and storage capabilities of VMS 105. Equivalent alternative embodiments may be implemented where message han—
dling and storage is controlled directly by the applications processor.

Voice messages manipulated by applications processor 110 are stored and identified using a message number.
The message number for each message is retained by applications processor 110 for later access by a call flow. These
message numbers are stored either in a host data base or in an applications processor local data base.

Having described the hardware and system environment of the present invention. the call flow programming lan—
guage of the present invention is described in the following sections. The Call Flow Language is a collection of com—
mands and statements used by the applications processor for handling an Incoming telephone call and associated
messages. Using the call flow language, call processing and messaging capabilities allow the development and cus-
tomization of call processing and messaging applications. These call processing and message handling capabilities
include call processing, voice messaging, interactive voice response, host data base access, call routing features, and
local data base access. Application call flows are derived from the call flow programming language to develop and
customize voice response applications. An application flow is the programming code based on the call flow language.
A call flow is comprised of a series of statements that follow the call flow language syntax. The applications processor
interprets and executes the call flows into usable applications. A particular application flow or program flow is made
up of a series of flow statements to be performed in sequential order. Most statements start with a Keyword that identifies
the operation performed by the statement. Depending on the statement, the keyword is followed by additional infor-
mation that must conform to the syntax or structure appropriate for the type of statement. All statements have a state-
ment number associated with them. Statement numbers are generated by the system when the flow program is entered
using. configuration applications terminal 112.

A flow program consists of three sections: VARIABLES, DEFAULTS, and COMMANDS. Call flow statements are
written and organized followrng the order of these sections. VARIABLES are items used for Information storage and
retrieval. VARIABLES are conveniently identifiable through the use of descriptive names that are assigned in the var-
iable's section of a call flow. The current value of a variable can be changed during call flow execution. The value of a
VARIABLE can be changed during flow execution by a CAPTURE, GET, INPUT, LET, or TRANSLATE command. The
call flow language of the present invention also allows numeric and character constants to be used in call flow state—
ments. The call flow language also makes direct use of some system configuration tables and application-specific
tables. These tables are used to acquire information needed to process a call.

All the variables used in a flow program are declared in the VARIABLES section. The syntax of the statements in
the VARIABLES section include the type of the variable being declared, the length of the variable (optional depending
on the type of the variable), and the variable name. Each variable has an associated type. The types of variables
supported by the present invention include: NUM, CHAR, and PROMPT The NUM variable type is used to declare a
variable used in arithmetic operations. If a NUM variable needs a decimal point, the number of significant digits to the
right of the decimal point must be included in the length portion of the statement. If the number of decimal places is
not specified, the variable is considered an integer. The number of decimal places specified determines the range of
values that can be stored in the number. The CHAR variable type is used to declare a variable that contains text strings.
When declaring a CHAR variable, a length value is required. A length value specifiesthe maxrmum length of any string
stored in that variable. The maximum length allowed for any CHAR declaration is 132.

CHAR variables may also be used to define dual lone mulli-lrequency (DTMF) variables. These character variables
are used in the flow language to dial an extension. They are typically used with the CALL statement. DTMF characters
can also be used to outpulse DTMF digits through the SPEAK statement. An example of this usage is DTMF signaling
for potential networking applications. To use DTMF characters in a call flow, a variable must be declared as a CHAR
variable, and then assigned a value using a command such LET or TRANSLATE.

The PROMPT variable type is used to declare variables that contain a prompt identifier. Prompts are used to urge
a caller to take a specified action or make avalld menu selection. Variables of type PROMPT can only be assigned by
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a TRANSLATE or LET command, and are then spoken using the SPEAK command. The PROMPT declaration does
not require a length specifier.

In the preferred embodiment of the present invention, variable names may be made up of letters, digits, and un-
derscore characters. The first character of avariable name must be a letter. No blank spaces are allowed within variable
names. A variable name consists of a maximum of 16 characters. An error is generated if a variable name of more
than 16 characters is declared.

Dynamic variables may also be defined in a call flow statement. A dynamic variable contains dynamic run time
data. The values in these variables are installation or call specific. The value of a dynamic variable can be assigned
to a flow variable using the LET command. Dynamic variables are uniquely identified by a two character type prefix, a
dollar sign, and the identifier which describes the variable. The five types of dynamic variables provided bythe preferred
embodiment include: a system variable, a call variable, a host specific variable, local data variable, and flow specific
variable. Dynamic system variables are used to reference system-wide values required by a call flow. These values
include the current day, current month/year, current time by hour, minutes and seconds, the current day of the week,
a random number generator, and a value indicating the number of ports currently being used in the system. Dynamic
call variables give specific information about the currently executing call flow These variables include information such
as the original called party ID, the original calling party ID, a caller digit entered on a menu, or the port currently being
used by the current call.

Using information provided by the PBX integration line and the VMS, an incoming call can be classified into four
different types: an internal direct, internal forwarded, external direct, and externalforwarded call. An internal direct call
is a call placed from an internal extension directly to the VMS. An internal forwarded call is a call placed from an internal
extension to another extension forwarded by VMS on a busy, RNA condition, etc. An external direct call is a call from
an external trunk that the PBX connected directly to the VMS. An external forwarded call is a call from an external
trunk to an internal extension that forwarded to the VMS on a busy, RNA condition, etc.

A host specific dynamic variable gives specific information about the current host session assigned to the flow
These dynamic variables are used to retrieve the current host session number. Flow specific variables give information
about the currently executing flow. This information includes the flow execution time in seconds and the flow status
from the last statement executed. Local data base dynamic variables are used to obtain the current value of the current
record number in use by a call flow.

The DEFAU LTS section of a flow program is used to specify default handlers for conditions that could occur within
a call flow. For example, if a caller is prompted with a menu of choices and asked to make a selection by entering a
number usingthe DTMF keypad, the input can time out if no selection is made. If the timeout occurs several consecutive
times, a timeout limit condition is set. Using the DEFAULTS section of the present invention, default handling of other
system error conditions may be specified.

The COMMANDS section, which is the body of the flow program, contains the actual flow statements that control
how a call is handled. Statements are executed sequentially unless a GOTO or GOSUB statement transfers control
to a different place in the program, or a condition transfers execution to a default handler. The body of a flow program
begins with the first executable statement. All statements in the COMMANDS section are considered part of the body
of the program. Execution of a flow terminates whenever an end flow statement is encountered. The following section
describes each of the commands provided by the call flow language of the present invention. The syntax of each
command and specific examples of the use of each command is also provided.

 

1. CALL

The CALL statement places a call to the number specified. The port to be used is automatically assigned as the
next idle VMS port that is configured for outcall. The call statement is valid only if the flow is not already connected to
a port. CALL puts the flow on a port in connected mode.

The syntax for the call command is as follows:
CALL <charvar>

If the specified variable <charvar> contains more than 8 digits, it is assumed to be an external call. If the variable
specified contains a valid VMS mailbox, the mailbox extension is called. Otherwise, the extension number contained
in the variable specified is called. The extension number must contain valid DTMF characters.

An example of the CALL command follows:

LET AG ENTEXT : '300'
CALL AGENTEXT
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2. CAPTURE

The CAPTURE statement retrieves datafrom a host screen that has been previously received using the HOSTRCV
command.

The syntax for the CAPTURE command is as follows:
CAPTURE <charvar> AT <fie|d> ON <screen>.

CAPTURE retrieves the contents of a field on a host screen and then assigns it to a CHAR variable defined in the
VARIABLES section. The screen refers to a screen name previously defined in the SCREEN Table. The field must be
the name of a filed previously defined in that specific screen entry.

An example of the CAPTURE command follows:
CAPTURE PASSWORD AT PASSFI ELD ON LOGONSCR 

3. CONNECT

 The CONNECT statement is used to complete a successful transfer of a call to a mailbox or extension. (See
TRANSFER command) The syntax for the CONNECT command is as follows:

CONNECT

An example of the CONNECT command follows:

"Attempt transfer to agent
TRANSFER AGENTEXT

ON CN$FAIL GOTO NOAGENT

TRANSFER succeeded. so connect the caller to agent CONNECT

 

4. DESELECT

The DESELECT statement is used to release current access to a local database. A SELECTed database must be

DESELECTed before a flow can successfully execute a GOFLOW statement. A local database is implicitly deselected
whenever a flow is terminated.

The syntax for the DESELECT command is as follows:
DESELECT <database>

An example of the call command follows:
DESELECT TRAVEL

5. EDIT

The EDIT statement is used to remove characters and substrings from character strings that are stored in CHAR
variables during flow execution.

The syntax for the EDIT command is as follows:
EDIT <charvar> RFMOVF CHARS <string>

An example of the call command follows:

 
   
 

(1)

330: LET BAD_CHARS : ',$'
340: CAPTURE ACCT_BALANCE AT BALANCE ON ACCT_INFO
350: EDIT ACCT_BALANCE REMOVE CHARS 'BAD_CHARS'

(2)

340: CAPTURE SOC_SEC_NUM AT SSN ON ACCT_INFO
350; EDIT SOC,SECiNUM REMOVE STRING 'SSN' FIRST

6. ENDFLOW

The ENDFLOW statement completes the processing of a flow. It performs an implicit HANGUP of the VMS port
associated with the flow.

The syntax for the ENDFLOW command is as follows:

10
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ENDFLOW [CONDITION]
The keyword CONDITION can be added to an ENDFLOW statement to report the reason for a flow's termination,

according to the last condition set in the flow.
An example of the ENDFLOW command follows:

 ENDFLOW
ERR:
ENDFLOW CONDITION

7. ENDSUB

The ENDSUB statement terminates the subroutine and directs the flow to exit from a subroutine. Execution con-

tinues at the statement immediately following the GOSUB that called the subroutine. (Also see RETURN). It is the last
statement in a subroutine. Each subroutine must have exactly on ENDSUB statement.

The syntax for the ENDSUB command is as follows:
ENDSUB

An example of the ENDSUB command follows:
ENDSUB

 

8. ERASE

The ERASE statement erases a previously recorded message.
The syntax for the ERASE command is as follows:

ERASE <numvar>

The message is a variable declared of type NUM:O that has a message value set up by a previous RECORD
command.

An example of the ERASE command follows:

SEND CUSTMSG TO AGTMBOX
-RAS- CUSIMSG
 
   

9. FIND

The FIND statement searches for an item using a TRANSLATION Table, or searches foran item in a LOCAL DATA
Table.

The syntax for the FIND command is as follows:

1) Finding items in a TRANSLATION Table
FIND <variable> USING <tablename>

Variable contains the data searched for in the TRANSLATION Table, which is specified by <tablename>. Ta-
blename must be the name of a previously defined TRANSLATION Table. If the variable is not found in the TRANS—
LATION Table, the CN$FAIL condition is set.
2) Finding items in a LOCAL DATABASE Table

The FIND statement is also used to gain access to a specific record in the database. Once a flow FlNDs a
record, it can use GET to obtain information from the record, or use PUT to put the information into a record. The
information in the record can then be updated by using WRITEDB to write a modified record back intothe database.

Each of the FIND commands has a specific keyword (NEW, NTH, NEXT, FIRST), which specifies how the
database is accessed to FIND the requested record. Only certain FIND statements are allowed on a specific type
of database: SEO, RW, or LU.

A) NEW

FIND NEW RECORD USING <database>

This keyword reserves an uninitialized record at the end of the current sequential database (SEQ). After a FIND
NEW statement, the only allowable statements using the local database are PUT followed by a WRITEDB. A record
number is assigned after the WRITEDB statement is executed. This record number is stored in the dynamic variable
DB$RECORDNUM

11
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B) FIRST

FIND FIRST RECORD WITH <index> <op> <var> USING <database>

<index> is an index field

<op> can be :, <>, >, <, >:, or <:
<var> is a specific variable to look for
<database> is database name

This keyword searches the database specified by index, and matches the first record with the specified search
condition. The database must also have an index defined.

C) NEXT

FIND NEXT RECORD WITH <index> <op> <var> USING <database> 

This keyword operates similarly to FIND FIRST, except that it searches for the database starting from the current
record rather than searching from the beginning of the database. The database must also have an index defined.

D) NTH

FIND NTH RECORD WITH RECORD — <integer> USING <database>

<integer> is an integer variable or constant
<database> is the database name

This keyword accesses a specific record specified by the record number. The record number is specified through
the use of an integer variable or constant. This type of access is allowed on all types of databases.

An example of the FIND command follows:

A) Using FIND for TRANSLATION Tables

(f) FIND ERRCODE USING ERRTBL "If errorcode not found in table, it means no error ON CN$FA|L GOTO
NOERR

(2) FIND ACCOUNT USING VALACNTS ON CN$FAIL GOTO INVALIDACNT

B) Using Find for Databases

(1) FIND FIRST RECORD WITH ZIPCODE : INPUTZIP USING LOCAT  

(2) FIND NEW RECORD USING SAVEINFO

(3) FIND NEXT RECORD WITH BALANCE > 10000.00 USING ACCOUNTS

(4) FIND NTH RECORD WITH RECORD : RCNUM USING ORDERS

10. FREESESSION

The FREESESSION statement frees the host seSSIon currently held by the flow. If the SESSION TABLE has a
Cleanup Flow associated with the pool to which this session belongs, then the Cleanup flow is run on this session in
the BACKGROUND mode.

The syntax for the FREESESSION command is as follows:
FREESESSION [RESET]

If the RESET option is specified, the session is reset after freeing it. This option should be chosen if the session
is in an unknown state and the flow program is not able to bring it to a known state. After a reset is complete, the
session will go through the normal logon procedures and will eventually be brought to a known state. If the SESSION
Table has a Logon flow associated with the session, it is run on the session in the BACKGROUND mode.

12
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An example of the FREESESSION command follows:

FREESESSION
FREESESSION RESET

1‘I.GET

This command retrieves data from an array, or from a local database record. "
The syntax for the GET command is as follows:

1) Retrieving Data from an Array
GET <variable> AT <index> USING <arrayname>

Variables declared as arrays can only be used in GET and PUT statements. The variable type must match
the array type. Index must be either a NUM:O variable or an integer constant.
2) Retrieving Data from a Local Database

GET <variable> AT <field> USING <database>

GET assigns the contents of the specified field to the flow variable using the currently selected record in the
database. A database record must be selected for access using the FIND command. Otherwise, an error occurs
if no record is selected when GET is executed. The flow variable and the field used in the GET statement must be

of the same declared type.

 

An example of the GET command follows:

Retrieving Data from an Array
GET T-MPCH-CK AT INDEX USING CHECKS

Retrieving Data from a Local Database
GET TELL_CALLEFI AT LOC_PROMPT USING LOCATE

 
  
 

12. GETSESSION

The GETSESSION statement allocates a host session to a flow from a specified session pool.
The syntax for the GETSESSION command is as follows:

GETSESSION <session pool>
If the host associated with the SESSION Table entry "session pool" is deactivated or down. the dynamic variable

CN$HOSTDOWN is raised; If the host is up and If a session configured in the "session pool" is available, it is allocated
to the flow; otherwise CN$FAIL is raised. A flow has to execute a GETSESSION statement successfully before it can
use any other host communication statements like PLACE, CAPTURE etc.

An example of the GETSESSION command follows:

GETSESSION CHECKING

ON CN$HOSTDOWN GOTO HOSTDOWN
ON CN$FAIL GOTO NOSESSION

 

13. GODIAL

The GODIAL statement gives control of the call to VMS.
The syntax for the GODIAL command is as follows:

GODIAL <charvar>

The caller will be treated as a new caller who has entered the mailbox specified as a CHAR variable. The CHAR
variable must contain valid DTMI: digits. If the first digit of the CHAR variable contains a '#'., the caller proceeds through
the normal mailbox logon sequence.

An example of the GODIAL command Iollows:

(1) LET ASSISTEXTN : '383'
GODIAL ASSISTEXTN

(2) LET USERMBOX : '#5930'
GODIAL USERMBOX ON CN$FAIL GOTO INVALID

13
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14. GOFLOW

The GOFLOW statement completes the processing of the flow that is currently being executed an begins the
processing of the flow specified.

The syntax of the GOFLOW command is as follows:
GOFLOW <flowname>

An example of the GOFLOW command follows:
GOFLOW ORDERS

15. GOSUB

The GOSUB statement directs the flow to execute the subroutine specified. When the subroutine is completed, it
returns and continues at the statement immediately following the GOSUB.

The syntax for the the GOSUB command is as follows:
GOSUB <name>

An example of the GOSUB command follows:
GOSUB INITIALIZE

16. GOTO

The GOTO statement transfers control of the flow program to another section of the program specified by a label.
The syntax for the GOTO command is as follows:

GOTO <label>

AN example of the GOTO command follows:

"Reprompt the caller
GOTO ASKAGAIN

17. HANGUP

The HANGUP statement hangs up the VMS port associated with a particular call, freeing it to handle other calls.
The flow will continue until an ENDFLOW statement is executed.

The syntax and an example of the HANG UP command is as follows:
HANGUP

18. HOSTRCV

The HOSTRCV statement waits for a screen of data from the host computer.
The syntax for the HOSTRCV command is as follows:

HOSTRCV

An example of the HOSTRCV command follows:

HOSTRCV

ON CN$FA|L GOTO HOSTTIMEOUT

19. HOSTSND

The HOSTSND statement sends a screen of data to a host computer.
The syntax for the HOSTSND command is as follows:

HOSTSND [aid]
Aid is an attention identifier terminal key sent to the host to request an action. The specific aid to be used is the

same key that the terminal operator would press to perform the function and is dependent upon the host application.
ENTER is the default key that is used if one is not specified. The valid keys are:

 ENTER Processes the screen. (Send the ENTER key).

CLEAR Send the CLEAR key

14
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(continued)

Aid Key Function

ATTN Send the ATTN key

 

PF1 through PF24 Programmable function keys. (application dependent)

PA1 through PAS Programmable function keys. (application dependent) 
An example of the HOSTSND command follows:

(1) HOSTSND ENTER
(2) HOSTSND PF11
HOSTHCV

20. IF

The IF statement compares two variables or compares a variable with a constant. The comparison operators
allowed are:

' Equal :
. Not equal <>
‘ Greater than >
- Less than <

~ Greater than or equal to >:
~ Less than or equal to <:

The IF statement is immediately followed by a THEN GOTO label statement. The flow will transfer to the label if
the comparison is accurate.

The syntax for the IF command is as follows:

If <variab|e> (<>, 0, >, <, <:, >:) <variab|e>
THEN GOTO <Iabel>

IF <variab|e> (:, <>, >, <, <:, >:) <constant>
THEN GOTO <label>

The variable or constants in the comparison must be of the same type. For comparisons of CHAR types, the ASCII
values of the first characters that differ in the variables are used in the comparison Also, if the current length of the
variables is different, but all characters arethe same up tothe length ofthe shorter string, the shorter string is considered
less than (<) the longer string. When comparing NUM variables of different significance, all significance is used.

An example of the IF command follows:

(1) IF ENTRDPSS : 'HOSTPSS'
THEN GOTO GOODPASS

(2) IF ACNTBAL <: 0
THEN GOTO OVE FIDFIWN

(3) LET A : 3.1
LET B : 3.10001

"Following will fall, A < B succeeds
IF A : B
THEN GOTO ABEQUAL

 

2‘1. INPUT

The INPUT statement accepts DTMF input from the person who is currently connected to the flow. The input can
be placed in either a NUM or CHAFI variable.

The syntax for the INPUT command Is as follows:

15
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INPUT <numvar> RANGE <numeric> TO <numeric>
INPUT <chanlar> LENGTH <numeric> TO <numeric> 

In the first example, the command reads numeric input from the DTMF keypad and places it in the NUM variable,
verifying that the value is in the specified range. The second command is for inputting data into a CHAR variable,
checking to assure that the length of the string entered is valid. There are system configuration parameters that can
be set that affect how INPUT is handled. These include:

- Wh ether "If" is required to terminate input.
~ Whether "*" should be used for a decimal point, a negative sign, or both on numeric input. (E.g.: ""*, ""O "",* ""3

"5.. would be -O.35).
0 The number of seconds to wait for a character to be entered before setting CN$TIMEOUT
- The number of successive timeouts before setting CN$TMOLIMIT
- The number of successive invalid inputs before setting CN$INVLIMIT.

An

(1)
(2)

example of the INPUT command follows:

INPUT WRAPUP RANGE 0 TO 99999
INPUT VISANUM LENGTH 16 T016

In example two, VISANUM is declared as a CHAR variable because it is too large to store as a NUM variable.

22. LET

The LET statement assigns a new value to a variable. The value assigned can be:

~ A constant.

. The result of an arithmetic operation involving either two variables or a constant and a variable.
‘ A variable.
0 A run-time variable.

0 Ap rompt.

The syntax for the LET command is as follows:
LET assigns a value to either a CHAR variable, a NUM variable, or a PROMPT variable.

(1)

2)
\IU

(3)

4)
5)

Stri
CO

6)

he 
*

_ET <numvar> : <numvar> {+,-, ,/} <numeric>

_ET <numvar> : <numvar> MOD numeric>
M:O variables are divided to create a remainder.
_ET <numvar> : —<numer'c>

The minus sign (-) can also be used to negate a value.
_ET <charvar> = <charvar> CONCAT {charvar, character}
_ET <charvar> : {LEFTJLST, RIGHTJUST, UPPER, LOWER} <charvar> 
ng operators (CONCAT, LEFTJUST, HIGHTJUST, UPP

first character In the source string.

 
\IUM variables can be assigned a numeric constant, or be the result of an arithmetic operation involving variables
or a variable and a constant.

 ER, LOWER) are valid only on CHAR variables The
\ICAT operator works on two CHAR variables, or a CHAR variable and a constant. The other four operators

ake a single CHAR variable as the operand.
_ET <charvar> = SUBSTR <charvar, numeric, numeric> The SUBSTR string operator extracts a string from a

CHAR variable, where the string is specified by a numeric offset and length respectively. The offset starts at 1 for

(7) _ET <variable> - {LENGTH, MAKENU;M, MAKECHAR} <variable>
This construct is used for mixed mode operations, where an operation is performed on a variable ol one type and
he result is of a different type. MAKE NUM and LENGTH take a CHAR operand with the result being a NU M, while

VIAKECHAR takes a NUM operand and generates a CHAR result. A blank or empty CHAR operand has a value
of O. IN the following example, the value 0 is stored in NUMiRESULT:

LET EMPTY78TFIING = "
LET NUM_RESULT : MAKENUM

16
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EMPTY_STRING

(8) LET <prompt> : <pr0mpmame>
This form assigns a prompt identifier to a PROMPT variable. This may be required when it is necessary to speak
a series of prompts that have been determined by caller input.
(9) LET <variable> : <XX$variable> [for tablename]
Assigns the value of a dynamic run-time variable to a flow variable. The XX can either be SY, CL, HT, FL, or DB.
When using DB, the FOR portion must be included to identify the local data table, with tablename being an entry
in the Configuration Tables.

 An example of the LET command follows:
Reassigning values to variables

_ET ERRFIELD = 'ERROR'
_ET VALUE 2 99.999
_ET ACCOUNT : MAKENUM BALANCE

signing the result of an arithmetic operation
4 _ETI : | + 1

5) _ET INTEREST : ACCOUNT * .065
Assigning a remainder
(6) _ET STOCK_LEFT : TOTAL_SHARES MOD SHARES_PER_BLOCK
Assigning a negative value
(7) _ET NEGBAL : -BAL
Appending a string of characters
(8) _ET FULLNAME : FIRST CONCAT LAST
Converting a character value to a numeric value
(9) _ET SELECTION : MAKENUM ITEMNUM
Extracting a substring from a string
(10) LET MIDDLE = SUBSTR (LONGSTRING, 10, 10)
Assigning a prompt name to a prompt variable
(11) LET GREET : OFFHOURS
Assigning a dynamic run-time variable to a numeric variable
(12) LET SYSDAY : SY$DAY

REEE
AA

V

 

  
23. MENU

The MENU statement branches to a choice of labels based on the caller's single-digit input.
The syntax for the MENU command is as follows:

MENU

ON [X]...
ON [Y]...
ON [Z]...
GOTO...

The MENU statement includes all of the following ON statements as part of the MENU. If there is no corresponding
ON statements forthe character input, orthe user entered invalid input, the flow continues sequentially with the following
statement, which is the GOTO TRYAGAIN in the example below.

An example of the MENU command follows:

MENU

ON CN$T|MEOUT GOTO REPROMPT
ON [0] GOTO LABO
ON [1] GOTO LAB1
ON [*1 GOTO LABSTAR
ON [#1] GOTO LABPND
GOTO TRYAGAIN

17
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24. ON

The ON statement handles conditions that can occur during execution of a flow. It is also used to check for a
specific DTMF digit as part of the MENU command.

The syntax for the ON command is as follows:

(1) ON [{01172,3,4,5,8,7,8,9,*,#,A,B.C,D}]GOTO<IabeI>
(2) ON[{0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,*,#,A,B,C,D}]GOSUB <subroutine>
(3) ON CN$condition GOSUB <subroutine>

 Syntax statements 1 and 2 show the syntax after a MENU command. The characters A, B, C, D refer to DTMF
tones, and not to keys on the phone. Brackets [] are required to surround the menu choices in this usage of the ON
command. Syntax statements 3 and 4 show the usage of ON to handle a condition. The syntax in statement 4 is used
only in the COMMANDS section of flow; it cannot be used in the DEFAULTS section.

An example of the ON command follows:

(1) ON [1] GOTO FIRSTCHOICE
(2) ON CN$FAIL GOTO ASSIST

25. PLACE

The PLACE statement places the contents of a variable onto a host screen.
The syntax for the PLACE command is as follows:

PLACE <charvar> AT <field> ON <screen>

PLACE puts the value of a CHAR variable or constant onto a screen field. The screen and the field in which to
place the variable are identified by their names as specified in the SCREEN Table.

An example of the PLACE command follows:
PLACE ITEMNUM AT ITEMPOS ON SCREEN 1

 

26. PUT

This command places data in arrays or into a local database record.
The syntax for the PUT command is as follows:

PUT <value> AT <index> USING <arrayname>
Values declared as arrays are only used in the PUT and GET flow statements. The value must have the same

data type as the array.
Value can be:

A numeric constant.
A character constant.
A NUM variable name.
A CHAR variable name.

The index value must be:

A NUM:O variable name.

An integer constant.

The index value can be a variable or an integer constant. In either case, the index must be a positive non—zero
value that is less than or equal to the maximum number of elements declared for the array. It <Index> Is a variable, it
must be declared as a NUM:0.

Placing data into a local database

PUT <variable> AT <field> USING <database>

The flow variable and the field used in the PUT Statement must be of the same declared type. PUT places the
contents of the flow variable into the specified field using the currently selected record of the database. A database

18
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record is selected for access using the FIND command. An error occurs if no record is selected when PUT is executed.
PUT places the variable into the database record. but the database is not updated until the record is written onto disk
using the WRITEDB command. A PUT operation to an index field is not allowed

An example of the PUT command follows:

Placing data in arrays
PUT TEMPCHECK AT INDEX USING CHECKS

Placing data In local database
10 FIND NEW RECORD USING SAVEINFO

ON CN$FAIL GOTO FULLDATABASE
PUT REQUEST AT REQJTEM USING

SAVEINFO

PUT MSG_NUMBER AT SAVE MSG ;USING
75 SAVEINFO

WRITEDB RECNUM SAVEINFO

 

27. RECORD

20 Records a new message or records a message at the end of an existing message. Flow execution continues when
the recording terminates.

The syntax for the RECORD command is as follows:

Recording a new message
25

RECORD <numvar> NEW

Where <numvar> is the message ID and is a variable of type NUM:O. The <message id> is returned tor subsequent
use, after the statement is executed. However, subsequent RECORD NEW statements are illegal until the message

30 is explicitly saved or erased using SAVE or ERAS E. No other prompt can access the message until a SAVE statement
is executed. If a new message is outstanding at ENDFLOW, it is automatically erased, and an error is logged.

  

Appending a message

35 RECORD <numvar> APPEND 

Where <numvar> is the message ID of type NUM:0 and must have been previously used in a RECORD NEW
statement. This message identifier can be used in ERASE, SPEAK, SEND, and SAVE statements. The message is
recorded at the end of the existing message specified by the message ID. All messaging access by other channels to

40 this message is locked out while RECORD...APPEND is in progress.
An example of the RECORD command follows:

RECORD CUSTMSG NEW

ON CN$FA|L GOTO NOMSG
45 RECORD CUSTMSG APPEND 

28. RETURN

The RETURN statement directs the flow to exit from the subroutine and to continue execution at the statement

50 immediately following the GOSUB that called the subroutine. An ENDSUB statement does an implicit RETURN.
The syntax for the RETURN command is as follows:

RETURN

An example of the RETURN command follows:
RETURN

55

29. SAVE

The SAVE statement allows a message created with RECORD NEW to be stored internally for access by a sub—
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 sequent flow. After a RECORD NEW statement, the message created is considered "open." The message must be
saved or erased (by using the SAVE or ERASE command) before the end of the flow. Otherwise, the message is
automatically erased and a User Error is logged. The SAVE statement is valid only once for the message created by
the RECORD NEW statement within the flow. In order for other flows to access a message, the following two steps
are necessary:

(1) PLACE <numvar> on the host screen and send it to the host. or WRITEDB the <msgid> to the local database.
(2) SAVE <numvar> only after successful HOSTSND or WRITE DB.

The syntax for the SAVE command is as follows:
SAVE <numvar>

Where <numvar> is the message ID of the variable type NUM:O that must have been previously used in a RECORD
statement. This message identifier can be used in ERASE, SPEAK, SEND, and SAVE statements.

An example of the SAVE command follows:
SAVE CUSTMSG

30. SELECT

The SELECT statement is used to gain access into a local database. A database must be SELECTed before an
FIND, GET, or PUT commands are introduced in the flow program.

The syntax for the SELECT command Is as follows:
SELECT <database>

Where <database> must be the name of a database defined in the Local Data Table

An example of the SELECT command follows:

SELECT TRAVEL

ON CN$FAIL GOTO RECORDS_NT_AVA|L

31. SEND

This command sends a message to a destination mailbox. The message is marked as having been sent by the
creator mailbox. allowing a reply or error message to automatically return to the creator as specified. If no creator is
specified. the creator defaults to the error mailbox configured on VMS. The destination mailbox can be a network
address. Unless explicitly ERASEd. the message remains available after SEND is executed.

The syntax for the SEND command is as follows:
SEND <numvar> TO <mbox> [FROM creator]

Where <numvar> is the message ID and is a variable declared NUM:0 that has a message identifier set up by a
previous RECORD command. The destination mailbox for the message must be specified as a CHAR variable. If the
optional creator mailbox is specified, a reply or failure is directed to the creator mailbox. Otherwise, the system error
mailbox specified on VMS is used as the default creator. The creator mailbox must be specified as a CHAZl variable.

An example of the SEND command follows:

 

 

(1) RECORD CUSTMSG NEW IRANSLAI E AGEN | CODE IO AGEN | MBOX
USING AGTABLE

SEND CUSTMSG TO AGENTMBOX
ERASE CUSTMSG

(2) SEND INQUIRE TO SVCMBOX FROM GUESTBOX

3‘1. SPEAK

The SPEAK statement relays information to the person connected to the flow
The syntax for the SPEAK command is as follows:

(1) SPEAK <variable> [AS <speaktype>]
(2) SPEAK <promptname> [AS PROMPT]

SPEAK is used to output a variable or a prompt to the caller or agent. A variable may be spoken in a variety of
speaktypes which are described below. If no speaktype qualifier is specified, a default is chosen based upon the type
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Definition

The value 100.35 would be

spoken as "One hundred dollars and

thirty-five cents." Valid only on

NUM variables.

All alphanumeric characters

(A-2 and 0-9) are spoken as

individual characters. The value

100.35 would be spoken as "One

zero zero point three five.” The

value ‘HELLO‘ would be spelled out

as 'H-E-L-L-O‘. DIGITS is the

default speak type for CHAR

variables. Valid for all NUM and

CHAR variables.
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NUMERIC

MONTH

DAY

PROMPT

MESSAGE

DTMF

An example of the SPEAK command follows:

The value 100.35 is spoken as "One

hundred point three five." This is the

default for NUM variables and is

only valid for NUM variables.

The variable must be a NUM:O type

and have a value in the range 1012.

For example, the value 3 would be

spoken as "March."

The value must be a NUM:0 type

and have a value in the range 1-7.

For example, the value 3 would be

spoken as "Tuesday."

The variable contains a prompt

identifier previously assigned via a

LET or TRANSLATE statement.

This is the default value and the only

allowable speak type for PROMPT

variables.

The variable contains a message

identifier previously set using

RECORD. Only valid for NUM20

variables.

The value is outpulsed as a DTMF

string. The variable must a CHAR

type and contain valid DTMF

characters.
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(1) SPEAK BALANCE AS MONEY
(2) NUM:5 VALUE

"Default speaktype is numeric when not specified SPEAK VALUE
(3) SPEAK AGNTMSG AS MESSAGE

32. STARTSUB

STARTSUB is the first statement in a subroutine. It identifies the subroutine's name. Each subroutine must have
one STARTSUB statement.

The syntax for the STARTSUB command is as follows:
STARTSUB <name>

Name identifies the subroutine's name.

An example of the SUBROUTINE follows:
STARTSUB INITIALIZE

 

33. TRANSFER

The TRANSFER statement puts the current caller on hold and calls the mailbox or extension specified. Call
progress is monitored. If TRANSFER succeeds, the CONNECT statement is required to complete the transfer. Either
the standard or alternate transfer codes are selected, based on the INFORMATION Table used. The INFORMATION
Table corresponds to the mailbox or to the port if the variable specified does not contain a valid mailbox.

The syntax for the TRANSFER command is as follows:
TRANSFER <charvar>

If the variable specified contains a valid VMS mailbox, the mailbox extension is used. Otherwise, the extension
number contained in the variable specified is used. The extension number must contain valid DTMF characters.

An example of the TRANSFER command follows:

 

LET ASSISTEXT : '300'
TRANSFER ASSISTEXT

 

34. TRANSLATE

The TRANSLATE statement Is used to convert one data value to another using a TRANSLATION Table. A preVI—
ously defined TRANSLATION Table is searched to see if it contains the particular statement's value in a variable. If
so, the table entry for that variable is assigned to a new variable.

The syntax for the TRANSLATE command is as follows:
TRANSLATE <search_var> TO <retum_var> USING
<tablename>

In the above statement, the first variable contains the data that will be translated to a new value and placed in the
second variable based upon the contents of the table specified by the tablename. The search and return variables
must match their corresponding types in the specified table. Table name must be previously defined in the TRANSLA—
TION Table using the configuration applications terminal software.

An example of the TRANSLATE command follows

TRANSLATE ITEMNUM TO ITEMPRMP USING
ITEMTBL

35. WAIT

The WAIT statement delays execution of the flow program until the number of specified second has elapsed. The
maximum time is 65585 seconds.

The syntax for the WAIT command is as follows:
WAIT <numeric>

Numeric is either a NUM:O variable or a constant that specifies the number of seconds to delay before reactivating
the flow program.

An example of the WAIT command follows:
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LOOP: TRANSFER AGEXT

ON CN$FAIL GOTO DELAY
CONNECT
GOTO END

DELAY: SPEAK PLSHOLD PROMPT
WAIT SO
GOTO LOOP

 

36. WRITEDB

The WRITEDB statement is used to output the currently selected record to the local database file and then returns
the written record number.

The syntax for the WRITE DB command is as follows:
<WRITEDB <numvar> <database>

After a record is output to the file, the flow no longer has a selected record for the database and must do another
FIND before any PUT or GET commands can be executed. The record number for the record just written is returned
in an integer variable <numvar> specified in the WRITEDB command. This variable must be a NUM:O variable.

An example of the WRITEDB command follows:

 

PUT REQUEST AT REQ_ITEM USING SAVEINFO
PUT MSG_NUMBER AT SAVE_MSG USING SAVEINFO
WRITEDB RECNUM SAVEINFO

ON CN$FA|L GOTO SORRY

The Configuration Applications Terminal (CAT) 112 is acomputer used to configure the operation of the applications
processor 110 and its associated call flows. In general, the CAT 112 has several functions: 1) to perform terminal
emulation for communication with the applications processor 110, 2) to backup and restore system configuration tables
and application-specific tables, 3) to backup and restore local databases, 4) to to transfer a call flow program for off-
line editing, and 5) to update applications processor system software. A typical architecture of the configuration appli—
cations terminal 112 is shown in Figure 4.

Terminal emulation allows the CAT to communicate with applications processor 110 directly through a cabled
connection or remotely through a modem. Characters typed on the CAT keyboard are sent to applications processor
110, and information from applications processor 110 is displayed on the CAT monitor. The only time the CAT is not
performing terminal emulation is when menus are displayed. At this time, communication with applications processor
110 is temporarily suspended because the menus control the terminal.

The CAT uses a packet-based, error-correcting data transfer protocol at speeds up to 19200 baud to pass infor-
mation between applications processor 110 and the CAT. Data transfer is initiated by menu selection and is performed
by software residing in the CAT. This CAT software includes a Backup function, a Restore function and an Update
function. The Backup function transfers data from applications processor 110 to the CAT hard disk drive 113. The
Restore and Update options transfer data from the CAT hard disk drive 113 to Applications processor 110.

The CAT software also includes utilities to manage individual applications processorsystem configurations. System
configurations, including the content of system configuration tables and application-specific tables, can be added,
deleted, and modified. Backed—up system configurations can be archived to and recovered from a floppy diskette.

The CAT software also includes utilities to manage log files, which capture communication sessions from applica—
tions processor 110. Multiple log files can be stored, displayed printed, and deleted for each applications processor
110 system configuration defined within the CAT software.

OPERATION OF THE PRESENT INVENTION

In order to illustrate the hardware and the call flow language processing logic of the present invention, three ex-
amples of the operation of the preferred embodiment are described herein and illustrated in Figures 8, 9a-9f and 10a-
10e. Referring to Figure 8, a sample application processing flow chart is illustrated. The application processing llow
illustrated in Figure 8 represents a flow program activated and executed by applications processor 110 in response to
an incoming telephone call received from VMS 105 in the manner described above. Once the application flow is initiated,
processing flow begins at bubble 901. Initially, an announcement message is audibly transmitted to the caller using
the SPEAK command of the call flow language (processing box 902). Hardware means for recording and playing back
audible speech is an apparatus well known in the art. The announcement message spoken or transmitted to the caller
in processing box 902 includes a menu of options provided for the caller and a prompt for the operator to enter one of
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the options provided. Options are entered by a caller using the numeric keypad buttons on the telephone handset.
These buttons generate dual tone multi-frequency (DTMF) signals which can be used to distinguished the various
options entered by a caller. The technique of using DTMF signals is well known in the art. Once the caller is prompted
by a message in processing box 902, an INPUT command is executed by applications processor 110 in orderto retrieve
the caller's selection (processing box 903). If the caller fails to enter a selection within a predetermined timeout period,
execution control returns to processing box 902 where the menu and prompt message is again transmitted. If the caller
enters a 1 key on the telephone handset (decision box 904), processing path 905 is taken to processing box 907. Since
the entry of a1 key is associated with a request for interest rates in the example of Figure 8, another SPEAK command
is executed to announce the current interest rates as retrieved from an internal database using the SELECT, FIND and
GET commands. Once the SPEAK command is executed in processing box 907, processing flow continues at the
bubble labeled A where the announcement message, the menu and prompt are again spoken in processing box 902.

If the caller enters key 2 (decision box 908), the example of Figure 8 processes a request for an account balance.
First, the caller is prompted to enter his account number (processing box 911) the caller enters the account number
using the telephone keypad. An INPUT command is executed to retrieve the account number entered by the caller
(processing box 912). Once an account number is received from the caller, the account number is validated in decision
box 913. The caller-entered account number may be invalid for several reasons. First, an inappropriate quantity of
numbers may have been entered. Secondly, the entered account number is used with a FIND command in order to
access a database containing valid account numbers. If the caller-entered account number is not found or is inacces-
sible to the caller, the account number is rendered invalid. For an invalid account number (processing path 915), a
message is spoken to the caller stating that the account is invalid and prompting the caller to enter a selection corre—
sponding to a subsequent action to be taken (processing box 917). An INPUT command is then executed to retrieve
the selection made by the callerlor an invalid account number (processing box 918). If the user enters a 3 key (decision
box 91 9), a termination message is spoken to the caller (decision box 922), and the call flow processing logic of Figure
8 is terminated at termination box 924. If the user does not enter a key 3 at decision box 919, the call is transferred to
a live personal representative at processing box 923 where the call is handled manually and without further control by
the call flow logic of Figure 8. The call is transferred to live assistance in processing box 923 by execution of the
TRANSFER command and the CONNECT command.

If at decision box 913 a valid account number is entered (processing path 914), another SPEAK command is
executed to audibly convey to the caller the current balance of the account number entered earlier (processing box
916). The account balance is retrieved from an account database using the SELECT, FIND, and GET commands.
Once the account balance is spoken to the caller at processing box 916, processing loops back to processing box 902
through the bubble labeled A in Figure 8.

Referring back to decision box 908, if the number 1 key or the number 2 key are not depressed by the caller in
response to the prompt in processing box 902, processing path 910 is taken to decision box 925. If the caller enters
the 3 key (processing path 926), processing control is transferred to the bubble labeled B where the call is terminated
with a termination message (processing box 922). If the 3 key is not depressed or a timeout occurs, processing again
transfers to the bubble labeled A as shown in Figure 8. Thus, a means for handling an incoming call using the appli-
cations control hardware and call flow language processing logic of the present invention is illustrated in this first
example. A script for handling an incoming call as in this first example is presented in LISTING A appearing just before
the claims section of this patent application.

A second example of the operation of the present invention is illustrated in Figures 9a through 9f. Figures 9a
through 9f illustrate the call flow processing logic for handling service calls made to a help desk. In this application,
callers with problems or questions call a general help number in order to resolve their questions. The present invention
serves to facilitate fast and effective communication between callers with problems and the specialists who can help
them. In addition, the present invention automatically manages and tracks information about the problems presented
by the callers and the results or answers provided to them by organization specialists. In a help desk application, prior
art systems are unable to effectively handle the wide array of caller problems and questions placed to a single help
line telephone number. With the present invention, however, the help desk application is efficiently automated as illus—
trated by the logic in Figures 9a through 9f.

Referring now to Figure 9a, the call flow for the help desk application of the second example is illustrated. After
the call flow is initiated in the matter described earlier, processing begins at bubble 1001. Using integration information
received from PBX 100 and VMS 105, applications processor 110 determines that the called ID is that of the help desk
(processing box 1002). Using the SPEAK command, an initial announcement message, a menu of options, and a
prompt message is spoken to the caller (processing box 1003). The caller selection is then received (processing box
1004) using the INPUT command. Depending upon the key entered by the caller, one of several possible processing
paths are taken. For example, for the entry of key 1 on the telephone keypad, processing path 1007 is taken to process—
ing box 1008. In this second example, key 1 is associated with a request by the caller to record an inquiry for the help
desk. If the caller enters key 2, processing path 1066 is taken to the bubble labeled P illustrated in Figure 9f. in this
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second example, key 2 is assOCIated with a request by the caller to update an inquiry already existing from a previous
transaction with the help desk. If the caller enters key 3 on the telephone keypad, processing path 1069 is taken to the
bubble labeled N illustrated in Figure 9e. In this second example, key 3 is associated with a request by the caller to
check on a response to a previous inquiry made to the help desk. If the zero key is entered by the caller, processing
path 1073 is taken to processing box 1074 where the call is transferred to a live representative for further manual call
processing. If a key other than keys 0 through 3 is entered or if a timeout occurs, processing path 1072 is taken to the
bubble labeled K illustrated in Figure 9a where the initial announcement message, menu and prompt messages are
repeated (processing box 1003).

Starting at processing box 1008 shown in Figure 9a, call processing in response to the operator selection of key
1 is illustrated. Processing started at processing box 1008 handles a caller request for recording a new inquiry for the
help desk. In order to accomplish this task, an inquiry database is accessed using the SELECT command. A new
record is opened in the inquiry database using the FIND NEW construct of the FIND command. A PUT command
followed by a WRITEDB command is used to initialize the new record and to produce a record number associated with
the new record (processing box 1008). Once a new inquiry record is initialized in processing box 1008, the SPEAK
command is used to prompt the caller to enter a seven digit telephone number (processing box 1016). The INPUT
command is then used to retrieve the telephone number entered by the caller (processing box 1017). At processing
box 1018, a newvoice message is created for recording an inquiry bythe caller. The RECORD NEW command construct
of the call flow language can be used for this purpose. Information such as time, date, caller telephone number, etc.
can be integrated or recorded into the new message using the RECORD command. The RECORD command returns
a message number associated with the new message for use in later call flow processing. Processing then continues
at the bubble labeled L in Figure 9b.

Referring now to Figure 9b, call flow processing for a help desk application of the second example continues.
Having created a new message for recording the caller's inquiry, the SPEAK command is used to prompt the caller to
speak his/her name for recording into the new message (processing box 1019). The name of the caller is recorded
into the new message at processing box 1020. Next, the SPEAK command is again used to prompt the operator to
enter his/her inquiry at the tone and to terminate his/her inquiry by pressing the pound (#) key (processing box 1022).
The RECORD command is again used to receive a voice message from the caller, the content of which represents
his/her inquiry to the help desk (processing box 1023). After receiving the caller's name and inquiry, a technician
database is accessed using the SELECT and FIND commands. A new record in the technician database is opened
using the FIND NEW command construct. Once the new record in the technician database is created, the message
number associated with the message used to receive the caller's name and inquiry is posted to the new record in the
technician database using the PUT command. A unique inquiry reference number associated with the caller's inquiry
is generated and put into the technician database along with the associated message number (processing box 1021 ).
Using the RECORD command, a new message is generated which integrates the inquiry reference number into a
termination message to the caller (processing box 1024). Call flow processing for the new inquiry then terminates at
termination box 1025.

Referring again to Figure 9a, an inquiw update request is specified if a caller depresses key 2 of the telephone
keypad (processing path 1066). In this case, call flow processing passes to the bubble labeled P as illustrated in Figure
9f. Referring now to Figure 9f, call flow processing for updating an existing inquiry is illustrated. First, the SPEAK
command is used to prompt the callerto enterthe existing inquiry number (processing box 1057). The INPUT command
is used to retrieve the inquiry number entered by the caller (processing box 1058). Next, the inquiry database is ac—
cessed using the SELECT command and the FIND command. The inquiry message number associated with the inquiry
reference number entered by the caller is retrieved (processing box 1061). The SPEAK is then used to prompt the
caller to enter the inquiry update (processing box 1060). The RECORD command is used to record the update to the
inquiry (processing box 1059). The RECORD APPEND command construct can be used to append a new message
onto an existing message. In addition, data such as time, date, and caller ID can be integrated into the message. Once
the caller completes the inquiry update, flow processing continues at bubble K illustrated in Figure 9a. At bubble K,
the initial announcement message, menu of selections, and prompt to enter a selection is again spoken to the caller.

Referring again to Figure 9a, if key 3 on the telephone keypad is depressed by a caller, processing path 1069 is
taken tothe bubble labeled N illustrated in Figure 9e. Referring nowto Figure 9e, processing in response to an operator
request to check on a response to a previous inquiry is illustrated. First, the SPEAK command is used to prompt the
caller to enter the inquiry number (processing box 1051). Next, the INPUT command is used to retrieve the inquiry
number entered by the caller (processing box 1052). The inquiry database is then accessed. Using the inquiry number
entered by the caller, the inquiry record associated with the inquiry is retrieved. Similarly, the message number asso—
ciated with the original inquiry message is retrieved (processing box 1053). Using the message number of the original
inquiry, the original inquiry message is spoken to the caller using the SPEAK command (processing box 1054). Next,
the message number of the technician's response to the original inquiry message is retrieved from the inquiry record
in the inquiry database (processing box 1055). The technician's response is spoken to the caller using the SPEAK
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command (processing box 1056). Current information such as date and time can also be integrated into the message.
Call flow processing then is transferred backto the bubble labeled K illustrated in Figure 9a where the initial announce-
ment message, menu of command selections, and prompt is spoken to the caller. Thus, call flow processing in a help
line application for a call received by a caller making an inquiry is described.

A related call flow for the help line application is illustrated in Figures 90 and 9d. Figures 9c and 9d illustrate call
flow processing for a call received by a technician placing an incoming call on a line dedicated to technicians or spe—
cialists servicing callers making inquiries to the help line. This call flow is initiated in a matter similar to that described
earlier.

Referring now to Figure 9c, a call flow is illustrated for an incoming call received by the call processing and mes—
saging system from a technician or specialist servicing inquiries to a help line. When the flow is initiated, processing
starts at the bubble labeled 1030. Using information received from the PBX and the VMS, the applications processor
identifies the caller ID as a technician (processing box 1031). When this occurs, the inquiry database is accessed using
the SELECT command the FIND command. The inquiry database is searched for new inquiries. If a new inquiry is
found, the message number associated with the new inquiry is retrieved from the database (processing box 1032).
Using the SPEAK command, the inquiry found in the inquiry database is spoken to the technician (processing box
1033). In addition, the name of the caller making the inquiry, the time of day and the date is incorporated into the
message spoken to the technician. Having spoken the inquiry to the technician, the technician is prompted to enter a
selection corresponding to the desired action to be subsequently taken. In the example presented in Figure 90, the
technician is prompted to press a I to reply to the inquiry and forward the reply now, to press 2 to reply to the message
later, or to press 3 to speak directly to the caller making the inquiry. The INPUT command is used to receive the selection
made by the caller (processing box 1034). If the technICIan enters the 1 key (processing path 1037), a reply to the
inquiry is processed immediately starting at processing box 1044. If the technician enters the 2 key (processing path
1040), the call flow terminates at termination box 1041. If the technician enters the 3 key (processing path 1070), the
applications processor dials the telephone number entered by the caller when the original inquiry was recorded
(processing box 1043). The call is placed using the CALL command provided by the call flow language of the present
invention. Once the call is placed, subsequent automatic call flow processing is pre-empted. If the technician does not
enter a 1,2, or 3 key or a timeout occurs on the entry of one of the keys, processing transfers to the bubble labeled J
illustrated in Figure QC. At bubble J in Figure 90, the technician is again prompted to enter a selection.

Referring again to Figure 9c at processing box 1044, the calling technician has chosen to reply to the new inquiry
and to forward his response immediately. Using the RECORD NEW command construct, a new voice message is
created for storing the technician's response to the inquiry. Addi ional information such as date and time are also
integrated into the message (processing box 1044). Processing for he call flowthen is transferred tothe bubble labeled
M illustrated starting in Figure 9d. Referring now to Figure 9d, the SPEAK command is used to prompt the technician
to speak his response tothe inquiry made by the original help desk caller (processing box 1045). Using the RECORD
command, the voice response spoken by the technician is received and stored in the new message (processmg box
1046). Once the technician completes the entry of his response, the inquiry database is accessed and the response
message number is stored in the inquiry record (processing box 1047). Processing then terminates for this call flow at
processing box 1048). Thus, a method and means for implementing a help desk using the present invention is de—
scribed.

A third example of the operation of the present invention is illustrated in Figures 10a through 10e. The call flow
illustrated in Figures 10a through 10e implements a streamlined order entry and tracking system using the applications
hardware and call flow processing logic of the present invention. In a manner similar to the operation in the first two
examples presented above, the call flow language commands are used for processing and order entry call at each
step in the application. Using commands provided by the call flow language, various databases of information are
accessed and updated as the call is being serviced. Thus, the present invention provides a flexible and dynamic call
processing and messaging system providing seamless access to data and voice messages.

Thus, an integrated application controlled call processing and messaging system for improved call processing and
voice messaging is disclosed.

Although the invention has been described herein with reference to a specific embodiment, many modifications
and variations therein Will readily occur to those skilled in the art. Accordingly, all such variations and modifications are
included within the intended scope of the present invention as defined by the following claims.

 

LISTING A

10 NUM: 4 RATE
2O CHAR:8 ACCTNUM
30 NUM:2 ACCTBAL
40 CHAR: 3 ASSISTEXT
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1 20
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1 60
1 70
1 80
1 90
200
21 O
220
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240
250
260
270
280
290
300
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320
330
340
350
360
370
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390
400
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460
470
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490
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DEFAULT ON CN$FA|L GOTO ASSISTANCE
DEFAULT ON CN$TMOLIM|T GOTO ENDCALL
DEFAULT ON CN$|NVLIM|T GOTO ASSISTANCE
DEFAULT ON CN$LOCKED GOTO ASSISTANCE
"INITIALIZE ASSIST EXTENSION AND LOCAL DATABASE
LET ASSISTEXT : '333'
SELECT LDINTRST
SELECT LDBAL
"BEGIN CALLER INTERACTION
SPEAK WELCOME AS PROMPT
GIVOPTS:
SPEAK SELECTIO AS PROMPT
MENU

ON CN$TIMEOUT GOTO GIVOPTS

ON [1] GOSUB RATEINFO
ON [2] GOTO SAV  EINFO

ON [3] GOTO ENDCALL
GOTO GIVOPTS
"——ASK FOR ACCT NUMBER
SAVEINFO:
SPEAK INACCT AS PROMPT
INPUT ACCTNUM

ON CN$TIMEOUT GOTO SAVEINFO

LENGTH 4 TO 8

ON CN$INVALID GOTO BADNUM
DATABASE TO VALIDATE ACCOUNT

"IN FIND FAILS IT IS AN INVALID ACCOUNT
"USE THE LOCAL

FIND FIRST RECORD WITH ACCTFLD : ACCTNUM USING LDBAL

 

ON CN$FAIL GOTO BADNUM
GET ACCTBAL AT BALFLD USING LDBAL
SPEAK BALANCIS AS PROMPT
SPEAK ACCTBAL
GOTO GIVOPTS

AS NUMERIC

"--INVAL| D ACCT ENTERED
BADNUM:
SPEAK INVACCT AS PROMPT
"--TRANSFER CALLER TO LIVE ASSISTANCE
ASSISTANCE:
TRANSFER ASSISTEXT

ON CN$FAIL GOTO XFERFAIL
CONN ECT
ENDFLOW
XFERFAIL:
SPEAK PLSWAIT AS PROMPT
WAIT 1O
GOTO ASSISTANCE
ENDCALL:
SPEAK THANKYOU AS PROMPT
ENDFLOW
"-—G|VE CURRENT RATE INFORMATION
STARTSUB RAT El NFO
FIND NTH RECORD WITH RECORD -1 USING LDINTRST
GET RATE AT RATEFLD USING LDINTRST
SPEAK CURRATE AS PROMPT
SPEAK RATE AS NUMERIC
ENDSUB
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Claims

1.

10.

11.

12.

13.

A method for processing messages in a call piocessing and messaging system, comprising the steps of:

a) receiving (1002, 1007) afirst incoming call;
b) storing (1021) a message from said first incoming call;
c) assigning (1008) a message identifier to said message, said message identifier being assigned without
caller intervention; and
d) receiving (1002, 1069, N) a second incoming call; characterized by the steps of:
e) dynamically generating (1021) an inquiry reference number;
f) storing (1021) said message identifier and said inquiry reference number;
g) speaking (1024) said inquiry reference number to a caller;
h) receiving (1052) said inquiry reference number from said second incoming call; and
i) retrieving (1053) said message identifier using said inquiry reference number;

where steps e), f) and g) are performed before step d) and steps h) and i) are performed after step d).

The method as claimed in claim 1, further including a step of accessing (1053) said message using said retrieved
message identifier.

The method as claimed in claim 1 or 2, further Including a step of playing (1054) said message to which said
message identifier is assigned.

The method as claimed in one of claims 1 to 3, further including the steps of:

- connecting said call processing and messaging system to an external host computer; and
- sending said message identifier to said host computer.

The method as claimed in claim 4. further including a step of retrieving said message identifier from said host
computer.

The method as Claimed in one of Claims 1 to 5, further including the steps of:

- storing a response message for said message;
- assigning a response message identifier for said response message, said response message identifier being

assigned without caller intervention; and
- storing said response message identifier in said storing device.

The method as claimed in claim 6 further including the step of associating (1047) said response message identifier
with said inquiry reference number.

The method as claimed in claims 6 or 7, further including the step of accessing (1055) said response message
using said response message identifier.

The method as claimed in one of claims 1 to 8, wherein said retrieving step further includes a step of retrieving a
plurality of message identifiers using said inquiry reference number.

The method as claimed in claim 9, further including a step of playing each message to which each message
identifier of said plurality of message identifiers is assigned.

The method as claimed in one of claims 1 to 10, wherein said assigning step further includes a step of assigning
a message identifier with a plurality of appended messages.

The method as claimed in one of claims 1 to 11, wherein said message identifier is used to reference said message
in commands of a call processing script.

A call processing and messaging system, comprising:
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- call receiving means (100, 105) having a plurality of lines (101, 151) for receiving a first incoming call from
one of said lines (101, 151);

- means (107, 113) for storing a message from said first incoming call,
- means (106, 110. 112) for assigning a message identifier to said message, said message identifier being

assigned without caller intervention; and
- means for receiving a second incoming call from one of said lines (101, 151 );

characterized by:

- means (106, 110, 112) for dynamically generating an inquiry reference number;
- means (107, 113) for storing said message identifier and said inquiry reference number;
- means (105, 109) for speaking said inquiry reference number to a caller;
- means for receiving (105, 110, 112) said inquiry reference number from said second incoming call; and
- means for retrieving (106, 110, 112) said message identifier using said inquiry reference number.

The call processing and messaging system as claimed in claim 13, further including means for accessing said
message using said message identifier.

The call processing and messaging system as claimed in claim 13 or 14, further including means for playing said
message to which said message identifier is assigned.

The call processing and messaging system as claimed in one of claims 13 to 15, further including:

- means for connecting said call processing and messaging system to an external host computer; and
- means for sending said message identifier to said host computer.

The call processing and messaging system as claimed in claim 16, further including means for retrieving said
message identifier from said host computer.

The call processing and messaging system as claimed in one of claims 13 to 17, further including:

- means for storing a response message to said message;
- means for assigning a response message identifier to said response message, said response message iden-

tifier being assigned without caller intervention; and
- means for storing said response message identifier.

The call processing and messaging system as claimed in claim 18, further including means for associating said
response message identifier with said inquiry reference number.

The call processing and messaging system as claimed in claim 18 or 19, further including means for accessing
said response message using said response message identifier.

The call processing and messaging system as claimed in one of claims 13 to 20, further including means for
retrieving a plurality of message identifiers using said inquiry reference number.

The call processing and messaging system as claimed in claim 21, further including means for playing each mes-
sage to which each message identifier of said plurality of message identifiers is assigned.

The call processing and messaging system as claimed in one of claims 13 to 22 further including means for as—
signing a message identifier with a plurality of appended messages.

The call processing and messaging system as claimed in one of claims 13 lo 23 wherein said message idenlilier
is used to reference said message in commands of a call processing script.

Patentanspril'iche

1. Verfahren zur Verarbeitung von Nachrichten in einem Anrufverarbeitungs— und Nachrichtensystem, mit den Schrit—
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ten:

a) Empfangen (1002, 1007) eines ersten eingehenden Anrufs;
b) Speichern (1021) einer Nachricht aus dem ersten eingehenden Anruf;
c) Zuweisen (1008) eines Nachrichtenidentifikators zu dieser Nachricht, wobei dieser Nachrichtenidentifikator
ohne Eingriff seitens des Anrufers zugewiesen wird; und
d) Empfangen (1002, 1069, N) eines zweiten eingehenden Anrufs;

gekennzeichnet durch die Schritte:

e) dynamisches Generieren (1021) einer Anfragereferenznummer;
f) Speichern (1021) des Nachrichtenidentifikators und der Anfragereferenznummer;
g) Ansagen (1024) der Anfragereferenznummer fi'ir einen Anrufer;
h) Empfangen (1052) der Anfragereferenznummer vom zweiten eingehenden Anruf; und
i) Abrufen (1053) des Nachrichtenidentifikators unter Verwendung der Anfragereferenznummer,

wobei die Schritte e), f) und 9) vor dem Schritt d) und die Schritte h) und i) nach dem Schriti d) ausgefl'ihrt
werden.

Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, das weiterhin einen Schritt des Zugreifens (1053) auf die Nachricht unter Verwendung
des abgerufenen Nachrichtenidentifikators enthélt.

Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 Oder 2, das weiterhin einen Schritt des Wiedergebens (1054) der Nachricht, der dieser
Nachrichtenidentifikator zugewiesen ist, enthélt.

Verfahren nach einem der Anspriiche 1 bis 3, das weiterhin folgende Schritte enthélt:

- Verbinden des Anrufverarbeitungs- und Nachrichtensystems mit einem externen Hostcompuier; und
- Senden des Nachrichtenidentifikators an den Hostcomputer.

Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, das weiterhin einen Schritt des Abrufens des Nachrichtenidentiiikaiors aus dem Host-
computer enihélt.

Verfahren nach einem der Ansprl'iche 1 bis 5, das weiterhin folgende Schritte enthélt:

- Speichern einer Antwortnachricht fI'Jr diese Nachricht;
- Zuweisen eines Antwortnachricht-Identifikators zu dieser Antwortnachricht, wobei dieser Amwortnachricht-

Identifikaior ohne Eingrifi seitens des Anrufers zugewiesen wird; und
- Speichern des Antwortnachricht—Identifikators in einer Speichereinrichtung.

Ver ahren nach Anspruch 6, das we iterhin einen Schritt des Zuordnens (1047) des Antwortnachricht—Identiiikators
zu der Anfragereferenznummer enihélt.

Ver ahren nach Anspruch 6 oder 7, das weiterhin einen Schritt des Zugrei1ens (1055) aui die Antwortnachricht
unter Verwemdung des Antwortnachricht-Ideniifikators enthéli,

Ver ahren nach einem der Ansprflche 1 bis 8, bei dem der Schritt des Abrufens weiterhin einen Schriii des Abrufens
einer Vielzahl von Nachrichtenidentifikatoren unter Verwendung der Anfragereferenznummer enthélt.

Ver ahren nach Anspruch 9, das weiterhin einem Schritt des Wiedergebens Jeder Nachricht, der Jeder Nachrlch-
tenidentifikator der Vielzahl von Nachrichtenidentifikatoren zugewiesen ist, enthélt.

Ver ahren nach einem der Ansprflche 1 bis 10, bei dem der Zuweisungsschritt weiterhin einen Schritt des Zuwei—
sens eines Nachrichtenidentifikators zu einer Vielzahl angefflgter Nachrichten enthélt.

 
Ver ahren nach einem der Ansprflche 1 bis 11, bei dem der Nachrichtenidentifikator dazu verwendet wird, in den
Befehlen einer Script-Datei fl'ir die Anrufverarbeitung auf die Nachricht zu verweisen.
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Anrufverarbeitungs- und Nachrichtensystem mit:

- einer Anrufempfangseinrichtung (100, 105) mit einel Vielzahl von Leitungen (101, 151) zum Empfangen eines
ersten eingehenden Anrufs von einer der Leitungen (101, 151);

- einer Einrichtung (107, 113) zum Speichern einer Nachricht aus dem ersten eingehenden Anruf;
- einer Einrichtung (1 O6, 110, 112) zum Zuweisen eines Nachrichtenidentifikators zu der Nachricht, wobei dieser

Nachrichtenidentifikator ohne Eingrifi seitens des Anrufers erfolgt; und
- einer Einrichtung zum Empfangen eines zweiten eingehenden Anrufs von einer der Leitungen (101, 151);

gekennzeichnet durch:

- eine Einrichtung (106, 110, 112) zum dynamischen Generieren einer Anfragereferenznummer;
- eine Einrichtung (107, 113) zum Speichern des Nachrichtenidentifikators und der Anfragereferenznummer;
- eine Einrichtung (105, 109) zum Ansagen der Anfragereferenznummer an einen Anrufer;
- eine Einrichtung zum Empfangen (105, 110, 112) der Anfragereferenznummervon dem zweiten eingehenden

Anru ; und
- eine Einrichtung zum Abrufen (106, 110, 112) des Nachrichtenidemifikators unter Verwendung der Anfrage-

referenznummer.

 
Anrufverarbeitungs— und Nachrichtensystem nach Anspruch 13, das weiterhin eine Einrichtung zum Zugreifen auf
die Nachrichi unter Verwendung des NachrichtenidentIfikators enthalt.

Anrufverarbeitungs- und Nachrichtensystem nach Anspruch 13 oder 14, das weiterhin eine Einrichtung zum Wie-
dergeben der Nachricht, der dieser Nachrichtenidentifikator zugewiesen ist, enthélt.

Anrufverarbeitungs- und Nachrichtensystem nach Anspruch 13 bis 15, das weiterhin enthélt:

- eine Einrichtung zum Verbinden des Anrufverarbeitungs- und Nachrichtensystems mit einem externen Host-
computer; und

- eine Einrichten zum Senden des Nachrichtenidentifikators an den Hostcomputer.

Anrufverarbeitungs- und Nachrichtensystem nach Anspruch 16, das weiterhin eine Einrichtung zum Abrufen des
Nachrichtenidentifikators aus dem Hostcomputer enthélt.

Anrufverarbeitungs— und Nachrichtensystem nach Anspruch 13 bis 17, das welterhin enthélt:

- eine Einrichtung zum Speichern einer Antwonnachricht auf die Nachricht;
- eine Einrichtung zum Zuweisen eines Antwortnachricht—Identifikators zu dieser Antwortnachricht, wobei dieser

Antwortnachricht—Identifikator ohne Eingriff seitens des Anrufers zugewiesen wird; und
- eine Einrichtung zum Speichern des Antwortnachricht-Identifikators.

Anrufverarbeitungs- und Nachrichtensystem nach Anspruch 18, das weiterhin eine Einrichtung zum Zuordnen des
Antwonnachricht—Identifikators zu der Anfragereferenznummer enthélt.

Anrufverarbeitungs- und Nachrichiensystem nach Anspruch 18 oder 19, das weiierhin eine Einrichtung zum Zu-
greifen auf die Antwortnachricht unter Verwendung des Antwortnachricht-Identifikators enthélt.

Anrufverarbeitungs— und Nachrichtensystem nach einem der Ansprflche 13 bis 20, das weiterhin eine Einrichtung
zum Abrufen einer Vielzahl von Nachrichtenidentifikatoren unter Verwendung der Anfragereferenznummer enthélt.

Anrufverarbeitungs- und Nachrichtensystem nach Anspruch 21, das weiterhin eine Einrichtung zum Wiedergeben
jeder Nachrichl, derjeder Nachrichlenidenlifikalor der Vielzahl von Nachrichlenidenlilikaloren Lugewiesen isl, enl-
hélt.

Anrufverarbeitungs- und Nachrichtensystem nach einem der Ansprflche 13 bis 22, das weiterhin eine Einrichtung
zum Zuweisen eines Nachrichtenidentifikators zu einer Vielzahl angefflgter Nachrichten enthélt.

Anrufverarbeitungs— und Nachrichtensystem nach einem der Ansprl‘Jche 13 bis 23, bei dem der Nachrichteniden—
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titikator dazu verwendet wird, in den Befehlen einer Script-Datei fl'lr die Anrufverarbeitung aut die Nachricht zu
verweisen.

5 Revendications

1. Procédé de traitement de messages dans un systeme de traitement d'appels et de messagerie, comprenant les
operations de :

10 a) reception (1002, 1007) d'un premier appel entrant,
b) me'morisation (1021 ) d'un message provenant de ce premier appel entrant,
c) attribution (1008) d'un identificateur de message a ce message, cet identificateur de message étant attribué
sans intervention du demandeur, et

d) reception (1002, 1069, N) d'un deuxieme appel entrant,15

caractérisé par les operations de :

9) production dynamique (1021) d'un numéro de rétérence d'interrogation,
f) mémorisation (1021) de |'identificateur de message et du numéro de reference d'interrogation,

20 9) communication orale (1024) du numéro de reference d'interrogation a un demandeur,
h) reception (1052) du numéro de reference d'interrogatlon provenant du deuxieme appel entrant, et
i) recuperation (1053) de |'identificateur de message au moyen du numéro de reference d'interrogation,

les operations e), f) et 9) étant exécutées avant I'opération d), et les operations h) et i) exécutées apres I'opération
2‘5 d).

2. Procédé selon Ia revendication 1, comprenant en outre une operation d'acces (1053) au message au moyen de
I'identiticateur de message récupéré.

30 3. Procédé selon I'une des revendications 1 et 2, comprenant en outre une operation de lecture (1054) du message
auquel |'identificateur de message est attribué.

4. Procédé selon I'une des revendications 1 a 3, comprenant en outre les operations de:

35 - connexion du systeme de traitement d'appels et de messagerie a un ordinateur h6te exterleur, et
- envoi de |'identificateur de message a cet ordinateur note.

5. Procédé selon Ia revendication 4, comprenant en outre une operation de recuperation de |'identificateur de mes—
sage depuis I'ordinateur note.

40

6. Procédé selon I'une des revendications 1 a 5, comprenant en outre les operations de:

- memorisation d'un message de réponse au message,
- attribution d'un identificateur a ce message de réponse, cet identificateu r de message de réponse étant attribue

45 sans intervention du demandeur, et

- mémorisation de cet identificateur de message de réponse dans la mémoire.

7. Procédé selon Ia revendication 6, comprenant en outre I'opération d'association (1047) de I‘identificateur de mes—
sage de réponse au numéro de reference d'interrogation.50

8. Procédé selon I'une des revendications 6 et 7, comprenant en outre I'opération d'acces (1055) au message de
réponse au moyen de I'idenliiicaleur de message de réponse.

9. Procédé selon I'une des revendications 1 a 8, dans quuel I'opération de recuperation comprend en outre une
55 operation de recuperation d'une série d'identificateurs de messages au moyen du numéro de réfe’rence d'interro-

gation.

10. Procédé selon Ia revendication 9, comprenant en outre une operation de lecture de chaque message auquel
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chaque identiticateur de message de la serie d'identificateurs de messages est attribué.

Procédé selon I'une des revendications 1 a 10, dans quuel I'opération d'attribution comprend en outre une opé-
ration d'attribution d'un identificateur de message a une série de messages annexes.

Procédé selon I'une des revendications 1 a 11, dans quuel |'identificateur de message est utilise pour référencer
Ie message dans des commandes d'un scenario de traitement d'appels.

Systeme de traitement d'appels et de messagerie comprenant:

- oles moyens de reception d'appels (100, 105) ayant une série de Iignes (101, 151) pour Ie reception d'un
premier appel entrant d'une de ces Iignes (101, 151),

- des moyens (107, 113) de mémorisation d'un message provenant de ce premier appel entrant,
- des moyens (106, 110, 112) d'attribution d'un identiticateur de message a ce message, cet identificateur de

message etant attribue sans intervention du demandeur, et
- des moyens de reception d'un deuxieme appel entrant d'une des Iignes (101, 151),

caractérisé par:

- des moyens (106, 110, 112) de production dynamique d'un numéro de reference d'interrogation,
- des moyens (107, 113) de memorisation de I'Identiticateur de message et du numéro de reference d'interro-

gation,
- des moyens (105, 109) de communication orale du nume’ro de référence d'interrogation a un demandeur,
- des moyens (105, 110, 112) de reception du numéro de référence d'interrogation provenant du deuxieme

appel entrant, et
- oles moyens (106, 110, 112) de recuperation de |'identificateur de message au moyen du numéro de réiérence

d‘interrogation.

Systeme de traitement d'appels et de messagerie selon Ia revendication 13, comprenant en outre des moyens
d'acces au message au moyen de |'identificateur de message.

Systeme de traitement d'appels et de messagerie selon I'une des revendications 13 et 14, comprenant en outre
des moyens de lecture du message auquel |'identificateur de message est attribué.

Systeme de traitement d'appels et de messagerie selon I'une des revendications 13 a 15, comprenant en outre:

- des moyens de connexion de ce systeme a un ordinateur héte extérieur, et
- des moyens d'envoi de |'identificateur de message a cet ordinateur note.

Systeme de traitement d'appels et de messagerie selon Ia revendication 16, comprenant en outre des moyens de
recuperation de |'identificateur de message depuis I'ordinateur note.

Systeme de traitement d'appels et de messagerie selon I'une des revendications 13 a 17, comprenant en outre:

- des moyens de mémorisation d'un message de réponse au message,
- des moyens d'attribution d'un identificateur a ce message de réponse, cet identificateur de message the ré-

ponse étant attribué sans intervention du demandeur, et
- des moyens de memorisation de cet identificateur de message de réponse.

Systeme de traitement d'appels et de messagerie selon Ia revendication 18, comprenant en outre des moyens
d'association de |'identificateur de message de réponse au numéro de reference d'interrogation.

Systeme de traitement d'appels et de messagerie selon I'une des revendications 18 et 19, comprenant en outre
des moyens d'acces au message de réponse au moyen de |'identificateur de message de réponse.

Systeme de traitement d'appels et de messagerie selon I'une des revendications 13 a 20, comprenant en outre
des moyens de recuperation d'une série d'identiticateurs de messages au moyen du numéro de reference d'inter-
rogation.
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22. Systeme de traitemem d'appels et de messagerie selon Ia revendication 21 , comprenant en outre des moyens de
lecture de chaque message auquel chaque identificateur de message de la série d'identificateurs de messages
est attribué.

5 23. Systeme de traitement d'appels et de messagerie selon I'une des revendications 13 a 22, comprenant en outre
des moyens d'attribution d'un identificateur de message a une série de messages annexes.

24. Systeme de traitement d'appels et de messagerie selon I'une des revendications 13 a 23, dans quue1 I'identificateur
de message est utilise pour referencer |e message dans des commandes d'un scenario de traitement d'appels.
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FIGURE 1 (PRIOR ART)
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No 921

T ranstcr to live ussnstuncr
.072.

Yes-926 o

N“ 93" FIGURE 8
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FIGURE 9a

Receive PBX Integration Information indicating Called ID is the Help Desk.

o —1002-
SPEAK: ”Thank youfor calling the Help Desk. Press I to record
an inquiryfor the Help Desk. Press 2 to update an inquiry, Press
3 to check on response to a previous inquiry, or Press
0 to speak to an representative.

-1003-

 

  
  

INPUT: Caller enters selection.
4004—

@No-lm6®es—1066 G
No 1067

Yes l007

Yes-1069 o 
No 1070

@No-lon 0
Yes 1073

Transfer to line assistance.
-1074-

Access inquiry information stored on an lntemal or Host Computer
database. Open at new record and retrieve record number.

.1008-

  

   
SPEAK: "Please (.‘nterymtr Keven-digit telephone number
and press ff."

- l0l h-

INPL‘T: Caller enters telephone number.
- l(ll7~

Create a voice message. Integrate data into the message including

ttme. date. caller telephone numbgr. Retrieve message number.-l()l -

CD
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FIGURE 9b

 SPEAK: "Speak your name at the tone and

press #." (beep)
—1()19—   

   Receive voice message from caller
"Mark Smith".

-1020-  

 
 

 

SPEAK: ”Speak your inquiry at the tone and

press #. " (beep)
-1022-

 
  

 
 

 

  

eceive voice message from caller "My
work station has a problem. when can you

fix in" -102;   

  Access Inquiry information stored in an Internal or Host
Compurer database. Open a new record. Retrieve record
number. Put message number in inquiry record. Generate an

inquiry reference number.

 
 

  

 
 

—1()21- 

  SPEAK: "A technician will respond to this

inquiry within one hour. Please remember
inquiry reference number 555 . to retrieve
the technician '5‘ response. Thank roufor

calling the Help Desk . "
-1()24-

~l()'_‘."--
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FIGURE 9C

 
 

Receive PBX Integration Information indicating caller ID is a technician.
- I 031 -  
 

 Access Inquiry information stored in an Internal or Host Computer
database. Search for new inquiries. Retrieve inquiry record number.

Retrieve inquiry message number front record. Access message
referenced by message number.

-1()32—

 

 
  
  

  
 
  

SPEAK: ”Mark Smith left this messagefriday,
June 2nd at 9:45 am: My Work station has a problem,

when can youfix it." Press 1 to reply to the inquiry and
forward now. Press 2 to reply to message later. or

Press 3 to speak dircgtéy to Mark Smith.”-1(). . -

  
  

 

 

   INPUT: Caller enters selection.
4034-

No- 1036

Yes 1037 @m-1040
Create a v01ce message.

Integrate dam including No 1019
‘ -1041—

time and date into message.
- 1044-

@305- 1070
No 1071 CALL: Mark Smithl

telephone number, i
4043- I
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FIGURE 9d

  
 

 
  
  

 
  

 
 

SPEAK: ”Please speak your reply to
Mark Smith and press #."

-1045-

 
 

Receive voice message from caller.
”Mark, back up your files. I will be at
your cubicle today at 3:00 pm to fix
your work station."

-1046—

 Access Inquiry information stored in an
Internal or Host Computer database. Append
message number of Technician‘s response to
inquiry record. -1047-
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FIGURE 96:

SPEAK: “Enter inquiry number. "
- 105 l —

INPUT: Caller enters inquiry number.
-1052-

Access lnquiry information stored in an Internal
or Host Computer Database. Retrieve specified
inquiry number record. Retrieve original inquiry
message number from record. Retrieve message
referenced by message number.

- 1053'

   

 

 
  
  
 

 

  

  

SPEAK: “My workstation has a problem,
when can you fix it?" -

- I 054-   

 

 

 

Retrieve message number of Technician's response
message front Inquiry record in lnqmry Database.

4055- 7 7
 

  

SPEAK: "Mark Smith. technician reply
to inquiry 555 (in Friday. Juric 2nd at
10:05 am: ‘Murk. back up yourfiles. I
will be at your cubicle today at 3 :00 pm
to fix your work station.”

- 1056-
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FIGURE 9f

SPEAK: "Enter inquir}~ number. "

-1057-

 

 

  

  

 
  

INPUT: Caller enters inquiry number.

 Access Inquiry information stored in an
Internal or Host Computer database. Retrieve

specified inquiry number record. Retn‘eve
message number associated with inquiry
reference number.

- 1061-

 SPEAK: "Speak your message at the

tone and press #." (beep)
4060—

Record a voice message. Integrate data

into the message including time.
date. caller ID.

~105M—
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FIGURE 10a

-110]~

Receive PBX Integration
Information indicating caller
D is a dealer.

-'l 102-

 
 

  
  

 
 

  
  

 
 SPEAK: "Thank youfor calling ABC

company. Please enter your dealer
paxxword. “

~ 1 103-

lNPUT: Caller enters password.
-l 104-

Aecess Deal Information stored in

lntemal or Host Computer database.
Validate dealer password.

- l 105-

  

  

   
 

  

  

Vulid dealer? N0 ' 1107
4106-

    SPEAK: "Invalid Dealer paxsword.
Please reenter."

Yes HUS "‘09

SPEAK: Pram~ l lnp/(lt't’ order. Press 2 to
check line 0] (trediz. Pram (l m speak to u

dealer rcprcxcnmm-c
-llll).
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FIGURE 10b

INPUT: Caller enters a selection.
—1 111-

® No-1113
Yes 1114

SPEAK: "Enter product Number."
-1 1 15-

INPUT: Caller enters product
number "789".

-1 1 16-

Yes-1141 G

No—1144 °

 

  
 

  
  
  

 
 

  
Access Product information stored in an
Internal or Host Computer Database.
Retrieve information for entered prod uCl
number "789".

-1117-

Transfer to live
assistance.

-1 155-

 

  

   

  

 

SPEAK: "Product number 789 ix

available for shipmenzi The price ix
20 dollarx. Press I to place an order

Press 2 In reltugn to main menu.".1 1 '- 

INPUT: Caller enters a selection
~1119~
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FIGURE 10c

 SPEAK: "Enter quantity."
-1 123»

INPUT: Caller enters quantity.
-1 124-

Access Order information stored in an Internal or Host

Computer database. Put new order in Order Database.
Compare total price.

  
  

 
 

~ll25-

  

  

   
  

 

  

SPEAK: "The mutl amount is 180 dollars.
To order. enter P.0. number and press 4?."

-l 126- 

INPUT: Caller enters P.O. number.
-1l27~
 

Access Shipping and Inventory Information is stored in an
Internal or a Host Computer Database. Put the order and
PD. number in the shipping Inventory database.
Detemiine shipping date.

-1 128'

  

 SPEAK: "Your order will he shipped Friday. June 10m.
3 day delivery. Press I u: [cut-c an inquiry message.

Press 2 to return in [gain ntcniu.“- 1_ ._
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FIGURE 10d

INPUT: Caller enters selection.
—1132—

No-ll34 9140—1157 0
Yes 1135 Yes l158

 
  

 
  

 
   
  

 
 

' reate a voice message. Integrate

data including time. date. caller ID,
and order number.

-1 136-  
  

 
 

SPEAK: “At the tone pleaxc speak

your message and press # when
finished." (beep).

—1137—

 

 

 
 

Receive voice message from caller

"Please ship leCCIl)’ to our Chicago
office."

-1138—
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FIGURE 10c

Access Credit line information stored in an lntemal

or Host Computer Database Retrieve Credit line
summary for this caller ID.

-ll46 
SPEAK: "Your current balance is 5500 dollars.
You have 30,000 dollars available credit.

Press I to leave a message regarding account
balance or credit line. or press 2 to return
to main menu.“

- l 147-

INPUT: Caller enters selection.
-1 148-

No—l 150

Yes 1151 N041“) oCreate a voice message. Integrate
data including time, date. and

Yes 1 162caller ID.

  
  
  

  
 
  

 

-1152- 

SPEAK: "At the tone, please speak

your message and press it when
finished. ” (beep)

—] 153-

 

  

  
  

    

 

Receive voice message from callers
"I would like to increase my credit
limit to 50.000 dollars. sol can

order more products "
4154-
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Description

Background of the invention

The present Invention relates to votce mail systems
for use over the Internet.

Conventional voice mail systems (also termed
voice messaging systems) attach to the telephone net-
work, often via a PBX, and are used to store messages
from incoming calls when the intended recipient is ab-
sent or otherwise engaged. The intended recipient can
then listen to their stored messages at some future time.
A voice mail system is generally implemented either on
special purpose computer hardware, or else on a stand-
ard computer workstation equipped with a suitable te-
lephony Interface. Such voice mail systems are well-
known; one example is the DirectTalkMail system, avail-
able from IBM Corporatton, which operates in conjunc-
tion with the DirectTalk/BOOO voice processing system
(also available from IBM). Other examples of voice mail
systems are described in US 5,136 648 and EPA
0588576.

Also known are electronic mail systems (email),
which allow the transmission of text messages over a
computer network. The most prominent such network
over the last couple of years is the Internet, which pro-
vides a readily accessible, worldwide network for pack-
et-based communications. Background information
about the Internet and the World Wide Web can be found

in "Spinning the Web" by Andrew Ford (International
Thomson Publishing, London 1995) and "The World
Wide Web Unleashed" by John December and Neil
Flandall (SAMS Publishing, Indianapolis 1994).

Although originally intended primarily for the trans-
mission of computerdata, more recentlythe Internet has
been exploited to provIde real-time telephony commu-
nications. The primary attraction of the Internet for te-
lephony communications is the charging structure. Thus
many Internet users have a dial-up connection to an ac-
cess provider. This is normally over a local telephone
line, so such users pay only local telephone charges
when logged on. Some access providers charge a
monthly description, whilst others charge on the basls
of connection time (some may do both). However, there
is generally no charge associated with actual data trans-
fer over the network. As a result, the effective cost of an
international call over the Internet may be no more than
that of a local call of the same duration to the access

provider. In addition, the fully digital nature of the Inter-
net may potentially offer a richer functionallty (eg in
terms of conference calling) than conventional tele-
phone networks. Internet telephones are surveyed in
the article "Dial 1-800-lnternet" In Byte Magazine, Feb-
ruary1996, pas-88, and in the article "Nattering On", in
New Scientist, 2 March 1996, p38-40.

The transmission of voice signals overa packet net-
work is described for example in "Using Local Area Net-
works for Carrying Online Voice" by D Cohen, pages
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13-21, in "Voice Transmission over an Ethernet Back-
bone" by P Flavasio, B Marcogliese, and Ft Novarese,
pages 39—65, both in "Local Computer Networks" (edit-
ed by P Bavasio, G Hopkins, and N Naffah; North Hol-
land, 1982) and also in GB 2283152. The basic princi-
ples of such a scheme are that a first terminal or work-
station digitally samples a voice input signal at a regular
rate (eg 8 kHz). A number of samples are then assem-
bled into a data packet fortransmission overthe network
to a second terminal, which then feeds the samples to
a loudspeaker or equivalent device for playout, again at
a constant 8 kHz rate. Voice transmission over the In-

ternet is substantially similarto transmission over a LAN
(which may indeed provide part of the Internet transmis-
sion path), but there tends to be less spare bandwidth
available on the Internet. As a result, Internet tele-

phones normally compress the voice signal at the trans-
mitting end, andthen decompress it atthe receiving end.

There are several well-known problems with pack-
et-based voice communications. Firstly, there is a trans-
mission delay over the network, which is variable, de-
pending particularly on the utilisation of the network by
other nodes at any given time. Thus the arrival of pack-
ets at a destination node is both delayed and irregular.
If the packets were played out in irregular fashion, this
would have an extremely adverse effect on intelligibility
of the voice signal. Therefore, packet voice transmis-
sions utilise some degree of buffering at the reception
end, to absorb such irregularities. Such buffering how-
ever increases the delay between the original voice sig-
nal and the audio output at the destination end. This de-
lay may cause problems with echos, and more impor-
tantly, can render natural interactive two—way conversa-
tion difficult (In the same way that an excessive delay
on a transatlantic conventional phone call can be highly
intrusive). Yet further delays are introduced by the ne-
cessity to compress/decompress the voice signal.

Some Internet telephones which are currently com-
mercially available provide avoice mail facility, whereby
he calling party can leave a message if the called party
does not answer. This is somewhat analogous to the
conventional answerphone. Note that such systems are
imited In that generallythe called party is required to be
ogged onto the Internet to receive a voice message.
-lowever, many users with dial-up Internet access via a
modem have to pay on a time basis for a telephone call
'nto their Internet access provider, and moreover some
nternet access providers charge for connections on a
ime basis. Therefore most users log off from the Inter-

net when they are not using it to avoid incurring exces-
sive charges. In such circumstances, this implies that
hey are no longer able to receive a voice message

It would of course be possible for a user to transmit
a voice message in the form of a normal email (data)
message to another user who is not currently logged on.
The message Is then queued at the Internet access pro-
vider's sitefor delivery at next logon by the relevant user.
However, generally this approach offers few benefits
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over simply sending an email message, ratherthan the
voice message.

It is an object of the invention to provide improved
voice mail facilities forthe users of Internet telephones.

Accordingly, the invention provides a method of pro-
viding voice mail on the Internet comprising the steps of:

selecting to make a call from a first user at a first
Internet telephone system to a second user at a
second Internet telephone system;
determining that said second Internet telephone
system is not currently logged onto the Internet to
receive said call; and
transmitting a voice message for said second user
over the Internet toa voice mail system distinct from
said second Internet telephone system for subse-
quent retrieval by said second user.

The voice mail service is therefore available when

the first user cannot directly contact the second user
This may be determined as a result of actually trying to
place a call to the second user, or perhaps simply by
viewing the list of currently accessible parties. The voice
mail system is distinct from the second Internet tele-
phone system, and is intended to be continuously at-
ached to the Internet. The voice mail system is there-
ore available when the second Internet telephone sys-
em is not logged onto the Internet, thereby avoiding the

subscriber of this second system having to pay overly
'iigh Internet connection or usage charges.

In a preferred embodiment, responsive to a deter-
mination that the second Internet telephone system is
not currently logged onto the Internet, the first user at
he first lnternet telephone system is oflered a choice of

whether or not to leave a voice message for the second
user. Typically this choice is generated locally at the call-
'ng Internet telephone, although it may be generated at
some intermediate server in the network, which is used
or routing and placing calls. Assuming that the option
0 leave voice mail is accepted, a communications link

'5 established overthe Internet between thefirst Internet

elephone system and the voice mail system in orderto
ransmit the voice message for said second user. Said

communications link permits two-way communications,
and the voice mail system transmits to the first user one
or more prompts or greetings priortotransmission of the
message for the second user to the voice mail system.
Typically, said one or more prompts or greetings include
information concerning the current location and availab-
lity of the second user.

In the preferred embodiment, said voice message
can be retrieved by the second user either using an In-
ternet telephone overthe Internet, or by using aconven-
tional telephone over the conventional phone network.
It is generally most convenient i1 substantially the same
prompts and/or greetings are heard irrespective of
whether the voice mail system is accessed by the con-
ventional telephone network or over the Internet, since
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a subscriber is then only required to keep a single set
of prompts/greetings up—to—date. Notethat one ofthe ad-
vantages of the invention is that any voice mail stored
in the voice mail system can be immediately available
for retrieval by the mailbox owner, either by calling the
voice mail system by telephone, or by Internet access
(not necessarily via the mailbox owner's normal access
provider).

Preferably the method further comprises the step of
the voice mail system providing said second user of said
second Internet telephone with an indication that he or
she has a voice mail message waiting next time said
second user logs on to the Internet using an Internet tel-
ephone. This indication may be provided in response to
a requestfrom the lntemettelephone, which istransmit-
ted from the Internet telephone to the voice mail system
at start-up time.

It is also preferred that this indication is provided
irrespective of whether said voice mail message was re-
ceived over the Internet or over the conventional tele-

phone network. This emphasises one of the important
aspects of the invention, namely that a subscriber
should only need one voice mail service, and the dis-
tinction between the Internet and the conventional tele-

phone network should be essentially transparent to the
subscriber.

The invention also provides a telephone system for
making a telephone call over the Internet, including:

means for allowing a first user at said system to se-
lect a second user at a second Internet telephone
system to call;
means for determining that said second lnternet tel-
ephone system is not currently logged onto the In-
ternet to receive said call; and
means for transmitting a voice message for said
second user over the Internet to a voice mail system
distinct from said second Internet telephone system
for subsequent retrieval by said second user.

The telephone system will typically include means
for displaying one or more prompts or greetings to said
first user in textual or graphical form, although usage of
this facility may be somewhat restricted in orderto main-
tain conformity between the access mechanisms over
the Internet and over the conventional telephone net-
work.

The invention further provides a voice mail system
including:

means for receiving a voice message over the In-
ternet;

means for storing said voice message;
means for allowing said message to be retrieved
over the Internet; and means for allowing said mes-
sage to be retrieved over the conventional tele-
phone network.
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In a preferred embodiment, the voice mail system
further comprises means for transmitting one or more
prompts or greetings prior to receipt or retrieval of a
voice message over the Internet. Generally said one or
more prompts or greetings transmitted prior to receipt
of a voice message over the Internet may include infor-
mation concerning the current location and availablity of
the intended message recipient.

It is preferred that the voice mail system includes
means for receiVing a voice message over the conven-
tional telephone network, which can then be accessed
and processed in the same manner as messages re-
ceived over the Internet. Thus a message received over
either the Internet or the conventional telephone net-
work can be retrieved over either the Internet orthe con-

ventional telephone network without restriction. Further
in this vein, preferably there are means for providing an
indication to a subscriberthat he or she has one or more

voice mail messages waiting, and this indication in-
cludes both voice messages received over the Internet,
and voice messages received overthe conventional tel-
ephone network.

In the preferred embodiment, said means for receiv-
ing a voice message over the Internet includes means
for receiving avoice signal in compressed form split into
a plurality of packets, and means for assembling the
voice signal and decompressing it into said voice mes-
sage; and said means for allowing a voice message to
be retrieved over the Internet includes means for com-

pressing the message and packetising it prior to trans-
mission over the Internet.

Preferred embodiments of the invention will now be

described by way of example only, with reference to the
following drawings:

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of a voice mail sys-
tem;

Figure 2 is a schematic diagram of the prior art ar-
rangement of software running on the voice mail
system;
Figure 3 is a schematic diagram of an Internet tel-
ephone system;
Figure 4 is a schematic diagram of the audio
processing components on the audio adapter card
of the Internet telephone system of Figure 3;
Figure 5 illustrates the user interface presented by
the Internet telephone system of Figure 3;
Figure 6 is a schematic diagram of two Internet tel-
ephone systems and a voice mail system connect-
ed by the Internet;
Figure 7 is a schematic diagram of the enhance-
ments made to the voice mail system software,
compared with that shown in Figure 2, in order to
receive voice messages over the Internet in accord-
ance with the present invention.
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Detailed Description

Figure 1 is a simplified diagram of a voice mail sys-
tem based on a conventional computer workstation
comprising system unit 20., display screen 12, and key-
board 14. The system unit includes a microprocessor
22, FIOM/FIAM 24, and disk storage 26. connected to-
gether via bus 28. In order to operate as a voice mail
unit, the computer workstation is connected to tele-
phone Iine 66 via a digital trunk processor 64 and a dig-
ital trunk adapter card 62. The voice mail system also
includes a network adapter card 30 to connect the voice
mail system to a computer network (eg a LAN). The
voice mail system may also include other known com-
ponents, such as an audio capture/playback card, a CD-
FIOM and mouse (not shown).

The voice mail system illustrated in Figure 1 is
based on the DirectTalk/BOOO voice processing system,
available from IBM Corporation. The hardware compo-
nents of this system are an RISC System/8000 compu-
er workstation, plus the digital trunk processor and dig-
'tal trunk adapter. The DirectTalk/BOOO system connects
o the telephone networkthrough a T1 or El digital trunk
ine 66 (and via a PBX in most installations). The digital
runk processor is used to demultiplex incoming signals

and multiplex outgoing signals on the trunkline, and per-
orm log—linear conversion as appropriate. The digital
runk processor is also used to perform compression/

decompression. The digital trunk adapter effectively
acts as an interface between the workstation itself and

he digital trunk processor. Further details about the Di-
rectTalk/GOOO voice processing system can be found in
he manual "IBM AIX DirectTaIk/BOOO; General Informa-

ion and Planning" (publication number G038—1720—OO)
and the other manuals referenced therein.

Figure 2 is a simple block diagram of the main soft-
ware components running on the voice mail system of
Figure 1. Running on the RISC System/6000 worksta-
tion is first of all the operating system forthe workstation,
which in the present case is AIX 110, and then the Di-
rectTalk/6000 software 120 itself. The latter includes a

device driver for the telephony hardware (the digital
trunk adapter) Also on the RISC System/6000 worksta-
tion, effectively running as an application on top of the
DirectTalk/BOOO system, is DirectTalkMail 130, which
provides standard voice messaging capabilities.

It will be appreciated that voice mail systems such
as that illustrated in Figures 1 and 2 are well-known, and
that many variations on the system illustrated are also
well-known. For example, there are many systems in
which telephone line 66 is analog, in which case the dig-
ital trunk processor is often omitted, and its functions
performed, where appropriate by a suitable telephony
adapter card. The precise hardware configuration em-
ployed in the voice mail system is not relevant to an un-
derstanding of the present invention, and so will not be
discussed further.

The DirectTalkMail voice messaging system itself
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can be considered as a form of voice database system,
based on mailboxes. Thus each user or subscriber has

a mailbox, which has associated with it all the informa-

tion forthat user, eg their extension number, their pass-
word, the number of new messages that they have, their
current greeting, and so on. The mailbox also logically
contains the digitised stored messages for that user (al-
though physically the audio recording may be stored in
a different location from the other information). Each
mailbox has a unique identifier such as a number or
name, for example, each mailbox can be allocated the
extension number of the user associated with that mail-

box. The DirectTalkMail voice messaging system also
contains routines to allow callers to telephone messag-
es into the database and subscribers to extract messag-
es from the database for listening over the telephone,
as well as otherfunctions such as forwarding messages.
The operation of a voice mail system in such a manner
is well—known and so will not be described further.

Figure 3 is a simplified schematic diagram of a client
computer system which may be used for telephone
transmission over the Internet. The computer worksta-
tion of Figure 3, which is similar to that of Figure 1, but
generally less powerful, has a system unit 310 including
microprocessor 322, semi—conductor memory (ROM/
FIAM) 324, hard disk 326, and a bus over which data is
transferred 328. Other typical components of the com-
puter are a display 312, keyboard 314, and mouse (not
shown). The computer of Figure 3 may be any conven-
tional workstation, such as an Aptiva computer, availa-
ble from IBM Corporation. Alternatively, any other form
of suitable Internet access device, including the new
generation of low—cost systems (effectively sub—PCs)
which are currently being developed may be employed
instead as the client telephone terminal.

The computer of Figure 3 is equipped with two
adapter cards. The first of these is a network adapter
card 330. This card, together with accompanying soft-
ware such as the TCP/IP communications stack, allows

messages to be transmitted onto and received from a
computer network such as a Local Area Network (LAN).
In this case, it is presumed that the Internet is accessed
viathe LAN. Alternatively (or additionally), the computer
of Figure 3 may have a modem (not shown), installed
either internally as another adapter card, or externally,
for example via the RS-232 serial port. The modem in
turn can be connected to a telephone socket. allowing
dial-up access to an Internet provider. The operation of
a network adapter card or modem to provide Internet
access is well-known, and so again will not be described
in detail.

The second card shown in Figure 3 is an audio card
362 which is connected to a headset including micro-
phone 366 and earphones 364 for audio input and out-
put respectively (alternatively the computer in Figure 3
may have a loudspeaker, and built-in microphone, but
the use of a headset is preferred to optimise the quality
of the audio signal produced and actually heard).
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The audio card is shown in more detail In Figure 4.
The card illustrated and used in the preferred embodi-
ment is an M—Wave card available from IBM Corpora-
ion, although other cards are commercially available
hat perform an analogous function. The card 362 con-
ains an A/D converter 442 to digitise incoming audio
signals from the attached microphone 366. The A/D
converter is attached to a codec 444, which samples the
'ncoming audio signal into samples (eg 8 bit or 16 bit).
Digitised samples are then passed to a digital signal
processor (DSP) 446 on the card via a buffer 448 where
hey are compressed. The DSP is controlled by one or
more programs stored in semiconductor memory 452
on the card. Data can be transferred by the DSP to and
rom the main PC bus.

Audio signals to be played out are received by the
DSP 446 from the PC bus 328, and processed in a con-
verse fashion to incoming audio. That is, the output au-
dio signals are passed through the DSP 446 for decom-
pression, and then through buffer 450 to the codec 444,
rom there to a D/A converter 454, and finally to a loud-

speaker 364 or other appropriate output device.
There are various compression/decompression

echniques that are available for audio communication
over the Internet. The preferred embodiment uses a
modified version of GSM, which is the standard com-

pression technique used in Europe for cellular phones,
to provide voice compression. Another possible tech-
nique to use is the DigiTalk system developed by Rock-
well Communications. Such technologies as these re-
duce the bandwidth requirements for voice communica-
tions to Iessthan 1O kbits per second. Note that although
the embodiment shown in Figure 4 performs the com-
pression/decompression on a DSP, in other embodi-
ments this processing may be performed purely in soft-
ware on the host computer.

In order to operate as an Internet telephone, the
computer system of Figure 3 must contain appropriate
application software. In the preferred embodiment, this
application software is called WebTalker, and provides
a user interface as shown in Figure 5. This interface in-
cludes message panel 505, which can be used to pass
status messages to the user (eg "dialling", "engaged",
etc), and a set of control buttons 510. The Call button
511 allows a call to be made to a named individual, wh list
the User List button 512 provides access to a server di-
rectory (see below), as well as to a listing of people who
have been called previously (or from whom calls have
been received) Clicking on the name of a desired indi-
vidual from one of these lists results in a call being made
to the corresponding email address for that individual.
The remaining control buttons, Set-Up 513. Help 515,
Mute 514 and Exit 516 are substantially self-explanato-
ry, and will not be described further since they are not
directly relevant to an understanding of the present in-
vention.

The window also contains slider bars, which can be
used to control Volume 530, Voice Quality 531 , and Mi-
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crophone Sensitivity 532. It will be appreciated that it is
possible to improve voice quality for example by reduc-
ing the degree of compression, or by increasing the
amount of buffering at the receiving end, although these
will tend to lead to increased delays. Finally, the window
contains Mail Waiting light 520 and Voice Mail light 525.
which will be explained in more detail below.

The operation of the Webtalker telephone is as fol-
lows (see Figure 6). When the user starts up the Webt-
alker software telephone client 620 on the Internet 600,
the telephone logs onto a server 650 on the Internet.
There may be multiple possible servers, but a default
one is chosen in accordance with the set—up parameters
of the Internet telephone. It will be appreciated that this
requires the Web telephone to use standard Internet
communications facilities, as well—known in the art.

The server maintains a list of people currently
logged on to the Internet and using Webtalker. This list
is accessible to the user (via the User List control but-
ton), allowing the user to select another party to call.
Thecalled partythen receives notification oftheir incom-
ing call in their control window 505, plus a pop-up box
asking them whether or not they wish to accept the call.
Assuming the call is accepted then this establishes a
direct link between the two clients (ie the two Internet
telephones) independent of the server. This link pro-
vides a TCP/IP control channel and a UDP data chan-

nel. The two clients can start audio communications, us-

ing their audio subsystems as described above. Thus
the audio datafrom each client is processed into a com-
pressed form, and then transmitted over the UDP data
channel to the other client. The audio communications

can either be full duplex, or, to save bandwidth, half du-
plex.

In practice although the audio quality across the
network is acceptable, the end to end delay Internet may
be a couple of seconds or more, which means that com-
pletely natural conversation is not possible. Thus it can
become confusing if one party tries to interrupt another
or does not clearly indicate when he or she finishes
speaking. However, once a user is accustomed to these
limitations, then an Internet telephone conversation be-
comes a very valuable method of communication.

As so far described, the WebTalker application has
substantially the same function as known Internet tele-
phones, and so its operation will be well understood by
the skilled person. However, in accordance with the
present invention, the WebTalker telephone includes
the additional facility of allowing a voice message to be
left when the called party is not logged onto the Internet.
This is to be contrasted with the situation with known

Internet telephones, which at the called end provide a
voice mail message when the called party is logged onto
the network, but choses not to answer an incoming call.
As explained previously, most users, particularly those
at home, do log-off from the Internet when not specifi-
cally using it to avoid paying unnecessary connection
charges.
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There can be several reasons why a call might be
made to a party who is not currently logged on. One pos-
sibility is for the server list to be in error, perhaps be-
cause of a recent failue in the network, which has not

yet been reflected in the list. Another possibility is that
a caller exited abnormally from the Webtalker applica-
tion (eg they crashed out), and so did not triggerthe nor-
mal log off procedure at shut—down (normally the sewer
would eventually time out with respect to these termi-
nals, and eventually log them off anyway). Another pos-
sibility is that the call is made using the Call button 511,
with the address of the called party directly entered,
therefore by—passing the sewer list of users currently
logged on (not all Internet telephones enable this).

Figure 6 illustrates the situation where client 1 has
a first WebTalker telephone 620, connected to the Inter-
net 600 typically via a modem and telephone line 625.
Likewise client 2 has a WebTalker telephone 630, and
a similar dial—up connection 635 to the Internet. Howev-
er, client 2 is not currently logged onto the Internet, so
this connection is shown in a dashed line.

At this point, when client 1 tries unsuccessfully to
make acall to client 2, the WebTalker telephone of client
1 provides a status message indicating that the call
could not be made because client 2 is not currently
logged onto the network. Further, the WebTalker tele-
phone invites client 1 to leave a voice mail message for
client 2 Assuming that client 1 does opt to leave a voice
mail message, then the WebTalker telephone dials up
the voice mail system 610 in exactly the same manner
as dialling any other WebTalker telephone on the Inter-
net.

In the preferred embodiment, the option of sending
voice mail is therefore controlled by the calling Internet
telephone without reference to the server. However, as
an alternative, the server may be involved. For example,
in addition to presenting a list of users currently logged
on, the server may present an additional list of callers
for whom voice messages can be left Selecting a caller
from this list results in a call being made to the voice
mail system, in the same manner that selecting a cur-
rently logged on user results in a call to that user. In such
circumstances, it may in fact be desirable for the voice
mail system itself to log onto the server.

In general, the voice mail system 610 will have the
capability to handle many lines of incoming traffic, and
have a permanent connection into the Internet. The
voice mail system 610 will typically be managed by a
service provider Client 2 may pay a subscription for this
service, or it might perhaps be included free with an In-
ternet access package, or telephone line rental, in order
to encourage usage. Similarly, an organisation market-
ing Internettelephones might offerthe voice mail service
to attract users to their particular offering. Alternatively,
a company might provide the voice mail system 610 for
all its employees.

It is assumed that client 1 was informed of the In-

ternet address of the voice mail system 610 for client 2
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at the same time that it learned of the Internet address

of client 2, and that these have been stored together in
a directory on client 1. It may also be possible for client
1 to interrogate the server 650 to find out the address of
he voice mail system for client 2; or as suggested

above, the connection may in fact be initiated through
he server. Alternatively it may be that all subscribers to
he WebTalker Internet telephone may use the same

voice mail service. However, in the event that the WebT-

alker telephone is unable to determine the address of
he voice mail system for client 2, then an appropriate

error message is supplied to client 1.
Figure 7 illustrates the enhancements necessary to

he voice mail system 610 in order to allow it to receive
calls from the WebTalker telephone. As shown previous-
y in Figure 2, the DirectTalkMail system 730 is essen-
ially an application running on top of the DirectTalk/

6000 v0ice processing system 720, which itself is an ap-
plication running on top of the AIX operating system 710
0 provide recording and playout of voice segments etc.
ncluded within the DirectTalk voice processing system

'5 a custom server interface 725, which allows C pro-
grams to interact directly with the DirectTalk/6000 voice
database. Use of the custom server interface is required
'n the present instance since the voice messages are
not being played out over the standard telephone inter-
ace (via the digital trunkadapter), but rathertransmitted
'n software format overthe Internet. The custom server
'nterface is described in more detail in the manual IBM

AIX DirectTalk/GOOO Voice Application Development
reference SC33-1722-OO).

In order for the DirectTalkMail to receive WebTalker

elephone calls, appropriate software has to be provid-
ed. This software can effectively be split into two com-
ponents, with an interface between them. The first com-
ponent provides the WebTalker interface 750, and in-
cludes communications software 760 to allow commu-

nications over the Internet (nb some of the software nec-
essary for this is already provided in the operating sys-
tem 710, as known in the art). The WebTalker interface
software 750 ensures that to a client WebTalker tele-

phone, such as WebTalker telephone 620 (see Figure
6), the voice mail system can appear substantially sim-
ilar to another WebTalker telephone. Therefore, when
the voice mail system needs to play out a prompt over
the Internet, the WebTalker IF component 750 is respon-
sible for compressing the audio, packaging it correctly,
and transmitting it out over the Internet to the client sys-
tem. Conversely, for incoming audiofrom the client sys-
tem, the WebTalker IF component is responsible for de-
compressing, buffering, and assembling the received
packets into a proper audio signal. Note that this
processing may be done all in software (ie there is no
need for special hardware at the voice processing sys-
tem such as that shown in Figure 4).

The DirectTalkMail interface component 740 is
therefore passed incoming audio signals in PCM format
from the WebTalker interface (A law, mu law, or any oth-
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ersuitable digital audio format could be used), and uses
the DirectTalk/GOOO custom server interface to store

these as voice messages in the DirectTalk/SOOO voice
database. Similarly, the DirectTalkMail interface compo-
nent uses the custom server interface to retrieve stored

prompts and voice messages, converts to the appropri-
ate format (eg PCM) and passes these over to the
WebTalker interface component for compression, and
transmission to the client. Each mailbox in the voice da-

tabase may have an assigned Internet address, so that
calls intended fora client at a particular Internet address
(as specified by the information received from the
WebTalker interface component) can be stored in the
correct mailbox (alternatively incoming calls could be re-
quired to specify a mailbox number). It will be appreci-
ated that in common with most voice mail systems, Di-
rectTalkMail actually performs its own compression on
voice messages prior to storage, to reduce storage re-
quirements. The compression technique used by the
voice mail system differs from that used by the WebT-
alker telephone system, hence the need to decompress
andthe recompress incoming calls (and similarlyforout-
going calls), although it is certainly feasible for a voice
mail system and Internet telephone to use the same
compression scheme throughout.

The most basic embodiment of the present inven-
tion simply allows forthe two-waytransmission of audio,
enabling the callerto hearagreeting or prompt, and then
to leave a message. However, it will be appreciated that
the DirectTalkMail system, in common with most voice
mail systems, is normally controlled by a user pressing
DTMF keys on their telephone to select between multi-
ple commands or options. In order to providethis control
to a client over an Internet, a facility is added to the
WebTalker telephone, such that when it dials a voice
mail system, atelephone keypad is presented to the us-
er of the WebTalker telephone. By clicking on the de-
sired button (ie digits 0-9, * or #), the user of the WebT-
alker telephone can transmit a control command to the
voice mail system. The selected command is not trans-
mitted as a DTMF signal, but rather as a simple mes-
sage containing an identifier of the pressed key, since
this requires far less bandwidth. This identifier is distin-
guished from normal audio data, so that it is properly
recognised by the WebTalker interface component 650.
The identifier is then passed tothe DirectTalkMail inter-
face, which interacts with the DirectMail and DirectTalk/
6000 systems to ensure that the requested function is
performed.

The two-way audio exchange between the voice
mail system and the client Webtalker telephone, togeth-
er with the facility for the client to send and the voice
mail system to accept identifiers corresponding to DT-
MF tones, provide a full function voice mail service,
thereby allowing (for example) client 1 to leave a voice
mail message for client 2, when client 2 is not logged
onto the Internet to personally receive a telephone call.
It will be appreciated that voice mail system E510 can typ-
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'cally accept many incoming calls simulatneously. In-
deed, unlike conventional operation of a voice mail sys-
em, which is limited by a predetermined number of tel-
ephone ports, there is not necessarily any hard limit on
he number of software Internet calls which can be han-

dled at the same time (rather, as the number of calls
'ncrease, performance will eventually start to degrade,
due to the finite processing power available at the voice
mail system, or the limited bandwidth of the voice mail
nternet connection, or both).

Once a voice mail message has been stored within
he voice mail system 610, then there are several pos-

sible mechanisms for retrieving it. Firstly, the message
can be retrieved in conventional fashion overthe normal

elephone network. Thus the user simply dials the tele-
phone number associated with the v0ice mail system,
and can then access any messages they have by re-
sponding to appropriate prompts, and (generally) enter-
ing a password.

Another possibility is that the message can be re-
trieved overthe Internet using a Web browserwith audio
capability. This can be implemented by having the voice
mail system act as a WWW site, with universal resource
locators pointing to a user mailbox, and the mail mes-
sages within. This approach is described in more detail
in PCT application PCT/GBQS/OZOOQ, and is also pro-
vided bythe currently available release of the DirectTalk/
6000 and DirectTalkMail products (see the manual IBM
AIX DirectTalkMail Administration, reference
8033-1733-00). As a slight variation on the approach
described therein, once a message has been selected,
the Web browser may also provide the option of having
this message delivered to the user's Internet telephone
system (which will generally be running on the same ma-
chine as the browser). It may be advantageous to have
the Internet telephone system playthe message (rather
than the browser itself), for example because the former
allows the message to be subsequently forwarded, or
will allow the caller's address to be stored in the user‘s

directory.
The preferred embodiment provides another possi-

bility, that of accessing the stored voice mail message
from a WebTaIker telephone. Thus as part of its start-up
procedure, the WebTaIker telephone interrogates the
voice mail system associated with that client (this can
be specified as part of the set-up procedure). The Webt-
alker telephone client therefore sends a query to the
voice mail system, which is received by the WebTaIker
interface component and passed into the DirectTalkMail
system. The DirectTalkMail system then identifies the
mailbox corresponding to the specified Internet address
for that client, and returns an indication of whether or
not there are any new messages for that user. This in-
dication is returned by the WebTaIker interface compo-
nent to the requesting WebTaIkertelephone, and if pos-
itive, the message waiting indicator on the WebTaIker
telephone client screen is activated (eg by highlighting
or making a different colour).
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In order to access the voice messages, the client
Internet telephone then places a call over the Internet
tothe voice mail system. This is done by simply pressing
the v0ice mail button, which automatically dials the de-
fault voice mail system for that client. This establishes
a two—way audio call between the client Internet tele-
phone and the voice mail system. The call can now pro-
ceed in analogous fashion to that described above for
entering a voice message into the system. Again, the
voice mail system plays various prompts to the user,
who is provided with a simulated DTMF kepad on his or
her screen. The user selectsthe desired button, and can

navigate through the voice mail system, including typi-
cally some password protection, to obtain access to
their voice mail, which can then be played out to them
overthe Internet. Thus the user can have immediate ac-

cess to their voice mail, either via the conventional tel-

ephone network, or from any location on the Internet.
It will be appreciated that many variations on the

above approach are possible. For example instead of
using a simulated DTMF kepad for inputting control
commands, it may be possible to include a voice recog-
nition facility with the voice mail system to allow a client
to simply speak his or her desired choice. Another pos-
sibility is for all prompts from the voice mail system to
be available for transmission in text form to a client, and

displayed there textually or graphically, eg perhaps us-
ing a menu structure, thereby significantly reducing
bandwidth requirements and overall delay. It is also pos-
sible for DirectTalkMail to exploit the enhanced user in-
terface of the client (compared to a conventional tele-
phone) to provide information in a more convenient for-
mat to the client. For example, rather than asking a user
to "Press 1 to hear messages" (say), the system might
simply display the command "Listen to messages", with
associated button. Selecting this button would then re-
sult in the voice mail system taking the same action as
if a "1" had been pressed on a conventional telephone.
The enhanced capabilities of the screen interface may
befurther exploited to provide the user with features that
are not directly available when calling from a conven-
tional telephone. For example, the voice mail system
could send a text list of stored messages, together with
information such as the sender of the message, to allow
a user to immediately assess all his or her outstanding
mesages (nb this is the approach taken with the voice
mail Web browser access described above).

It will be appreciated that although the systems de-
scribed so far transmit telephone calls entirely over the
Internet, for some Internet telephone systems it is in fact
possible to make hybrid telephone calls. In these cases
the originating or destination telephone may in fact be
a conventional telephone, with one or more servers act-
ing as interface units between the Internet and the con-
ventional telephone network (indeed, the voice mail sys-
tem itself may possibly be so connected). As used here-
in, the term "lnternet telephone" is generally meant to
cover such systems, and references to transmission
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over the Internet may include transmission overthe con-
ventional telephone network along some of the route.

It is possible for the voice mail service described
above to be invoked not only when the called party is
not logged onto the Internet, but even when they are
logged on, but unable or unwilling to accept the call at
the time that it is received. This would avoid the need

for an Internet telephone to provide a local voice mail
service. In this case, the Internet telephone, in refusing
to accept a call, could transmit back to the calling party
the Internet address of its preferred voice mail system.

There are also many possibilities for the action to
be taken by the voice mail system on receipt of an in-
coming voice message. For example, it might tryto page
the intended recipient, orpossibly place atelephone call
through to them at a previously indicated location. An-
other possibility is to send an email notification to them,
to be read next time they log on to the Internet.

It will be recognised that one of the drawbacks with
current Internet telephones is that systems from differ-
ent vendors are generally incompatible with one anoth-
er. Although efforts are being made to provide standard-
isation, it will be noted that the voice mail system of the
present invention may easily be adaptedto support mul-
tiple formats. The simplest way of achieving this is to
have software which is the equivalent of the WebTaIker
interface 750 and communications layer 760 for each
different telephone format, with incoming/outgoing calls
being identified and passed to the correct interface soft-
ware.

An important aspect of the invention is that allows
a subscriber to maintain a single voice mailbox, acces-
sible either over the Internet, or the conventional tele-
phone network. Thus a user has only a single greeting
response to maintain (eg to inform callers if the user is
eg in a meeting, away on vacation, or whatever). Fur-
thermore, voice mail messages may be treated in ex-
actly the same manner, whether received over the In-
ternet or conventional telephone network, and whether
accessed and retrieved via the Internet or the conven-

tional telephone network. For example, when a user
may notified of the number or existence of new or stored
messages, withoutanydistinction as tothe origin receipt
mechanism of the messages. The voice mail system of
the invention therefore offers the user greater power and
flexibility, without any corresponding increase in com-
plexity.

Claims

1. A method of providing voice mail on the Internet
comprising the steps of:

selecting to make a call from a first user at a
first Internet telephone system to a second user
at a second Internet telephone system;
determining that said second Internet tele-
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phone system is not currently logged onto the
Internet to receive said call; and
transmitting a voice message for said second
user over the Internet to a voice mail system
distinct from said second Internet telephone
system for subsequent retrieval by said second
usen

2. The method of claim 1, wherein responsive to a de-
termination that the second Internet telephone sys-
tem is not currently logged onto the Internet, the first
user at the first Internet telephone system is offered
a choice of whether or not to leave a voice message
for the second user.

3. The method of claim 1 or 2, further comprising the
step of establishing a communications link over the
Internet between the first Internet telephone system
and the voice mail system in order to transmit the
voice message for said second user.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein said communica-

tions link permits two—way communications, and the
voice mail system transmits to the first user one or
more prompts or greetings prior to transmission of
the message for the second user to the voice mail
system.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein said one or more
prompts or greetings include information concern-
ing the current location and availablity ofthe second
user

6. The method of claim 4, wherein said information

concerning the current location and availability of
the second user is also heard if the voice mail sys-
tem is accessed by the conventional telephone net-
work.

7. The method of any preceding claim, wherein said
voice message can be retrieved bythe second user
either using an Internet telephone overthe Internet,
or by using a conventional telephone over the con-
ventional phone network.

8. The method of any preceding claim, wherein said
second user needs to supply a password to the
voice mail system prior to retrieval of said voice
message.

9. The method of any preceding claim, further com-
prising the step of the voice mail system providing
said second user of said second Internet telephone
with an indication that he or she has a voice mail

message waiting next time said second user logs
on to the Internet using an Internet telephone.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein said indication is
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11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

17

provided in response to a request from the Internet
telephone, which istransmitted fromthe Internettel-
ephone to the voice mail system at start-up time.

The method of claim 9 or 10, wherein said indication

is provided irrespective of whether said voice mail
message was received over the Internet or over the
conventional telephone network.

A telephone system for making a telephone call
over the Internet, including:

means for allowing a first user at said system
to select a second user at a second Internet tel-

ephone system to call;
means for determining that said second Inter-
net telephone system is not currently logged
onto the Internet to receive said call; and

means for transmitting a voice message for
said second user over the Internet to a voice

mail system distinct from said second Internet
telephone system for subsequent retrieval by
said second user.

The telephone system of claim 12, further including
means responsive to a determination that the sec-
ond Internet telephone system is not currently
logged onto the Internet, for offering the first user
the option of leaving a voice message for the sec-
ond user.

The telephone system of claim 12 or 18, further in-
cluding means for establishing a communications
link over the Internet to a voice mail system associ-
ated with said second user in order to transmit a

voice message for said second user.

The telephone system of claim 14; wherein said
communications link permits two-way communica-
tions to allow said first user to receive one or more

prompts or greetings prior to transmission of the
message for the second user.

The telephone system of claim 15, further including
means for displaying one or more prompts or greet-
ings to said first user in textual or graphical form.

The telephone system of any of claims 12 to 15, fur-
ther including means for receiving from the voice
mail system information that said first user has one
or more new messages in the voice mail system,
and means for providing a visual indication accord-
ingly to said first user.

The telephone system of claim 17, further including
means responsive to the start-up of said telephone
system for sending a request to the voice mail sys-
tem in order to receive said information whether the
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19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

18

first user has one or more new messages.

A voice mail system including:

means for receiving a voice message for over
the Internet;
means for storing said voice message;
means for allowing said message to be re-
trieved over the Internet; and means for allow-
ing said message to be retrieved over the con-
ventional telephone network.

The voice mail system of claim 19, further compris-
ing means for transmitting one or more prompts or
greetings prior to receipt or retrieval of avoice mes-
sage over the Internet.

The voice mail system of claim 20, wherein said one
or more prompts or greetings transmitted prior to
receipt of avoice message over the Internet include
information concerning the current location and
availablity of the second user.

The voice mail system of any of claims 19 to 21,
further including means for receiving a voice mes-
sage over the conventional telephone network.

The voice mail system of any of claims 19 to 22,
wherein said means for receiving a voice message
over the Internet includes means for receiving a
voice signal in compressed form split into a plurality
of packets, and means for assembling the voice sig-
nal and decompressing it into said voice message.

The voice mail system of any of claims 19 to 23,
wherein said means for allowing a voice message
to be retrieved over the Internet includes means for

compressing the message and packetising it prior
to transmission over the Internet.

The voice mail system of any of claims 19 to 24,
further including means for providing an indication
to a subscriber that he or she has one or more voice

mail messages waiting.

The voice mail system of claim 25, wherein said in-
dication includes both voice messages received
over the Internet, and voice messages received
over the conventional telephone network.

The voice mail system of claim 25 or 26, wherein
said indication is provided to a subscriber using an
Internet telephone system in response to a query
received over the Internet from said system.
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR TRANSMITTING

DOCUMENTS

This invention relates to methods of and apparatus

for transmission of docmnents .

It is a common and oft-repeated circumstance of business and

consumer life that one needs to obtain a printed document from a supplier

of same. Such documents range from government forms to integrated

circuit "specification" sheets to airline schedules. A typical such transaction
begins when the person needing the documents telephones the business
establishment or agency in question and, having been put in contact with

an order clerk, salesman, etc, requests the needed document. Typically, the
document is delivered to the requester in the mail. When the requester is in

a hurry, however, an "overnight delivery" service or, perhaps, private
messenger may be used. Such expedited delivery mechanisms are relatively

expensive, however.

The present invention is directed to a system, which is

illustratively microcomputer-based, for delivering printed or other pre-
formed documents to requesters rapidly and at low cost. In particular, the

requester dials a telephone number associated with the system. The latter
uses voice generation circuitry to invite the requester, hereinafter the
"caller", to specify the document needed, such as by pushing particular keys

of his/her touch tone telephone. Upon ascertaining the identity of the
document in question, the computer transmits the document to the caller in
standard facsimile form.

Advantageously, if the telephone call was initiated from a

telephone connected with a facsimile machine—a fact that the system may
ascertain by querying the caller during the telephone transaction—the
facsimile data is communicated over the telephone connection already

established. If, on the other hand, the telephone call was initiated from a

telephone that is not connected with a facsimile machine, then, in preferred
embodiments of the invention and in accordance with a feature thereof, the

caller is prompted to enter the telephone number of a facsimile machine to
which the requested document can be sent and the document is then sent
there.
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In accordance with a further feature of the invention, when

the document is to be sent to a facsimiTe machine other than one

connected with the caiiers teIephone, the ca11er may aiso be

prompted for ca11er-identifying data, such as his/her teiephone
number. This data is suppiied by the system with the requested

document--preferab1y on a separate cover sheet—thereby enabiing an

attendant at the receiving facsimiTe machine to identify the

intended recipient.

The invention wi11 now be described by way of exampIe with

reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 is a b10ck diagram of a microcomputer system embodying

the invention;

FIG. 2 is a biock diagram of a standard facsimiie machine

station from which documents can be requested from the system of

FIG. 1;

FIG. 3 is a fiowchart of the processing performed by software

within the system of FIG. 1; and

FIG. 4 is a memory map of a region of the hard disk used in

the system of FIG. 1.

Referring now to FIG. 1 system 10 is based around a standard
microcomputer and commerciaiiy avaiiabie speciai-purpose circuit
cards and provides individuais who ca11 into the computer with a

cataTOg service—Specificaiiy, in this exampie, the abiiity to
request “specification" sheets for integrated circuits.

The system is i11ustrative1y based on an AT&T Mode1 PCGBOO

persona] computer, at the heart of which is a microprocessor 11
having address, data and contr01 buses denoted genericaiiy as bus
21. Connected to bus 21 are a disp1ay memory 12 whose contents are

used by a video controiier 13 to generate video signais for a CRT

14; a universal asynchronous receiver transmitter (UART) 15, which
serves as a seriai interface between microprocessor 11 and a

keyboard 16; an interrupt controiier 17, to which hardware
interrupt Ieads (not shown) extend, inter a1ia, from UART 15; a

f10ppy disk controlTer 28, which serves as an interface between
microprocessor 11 and a f10ppy disk memory 29, and a hard disk
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controiier 31, which serves as an interface between microprocessor

11 and hard disk memory 33. The iatter hoids, inter aiia, voice,

image and text fiies 33a, 33b and 33c, respectiveiy, as discussed in
further detaii
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hereinbelow; a copy of the workstation’s operating system 33d»illustratively
the MS—DOS. operating system; a copy of an application module, herein
referred to as "facsimile catalog program" 33e, which, when executing,

controls the system hardware; and a
number of other files not here relevant indicated at 331'.

Also connected to bus 21 is random access memory (RAM) 34

and read-only memory (ROM) 35. When the system is in operation,
RAM 34 holds the executed copies of a) the operating system, indicated
m 34a, and b) facsimile catalog program, indicated as 34b, and c) other
software not here relevant, indicated as 34c. ROM 35 contains the
conventional Basic Input/Output System (BIOS) 35a as well as other

firmware 35b.

Also connected to bus 21 are two circuit cards that play a central

role in implementing the invention. One of these is voice card 39 which
may be, for example, the card marketed by Natural Mcrosystems under the
name WATSON. As called out in the drawing, voice card 39 includes input

and output connectors 395 and 397, respectively, a switch 391 and voice
processing circuitry 394, the latter comprising all the other circuitry on the
card. When in one position, switch 391 simply interconnects connector 395
and 397, thereby providing ‘a direct path through the card. When in its
other position, switch 391 connects input connector 395 to the voice

processing circuitry.
' Voice card 39 has a number of capabilities. Among the

capabilities relevant here are the ability to a) recognize touch tone inputs
and report the identity of the digit or symbol represented thereby onto
bus 21 and b) to re-create human speech from digitally stored versions
thereof supplied from the bus and to output that speech to connector 395.

The other of the aforementioned circuit cards is facsimile

card 37, illustratively the FAXCON—20 facsimile communication board
available from AT&T. Similar to voice card 39, facsimile card 37 includes

input and output connectors 375 and 377, respectively, a switch 371 and
facsimile processing circuitry 374, the latter comprising all the other
circuitry on the card. Among the capabilities of facsimile card 37 relevant
here is the ability to accept files containing text and/or image data, convert

35 that data into facsimile images and supply it, when switch 371 is
appropriately thrown, to connector 375 using standard facsimile formats
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and protocols.

Circuit cards 37 and 39 are interconnected by way of a jumper

cable 38 which connects facsimile card output connector 377 to voice card

input connector 395. In addition, a telephone line 36 is connected to
facsimile card input connector 375 and a standard telephone set 40 is

connected to voice card output connector 397.
When the system is in an idle state, switch 371 within card 37 is

set so as to interconnect facsimile card connectors 375 and 377 while

switch 391 within card 39 is set, so as to interconnect voice card

connectors 395 and 397. Thus prior to the receipt of any telephone call,

telephone line 36 is directly connected through both cards to telephone
set 40.

Turning now to FIGS. 2 and 3, the facsimile station depicted in

FIG. 2 is seen to comprise a standard facsimile machine 6 having connected

thereto a standard touch-tone telephone 8 and a conventional telephone

line 3 which extends into the public dialed network. When a person at

telephone 8 wishes to be availed of the catalog service provided by
system 10, he/she dials the telephone number associated with telephone 40.
Having been instructed by facsimile catalog program 34b, which is now in
control of the system, to be monitoring the incoming line, voice card 39

recognizes the ringing voltage and, as indicated at 41 of FIG. 3, answers the
call. It does this, specifically, by causing its switch 391 to connect voice

processing circuitry 394 to connector 395 and thence to the telephone line
back through facsimile card 37. (Although not shown in the FIG., voice

processing circuitry 394 has an internal connection to connector 395 that
enables it to monitor the signals applied thereto, such as ringing voltage.)

Facsimile catalog program 34b at this point operates voice

card 39 to deliver a sequence of messages to the caller. In each case, the

message is delivered by instructing the operating system 34a to retrieve one
of voice files 33a from hard disk 33 and route the file via bus 21 to voice

processing circuitry 394 of voice card 39. The voice processing circuitry
converts this file into audible speech which is thereupon transmitted to the

caller via the telephone line.

System 10 illustratively provides to requesters "specification"
sheets for integrated circuits manufactured by the (fictitious) XYZ
Microchip Corporation, and, as further indicated at 41, the first message is a
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greeting, illnstratively the greeting "You have reached the XYZ Microchip
Corporation automated facsimile catalog." This is immediately followed by
a second message, again delivered to the voice card via the above-outlined

mechanism. As indicated at 43, this second message queries as to whether

the caller is calling from a facsimile telephone, i.e., a telephone associated

with a facsimile machine, the message illustratively being, "Touch ’1’ on

your touch-tone telephone if you are calling from a facsimile telephone;
otherwise touch any other key." The program now instructs the voice card

to be receptive to an answering touch-tone input from the caller. The voice

card, being capable of recognizing touch tone inputs, provides facsimile
catalog program 34b with an indication of the caller’s response.

Since in the present example, telephone 8 is, in fact, associated

with a facsimile machine, the caller will touch "1" at this time. The

program thereupon proceeds to step 46 at which it prompts the caller
through a selection process so to elicit from the caller what specific
information the caller wishes to receive. This process may involve several

queries and responses, allowing the caller to be increasingly specific with
respect to the desired information.

A typical such interaction might be:

FAX CATALOG: Touch ’1’ for information on digital
integrated circuits; touch ’2’ for information

on analog integrated circuits.

USER: [Enters ’1’].

FAX CATALOG: Touch ’1’ for 74LS series devices;
touch ’2’ for 74LP series devices

USER: [Enters ’1’].

FAX CATALOG: Enter the 4-digit code of the device
that you are interested in.

USER: [Enters ’7522’].
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(In some applications, the caller may make selections based on information
previously disseminated by the supplier, such as a printed index of available
documents.)

As indicated at 51, facsimile catalog program 34b now causes the

voice card to instruct the caller to now operate the "START" key on the

facsimile machine with which the caller’s telephone is associated. To this

point, facsimile machine 6 has been providing a signal path from telephone
line 3 directly through to telephone 8. However,

responsive to the operation of the "START" key, facsimile machine 6 now
disconnects telephone 8 from the line and connects the line to the internal

facsimile circuitry of the machine. There should not be any source

documents in the input tray of the caller’s facsimile machine. Accordingly,

the latter assumes the role of recipient in the upcoming facsimile

transaction.

After a preprogrammed delay to allow the caller to comply with

the instruction to operate the "START" key, facsimile catalog program 34b

instructs facsimile card 37 to now operate its switch 371, causing facsimile

card 37 to seize control of the active, already established telephone

connection to the far-end facsimile machine, as indicated at 53. At this

point, there is a direct telephone connection between facsimile circuitry 374
in facsimile card 37 and the facsimile circuitry in the caller’s facsimile

machine.

As also indicated at 53, facsimile card 37 now negotiates with

facsimile machine 6, in the standard way, such parameters as line speed,

transmission protocols and transmitter/receiver identity. Upon successful

completion of these negotiations, facsimile card 37 notifies facsimile catalog

program 34b of this fact. Proceeding then to step 54, the program then
processes the requested document(s)—in this case the "specification" sheet
for the "7522" microchip—in preparation for transmission to facsimile

machine 6. In particular, it instructs the operating system to retrieve from

hard disk 33 one or more of either image files 33b or text files 33c. These

files contain the text and/or graphic images which comprise the

document(s) that the caller has requested. In particular, each image file
contains a document, or portion thereof, in bit-mapped form and, as such, is

directly transmittable by facsimile card 37. A text file, by contrast,
contains standard ASCII characters and must be converted by facsimile
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